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GROUP GENERATION/COMMUNITY CREATION

AMONG THE INSTITUTIONALIZED ELDERLY

Janet D. Hild, R. N. , D. N. S.

University of California, San Francisco, 1992

The purpose of this exploratory, ethnographic field study

was to describe how one naturally evolved group of

residents and staff addressed the every day challenges of

nursing home life by interacting and working together.

Concern about nursing home life continues; thus, further

understanding of the possibilities that exist for

residents and staff to influence nursing homes from the

"bottom/up" is imperative. Two staff co-leaders, 23

resident members, and 4 former members of the Friendly

Neighborhood Club (FNC), a community-like group,

Participated. Resident ages ranged from 60 to 95 with a

maximum of 15 members at any one time : 12 males and 3

females. Data collection methods included: participant

observation; interviews; examination of unobtrusive

indicators; study of various documents; and utilization

of the Multiphasic Environmental Assessment Procedure

(MEAP). Data were collected at intervals over a three

Year period. Categories of findings emerged that reflect

five levels of analysis, beginning with the background

environmental characteristics to the members' self.

These were based on Mead's (1934) theoretical framework
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and include: (a) the history and evolution of the

community; (b) functions of the FNC community; (c)

meaning of the FNC community; (d) community,

physical/mental/sensory capabilities and age; and (e) the

maintenance or loss of self (giving up ). Findings

suggest nursing administrators must be supportive and

willing/able to relinquish some control. Head nurse

support is crucial and staff co-leaders must work

collaboratively with members. Their interactions cross

the usual staff/resident boundaries, are characterized by

commitment and reciprocity, and take time to develop.

Residents with sufficient communicative abilities and a

mix of ages are needed to ensure the residents'

Perspective is realized. Physical ability has little

influence on group participation. Nurses, the refore,

should evaluate residents’ communicative abilities,

Carefully monitor drug toxicities, particularly for

hearing and memory, and advocate for functional PA

Systems. Finally, a time comes when members, who

Previously were active, "give up." The latter was

observed to be triggered by a physical event or loss, and

*ecognized by the person.
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GROUP GENERATION/COMMUNITY CREATION

AMONG THE INSTITUTIONALIZED ELDERLY

Chapter 1

The Study Problem

Professional and personal life experiences (Strauss

& Corb in , 1990) most influenced my arriving at the

TeSea rch problem. While I have not worked in long term

Care institutions, I have cared for older patients in

other- settings and thought about what it was like to grow

old in these times of great technological change. I also

have Personal experience with the issues and problems

that C On front humans as they grow older because longevity

*s in my family.

To day, to live to be very old means to have greater

ºne idence of chronic illness and disability (Rice & Wick,

1985), not to mention the associated pain and suffering .

*thermore, those 85 years and older, who face multiple

losses and increased dependency, are more likely to need

*rsing home placement (Branch & Jette, 1982; Rice, 1988;

"insard, Jones & Kaplan, 1987), a need expected to

"ltiply well into the twenty first century.

Adverse conditions, unfortunately, have been

**ciated with many nursing homes and have drawn

*tional attention. In an effort to improve the

*ituat
- -lon, the federal government has continued to enact
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legislation (e.g., U. S. Public Law 100-203, 1987).

Despite these good intentions, however, such legislation

may not be put into practice as originally conceived

(O’Neal, III, 1991). Thus, the ambience of nursing home

life remains a concern, demanding our attention and

effort .

While legislative solutions are being pursued from a

top/down position, other strategies to improve nursing

home life might be employed from the bottom/up. Such

"ethods have been used in other settings, for example,

*"9ns health care workers who attend the poor (Werner &

*er, 1982). The latter perspective recognizes the

knowledge, talent, and potential inherent in groups and

**unities, whose customary deportment evidences

Vºlnerability and the lack of power and control over

t
- - - -heir circumstances. By assisting these persons to

*ealize their untapped strengths and to presume

*** Ponsibility in the management of their particular

*oblems, greater improvements are claimed, compared to

what is achieved through solutions imposed by those

°utside the group or community. Such an approach , then,

WO - - - - - -uld Originate with the nursing home residents

th *"selves, assisted rather than directed by staff.



Statement of the Problem

When the above approach is considered, a major

quest i on arises as to whether such methods are feasible

for the often fragile and elderly nursing home

Population. Do they have the ability to take on some

responsibility for their lives and their living

situation? If they did participate, how would this

affect them? Would there be benefit or potential harm?

Langer and Rodin's (1976) classic, quasi

**Per i mental field study of perceived control, self

***PG r\sibility, and well-being would indicate nursing

home residents do have such capabilities. Based on their

findings, these researchers conclude that control is very

"Portant for the elderly, and residents benefit when

given the opportunity to take on even minor

*** Ponsibilities. Those encouraged toward personal

*** Ponsibility were rated as happier, more active , and

alert; thus, positive outcomes were achieved both

*ocially and physically.

The above literature suggests a community-based

*PProach with its shared power and responsibility offers

*ntial benefit even for the frail and/or elderly,

*sing home resident. However, additional study is

Ile
eded to further understand the possibilities such an

ap
Proach has for this particular population.





This research project sought to explore such

possibilities by study of the working inter relationships

of a naturally evolved group of nursing home residents

and staff. To illustrate the kinds of understanding

needed, the remainder of this section is presented as a

Series of questions rather than deductive, propositional

Statements.

Would nursing staff, all too commonly over burdened

by short staffing and ever increasing patient acuities,

be willing or even able to participate in such an

*** dertaking? Could these two categories of participants,

* = sidents and staff, who are so diverse in age, strength ,

* > le, and perspective, form a cohesive grouping or does

* Heir divergence preclude this possibility?

Furthermore, if such a group did form over time,

* > uld they interact and work together for their mutual

s S. od? Or, would the group become so riddled with

S <> nflict and competition that it would lose its

* f fectiveness?

How will turn over of residents and/or staff affect

*-Ha e group's development--even its very survival?

* inally, does there come a time when elderly residents no

*-enger are able and/or willing to participate , even

*-hough previously, they had been an active 2 In other

* Srds, do residents reach a point where they give up
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humankind's lifelong struggle for social connection, even

within a propitious environment?

The aforementioned questions have been presented in

Order to appreciate the complexity of a phenomenon like

group generation/community creation among the elderly and

the staff who populate a nursing home. With these

Questions in mind, the purpose of the study now will be

discussed.

Purpose (s) of the Study

The purpose of this exploratory, descriptive,

Sº thmographic field study was to investigate, describe,

*ra d understand how one particular group of nursing home

* = sidents and their staff addressed the everyday

S* h allenges present in nursing home life by interacting

* r * d working together. The group, given the pseudonym

* +-iendly Neighborhood Club (FNC), has endured since 1984,

*rnd has had a positive effect on resident morale, despite

* embers lost and gained, and the usual constraints found

Y i thin a nursing home environment. As the study traced

* He group's development over time, findings ensued to

* *-agment current understanding of such groups. In

* G dition, insight was gained into what potential such

s roups have for other nursing home residents.
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Need for the Study (Significance)

Nurses have professional responsibility and are

entrusted by society to promote the well-being of

Burnside (1985), forelderly, nursing home residents.

example, notes ways to enhance the quality of life of

these residents ranked high among the profession's list

of priorities even in the mid-1970s. Along with

Professional interest in long term care, are the concerns

*ommon to all citizens, who, as members of society, share

* collective responsibility for the care of vulnerable

Persons like the frail elderly. If motivation is not

* <> rthcoming from either a professional or a social

*t and point, self-seeking motives may prompt interest

*ince most of us have a fairly good chance of spending

*** me time in a long term care institution (Liang & Jow

Sº hing Tu, 1986; McConnel, 1984).

*Pemographic Projections

A review of demographic projections for elderly

*Persons is offered next. These predictions demonstrate

* He significance of this field study not only for the

* * * arsing profession, but for all levels of societies.

Predictions for the Western United States.

Rice and Wick (1985, p. I-7) claim the western

* egion of the United States, including California, will

Yaave the most rapid population growth of any section of
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the country and over twice that projected for the nation

as a whole in the period from 1980 to 2000. Those

considered very old, 85 years and older, will increase by

163 percent in the West, a higher increase than is found

nationally (p. I-16). Furthermore, in this western

Section, the entire elderly population, aged 65 and

older, will expand by approximately 60 percent (p. I-9).

On the basis of these projections, Rice and Wick (p. I-9)

*C. rh clude that the western region will need to nearly

double existing nursing home capacity to care for the

*** creasing number of older persons.

National projections.

When past, present and future demographic trends for

* he entire nation are examined, the tremendous growth of

^rnerican elders looks even more striking. Rice and Wick

( 1985, p. I-3) cite the following, based on U. S. Bureau

S* f Census, 1983, figures:

At the turn of the century, there were only 3. 1

million elderly people, 4.0 percent of the total

population . . . . By 1980, the elderly population almost

tripled again to 25.5 million persons, representing

11.3 percent of the total population. By the year

2030, it is likely that 1 out of 5 Americans will be

65 years or older and the total number is projected



to 64.3 million, more than doubling in the 50-year

period, 1980-2030.

Rice and Wick (1985, p. I-3) point out the quantity

and ratio of the very old likewise have expanded at

remarkable rate. Indeed, those 85 years and older are

now held to be our most rapidly growing population group

(Myers, 1985; Rice & Wick; Vladeck, 1989), expanding at a

48 percent rate (Rice & Wick, p. I-3 and I-7). This

Phenomenal growth is anticipated despite the high

*t trition rate characteristic of the elderly (Myers).

As age increases, other factors also emerge ; for

** ample, a deterioration of health status and/or an

** creased incidence of chronic illness and disability

CMyers, 1985; Rice, 1988; Rice & Wick, 1985). These

Sº onqitions, moreover, are especially common in the

* lo■ erly who inhabit nursing homes (Pawlson, 1989; Rice &

Wick; Vladeck, 1989; Wingard, Jones & Kaplan, 1987).

** ranch & Jette’s (1982) prospective study lends further

*** pport: Via multiple regression, five variables,

*** cluding increasing age and functional disabilities, are

found to be significantly associated with the need for

*** stitutionalization. Finally, Wingard, Jones & Kaplan's

* * view also finds increased age a significant factor:

" The preponde rance of the evidence, cross-sectional and

**ospective, univariate and multivariate, indicated that



increasing age is associated with a higher rate of

nursing home utilization" (p. 159).

The above demographic projections and study findings

indicate greater need for long term care and nursing

homes in the future. Rice and Wick (1985, p. I-20), make

the following estimates for 2000: "The number of elderly

requiring nursing home care is projected to increase 71

Percent, while a 119 percent increase is projected for

those aged 85 years and over." Others quote similar

Projections. Balwin (1985, citing Butler & Lewis, p. 84)

*tates "By 2030, 2.6 million older adults will be in

**** r sing homes, more than double the number in nursing

homes today."

Although the fore going projections are held

Sº redible, the lifetime risk for nursing home placement

* emains controversial. The former estimate that 5% of

the elderly population reside in nursing homes is no

+ enger accepted as a true portrayal of risk (Dellasega ,

l $387; Wingard, Jones & Kaplan, 1987). McConnel (1984)

$ Sncludes the risk for nursing home placement is around

5 Ox, but increases with age. Liang & Jow-Ching Tu (1986)

* 1 so estimate risk extends with age, but claim the

l + felong risk is less--nearer to 30%.
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International prospects.

International estimates also project a marked

increase in the numbers of elderly : Aging populations

now have become a global occurrence for which we have no

historical precedent (Myers, 1985; Torrey, Kinsella &

Taeuber, 1987). Crosbie (1989, p. 6, citing Kinsella),

for example, states:

There are 370 million older people in the Third

World, which comprises more than half (58%) of the

world's total elderly. The world's older population

experiences a net increase of 1.2 million each

month.

Of this increase, 80% occurs in Third World

nations. Also, as in the West , the growth rate is

fastest for the oldest old , those most likely to

have chronic diseases and be in need of health

services. Contrary to the myth that families in

developing countries "take care of their own, "

changing economics and shifting migration patterns

lead to the projection that the provision of long

term care will be an important part of future

programming.

The above quotation indicates Third World elders face

*ssues similar to those found in more developed

Sºuntries. At the same time, they confront additional
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problems like a higher incidence of communicable diseases

(Crosbie ; Kerschner, 1987).

Citing United Nations' calculations, Myers (1985, p.

18 O ) reports anticipation of a near three fold expansion

in the world's elderly by 2025. Kerschner (1987, p. 7),

in turn, claims more than one billion persons will be 60

Years and over by 2025. Although growth of older

PC pulations is fore seen , many countries even now lack

sufficient nursing home facilities. Egypt, for example,

has only 34 nursing homes for a population of 3 million

Persons age 60 and older (Kerschner). Kerschner

*a intains the shortage of nursing homes in these

S-C untries is due to a scarcity of financial resources.

Financial concerns also exist in the more developed

S- O untries. In the United States, for example, funding of

long term care is viewed as a significant health care

*Problem (Pawlson, 1989). Pawlson (p. 632, citing the

S*ffice of the Actuary, Health Care Financing

* G ministration) declares nursing home costs were 40

*P illion dollars in 1987, and projects nursing home

* > penditures will surpass 125 billion dollars a year by

*900. He also claims the current individual cost of

** ursing home care, 25,000 dollars per resident per year,

is not within the means of most elderly Americans (p.
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632). Thus, similar problems and needs related to long

term care now exist across international boundaries.

A quote from Vladeck (1989, p. 215) aptly concludes

this section on demographic projections:

Continuing growth in the number of impaired elderly

persons necessitates a continued reliance on nursing

homes to care for at least those who are most

impaired or most lacking in other supports, despite

dissatisfaction over the quality of nursing home

services and anxiety about the costs.

* or the above-mentioned reasons, then, this study is not

‘’nly significant, but needful.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

Overview of Relevant Research

A review of literature in three subject are as will

be presented. This chapter, therefore , is divided into

three topical sections: institutional, group, and

community creation literature.

The Institutional Literature

A selection of seven qualitative field studies that

investigate institutionalization and/or nursing homes are

reviewed first. These studies include: Goffman (1961),

Henry (1963), Gubrium (1975), Kayser-Jones (1981),

Vesperi (1985), Diamond (1986), and Shield (1988).

The studies were examined in terms of

institutionalization and/or control issues, and

resident/staff and resident/resident interactions.

After each was reviewed from the aforementioned

perspectives, common and distinctive themes among the

studies were identified. My objective was to develop a

general understanding of control and social interactions

within such institutions and to use these themes as a

basis from which to compare my findings.

The above exercise was a kind of "meta-ethnography, "

defined by Noblit & Hare (1988, p. 10) as: "synthesis of

interpretive research, " viewed as an act of
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interpretation and translation. They explain: "When we

Synthesize, we give meaning to the set of studies under

consideration. We interpret them in a fashion similar to

the ethnographer interpreting a culture" (p. 7).

Because I wanted to substantiate my reinterpretation

of these studies, I under took a rather unique reliability

check. Copies of the identified themes and the author's

own segment of the review were sent to five of the

researchers: Gubrium (1975), Kayser-Jones (1981),

Vesperi (1985), Diamond (1986), and Shield (1988).

These authors’ opinions were sought because they

were constituents of the social environments they

studied, and as ethnographers, they had opportunity to

verify their understanding over time (Hammersley &

Atkinson, 1983). Therefore, I assumed their field

experiences would provide them with greater insight than

other persons, and they would be competent judges my

reinterpretation.

I specifically asked them if they felt I had used

their data in ways that made sense, were plausible, and

not far from their own understanding of the data. In

addition, I asked for comments on the common and

distinctive themes. Four of the researchers responded,

and their comments are acknowledged in Appendix A. None
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disputed the common and distinctive themes presented in

Table 1, nor did they contest Table 2.

Goffman.

Using participant-observation, Goffman's (1961)

proclaimed research aim was to grasp the social context

of a mental hospital as viewed and experienced by

patients. He also sought general understanding of other

kinds of total institutions. The latter is of interest

to the present review since nursing homes often have been

compared to Goffman's concept of "total institutions"

(Bowker, 1982; Dobrof, 1984; Johnson & Grant, 1985).

Goffman’s (1961, p. xiii) definition of a total

institution is: "A place of residence and work where a

large number of like-situated individuals, cut off from

the wider society for an appreciable period of time,

together lead an enclosed, formally administered round of

life." Total institutions have two common

characteristics: regular, explicit activity and a

controlling proclivity.

Another notable characteristic is disintegration of

boundaries that usually divide three realms of life:

work, play and sleep (Goffman, 1961). These ordinarily

take place in different settings, with distinct people,

under separate authority, and lack "an over-all rational
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plan" (p. 6). With total institutions, however, the

following are common :

(1) All aspects of life are conducted in the same

place and under the same single authority.

(2) Each phase of the member's daily activity is

carried on in the immediate company of a large batch

of others, all of whom are treated alike and

required to do the same thing together.

(3) All phases of the day's activities are tightly

scheduled with one activity leading at a prearranged

time into the next, the whole sequence of

activities being imposed from above by a system of

explicit formal rules and a body of officials.

(4) The various enforced activities are brought

together into a single rational plan purportedly

designed to fulfill the official aims of the

institution (p. 6).

Life is so regimented the resident loses his ability

to be a self-determining adult. Staff have the

responsibility of coercing residents into cooperation to

meet goals set by the institution, yet have the opposing

obligation to give humane treatment. Goffman (1961, p.

78) points out that this "constant conflict between

humane standards. . . and the institutional efficiency" must

be managed by staff.
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Residents and staff are predisposed to viewing the

other in a limited, antagonistic way (Goffman, 1961). In

addition, these groups experience social detachment that

leads to development of two distinct worlds with little

"mutual penetration" between these two domains (p. 9).

Thus, a division exists between the sizable group of

controlled residents and the smaller number of dominating

staff.

Goffman (1961) also suggests there is limited

solidarity, fraternizing and group allegiance among

residents. However, he later points out some inmate

practices that would contradict the aforementioned

description, that is , ways residents master their

circumstances by development of an active under life.

In conclusion, Goffman (1961) concedes his

conceptualization of total institutions is based on an

ideal typology rather than on what is consistently

present in reality. He further admits: "What is

distinctive about total institutions is that each

exhibits to an intense degree many items in this family

of attributes" (p. 5). Thus, he indirectly suggests

Variability is yet another characteristic of total

institutions.
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Henry .

Henry (1963) likewise recognizes diversity in

nursing home institutions, the field setting for his

descriptive ethnography on human obsolescence. Three

separate facilities were used with actual field

observations done by nurses.

These are named Tower Nursing Home, Rosemont, and

Muni San and respectively described as: "comfortable and

humane . . . inhuman, and . . . somewhere in between" (Henry,

1963, p. 391). Although differences in degree certainly

exist within these homes, some similar themes do emerge

and will be discussed.

Tower Nursing Home's clientele are at least upper

middle class, and staff are characterized as being

"gentle and solicitous" toward residents (Henry, 1963, p.

441). Despite this solicitous environment, however,

resident/resident interactions are described as spite ful,

conflictive , and hostile with minimal social life.

Henry, furthermore, sounds Goffman-like in his depictions

of the home 's routines.

Rosemont is compared to a literal hell. The usual

institutional routines to promote a sanitation are

lacking, and all manner of filth abounds. Most residents

are found to stare blankly and not interact or talk

together, thus, the prominent inmate trait is
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acquiescence. Others are cruel, harsh, and abusive to

those who are weaker and/or confused (Henry, 1963).

While administrative staff profusely claim to love

these residents, the care given and the nurse aides’

verbal and non-verbal interactions reflect callousness

and lack of respect. One nurse aide told a blind

resident to "shut up" while she fed him (Henry, 1963, p.

412). Henry again reflects Goffman's (1961) work when he

states: "The worlds of staff and inmate have become

totally separate, so that the former does not enter into

the world of the latter" (p. 419).

Muni San provides adequate physical care. However,

residents are said to suffer from a lack of personal

interaction and involvement with staff. The aides only

speak when they make a request of the resident such as

"sit down" (Henry, 1963, p. 395). Routinization prevails

rather than communication. Henry also notes conversation

is usually non-existent among the residents. He further

describes what happens to noisy residents to keep them

quiet: "Since arguments among patients interfere with

the smooth functioning of the hospital, the sensible

thing is to interrupt communication between them and thus

nip all possible disputes in the bud..." (p. 394). Henry

then follows a resident through the process of giving up

hope. The latter took only eight days to accomplish and

º

s
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ended with the resident becoming "very subdued" (pp. 3.96–

399).

The above studies reflect some similar features.

For example, institutional routine and curious patterns

of communication and interaction are portrayed.

Gubrium.

Gubrium (1975) studies Murray Manor, a nursing home,

from the viewpoint of the organization of patient care

and resident routine. He also observed nursing home life

from the perspective of staff and residents.

Patient care employees are divided into "top"

(administrative) and "floor" staff in order to discuss

their various roles, work practices, and relationships

(Gubrium, 1975). Gubrium finds top staff have an

individualized view of the home's clientele (patients and

residents) with little formal insight into the

clientele's everyday social lives. He also notes top

staff have little contact with clients.

Floor staff, in contrast, have social ties with

patients and residents, ranging from friendship to mere

associations (Gubrium, 1975). Aides may bend rules, do

favors, and spend extra time with those who are their

friends. However, floor staff also are responsible for

the daily schedule and sequence of activities. Gubrium

claims they may become irritated and short with inmates

º

-
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or they may resort to patronizing tactics to meet those

obligations because patient care is as much a job as it

is caring and "bed-and-body" work. Other means used to

control clients’ behavior include sedation, firmness,

and/or application of restraints.

The home likewise classifies clientele into two

categories: patients and residents, which reflects their

level of care (Gubrium, 1975). Residents receive

personal, not skilled nursing care ; patients receive

skilled care. Residents tend to be more assertive about

their needs and offer their complaints during meetings

directed by the social worker. Residents also may

criticize floor staff directly and/or issue complaints to

top staff. Residents, furthermore, vocalize their

aversion to and avoid the patient group as a whole, who

tend to be more debilitated and/or mentally deficient.

While residents generally avoid contact with

patients, they do form cliques among themselves (Gubrium,

1975). Other social connections identified include

"supports" and friendships; the former involves volunteer

help to other inmates. Finally, Gubrium recognizes

isolated patients or residents, who have no social ties.

The above depicts Gubrium's (1975) major findings

related to institutional routine, control, and

staff/clientele and resident/patient interactions. These

º

*
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themes, more over, are well supported in his work.

Kayser-Jones.

Two nursing homes, one model institution in Scotland

(Scottsdale) and one in California (Pacific Manor), were

studied by Kayser-Jones (1981) from the vantage point of

daily life routines and the inter relationships between

staff and residents. Kayser-Jones describes her study as

"an ethnographic cross-cultural comparison" (p. 1).

Findings also were analyzed from the perspective of the

broader, socio-economic and cultural traditions.

Although the sites were purposely selected for their high

acuity levels of care, similarities in size, kinds of

services, and patients, Kayser-Jones encounters marked

differences in milieu.

Scottsdale's proclaimed aims were to make the

institution as home-like and non-restrictive as possible

(Kayser-Jones, 1981). The work was organized and

purposeful, and Kayser-Jones perceived "a strong sense of

everyone working together" (p. 18). Residents, moreover,

were generally found to be treated with respect and

kindness. Kayser-Jones also identified a greater sense

of "community and camaraderie" (p. 67) among the

Scottsdale residents and staff.

This Scottish home actively encouraged social

interaction in a variety of ways. For example, a

-

*
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"Scottsdale Social Club" was formed with officers elected

from residents and staff (Kayser-Jones, 1981). The club

held monthly evening socials attended by residents and

staff, who socialized together. Kayser-Jones states:

"Staff at all levels (the house physician, matron,

nurses, and auxiliary workers) attend the social, help

with the entertainment, and serve the food; this helps

establish social bonds between staff and patients" (p.

29). Kayser-Jones later notes staff and residents were

comparatively more homogeneous and stable at this site.

In addition, staffing ratios were higher.

Residents, more over, manifested considerable social

interaction among themselves (Kayser-Jones, 1981).

Kayser-Jones explains: "They not only were acquainted

with one another but strong friendships had developed

between some, and a feeling of ‘community’ was present"

(p. 45).

Contrasting findings were discovered at Pacific

Manor. Staff were described as authoritarian and

unconcerned about patients (Kayser-Jones, 1981). Kayser

Jones also found evidence of victimization,

dehumanization, depersonalization and infantilization.

The latter, viewed as a parent-child relationship,

allowed staff to exercise authority and control over

residents, and to complete their work more expeditiously.

º

-
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Staff did not respond to residents' greetings or º

their pleas for help and made residents wait a long time º

for assistance (Kayser-Jones, 1981). Verbal abuse and J.7

alleged physical abuse also were documented. Kayser

Jones further claims staff performed "their duties with

minimum communication, in assembly-line fashion" (p. 43).

Social separation between staff and residents

generally was found ; for example, staff ate refreshments
_-

apart from residents, even at social events (Kayser- *-

Jones, 1981). In addition, while the power wielding, º – -

nurse aide staff was stable, professional staff
cº

º

experienced a comparatively high rate of turnover. º

Kayser-Jones (1981) observed little social ■ º- º

interaction and few friendships among the residents. CC
Rather, many were isolated and listless; others were —o
victimized both by staff and their fellow residents. --

-

-

=c
Vesperi. º
Vesperi (1985) worked as a nurse aide in the º

Martindale Nursing Home, located in rural Massachusetts, º

while she gathered her field data. She focused on staff º

and elderly residents and later identified themes similar -

to those found by Kayser-Jones (1981): victimization, º

dehumanization, depersonalization and infantilization. in

Vesperi’s (1985) data were presented as case º

studies, and findings related to issues of control,
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resident/staff and resident/resident interactions are

presented here. One case discusses how sedatives and

physical restraints are used to control resident

behavior, allegedly for safety reasons. When the

restrained resident became incontinent and acted out , her

roommates first ignored her, then began to verbalize

their hostility and indignation, subsequently threatened,

and eventually slapped the troublesome resident.

Ultimately, the restrained and protesting resident

resorted to a hunger strike.

Verbal abuse of a resident labeled senile by staff

was observed in another case (Vesperi, 1985). Staff

justified their derision by claiming the resident "didn't

even know the difference" (p. 230). Vesperi later

understood this particular resident "had determined to

die by starvation" (p. 231). Staff, however, never

attributed her eventual decline and death to her

conscious resolve.

Although residents sit crowded together, they seldom

communicate verbally; friendships are a rarity; names are

usually unknown; sharing and reciprocal service are very

infrequent; and, conflict follows unequal allocation of

favors (Vesperi, 1985). Residents live in an isolated

state , precluding collective resistance to ignominious

institutional practices. Needless to say, Vesperi views

º

º

s
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the administrative staff's opinion that Martindale

sustains an acceptable environment as disturbing.

Diamond.

Diamond’s (1986) ethnographic field study examines

nursing home life primarily from the expressed viewpoints

of residents and nursing assistants and relates these

findings to larger socio-economic conditions. His data

were gathered while he worked full time as a nurses's

aide in three separate facilities.

Although some residents do develop friendships, the

prevalent pattern of relationship is one of isolation--a

collection of strangers (Diamond, 1986). Residents do

not know one another's names nor converse together

despite the fact they sit adjacent for months and even

years. Diamond also submits nurse aides’ work is more

efficiently carried out if they do not converse with

residents. In addition, the formal tasks assigned to

aides "have nothing to do with talking with patients" (p.

1291).

Notwithstanding, Diamond (1986) concludes residents

are really active participants within the nursing home

environment even though they may appear passive. He

1ater states:

Although a nursing home is often a chaotic and angry

Place, there are within each home and within most

º
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patients pockets of creativity, of insightfulness,

of competence. Patients are active participants in

the setting in complex, humorous, and gracious ways

(p. 1290).

Diamond furthermore claims: "There is action,

resistance, some expressed need ; this is a point from

which change might proceed. This is different from

policy directed toward nursing home life from the outside

in"

sºº

(p. 1293). Thus, his conclusions lend support to ,-----

º

this study’s interest in residents’ active participation *-
2
º

in nursing home life. ~ ;--
Shield.

-

—-
Shield'

-
}

- - ºield's (1988) field study of the Franklin Nursing º

--~~~~
Home, situated in the industrial North East , was carried º -->

******** = |
out over fourteen months. Her research objective was to rºº

------- º

comprehend the everyday, routinized life within that rº*- : * * *

- - -
- *** *-*.

institution. -> ---

--~ * = º

Franklin is described as: "a ‘good' nursing home ,

with high staffing ratios and better facilities and

services than most nursing homes" (Shield, 1988, p. 10).

This nonprofit facility provided care for more than 200

residents, the majority of whom are Jewish and 80 to 90

years of age.

Shield (1988) describes resident control at Franklin

as follows:
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There is little that the residents in the Franklin

Nursing Home can use to exert control on others or

on their situation. I argue that because nursing

home residents must receive , their ability to

control their environment and themselves is

crippled. Nonetheless, despite the curtailment of

reciprocity, the residents manage to determine some

aspects of their lives, often in ingenious and

innovative ways (p. 21).

A "home-versus-hospital dichotomy" (Shield, 1988, p. 215)

that hinders resident/staff cohesiveness and influences

their relationships also was identified, and appertains

to the issue of control. In this situation, the hospital

component places control in the hands of the staff since

medical prerogatives dominate. Thus, life sustaining

rather than quality of life aims govern.

Shield (1988) has observed a variety of

resident/staff interactions. Some staff address the

residents with warmth and in an adult fashion; others use

either formalized, patronizing, or infantile forms of

address. For example, one RN called a resident "honey, "

"dear," and "darling" (p. 3). Shield states: "The

belief that old people are like children was repeated

of ten by the staff, and it intuitively struck me as

... -- …A º**

---------'º

■
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wrong" (p. 22). In addition to infantilization, Shield

(1988) saw staff treating residents as non-persons.

Staff usually are deemed too busy just to talk to

residents (Shield, 1988). Although staff and residents

sometimes call themselves a family, they less often refer

to themselves as friends. Shield posits the inequality

i rh staff/resident relationships preclude the formation of

friendships.

In Franklin's physical therapy room, however, both

residents and staff are found to communicate together

vvi th greater freedom (Shield, 1988). Shield observes:

I suggest that in the physical therapy room, two

important processes are at work that rarely surface

otherwise in the nursing home : residents interact

meaning fully with each other and the staff members

through talk, jokes, reminiscences, complaints, and

so forth ; and they struggle and work with progress

as their almost impossible goal. Here are the

ingredients for community building and ritual

formation (p. 76).

Although this institution tends to equalize

residents, Shield (1988) places residents into three

**Parate categories. These include: (a) Those residents

who, although they may be able to communicate and

u - -"ders tand, are exceedingly impaired or sick and not able

- *** * -
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to meet their physical requirements; (b) those residents

who, although deemed demented, have varying physical

abilities; and (c) those residents who have both mental

and physical capabilities, but need an as sortment of

staff assistance.

Shield (1988) maintains the latter category have

little interaction with and prefer to be segregated from

the former two. She further claims residents remain

isolated and detached as a means of self protection, but

also to be the good, docile patient.

An uninteresting, cursory form of resident

interaction is typical (Shield, 1988). The latter,

rather wary and superficial, may be related to the

"monitoring" (p. 166) that takes place among residents.

The residents, per Shield, are extremely sensitive to any

signs of mental deterioration, thus, they employ self

monitoring practices while they monitor others and this

stifles conversation.

Shield (1988) also observed the following resident

communicative patterns: moaning, crying out , harsh

scolding, weeping, and protesting. She found that little

talking takes place at meals; whereas some chat as they

sit together, others sit silently, staring forward.

Shield concludes talking was diminished because residents

had few eventful things to talk about.

rºº
-

*
------
* -

------ *** |
** *-*

--~ * *****
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Franklin residents also are found to manifest

jealousy, and to argue, compete with , and deprecate other

residents (Shield, 1988). Shield claims she anticipated

finding a sense of community among residents, but the

latter did not materialize :

I expected to find community feeling in the nursing

home , first of all. Because most of the residents

were Jewish and many of them knew each other before
º

admission, I assumed there would be camaraderie, --------

…sº 2

factions, fights, and much talking , joking, and - ºº –
arguing . Instead, I found little such community -: **

-

feeling (p. 19).

º
—-

R e R - Sh
- - -ield (personal communication, March, 1992) º-"

--~~~~"
explains why she views the above interactions positively : º * -->

******

"they indicate that the people participating in these --- *
--------- s

behaviors care about one another." She further -- *
----- ---,

- - 11 -
- ** *-*

elaborates her viewpoint as follows: Disputes and º __*-*
--- *- ***

bickering at Franklin, however, seemed to be

manifestations of sparks of life that flickered but could

not endure long enough to generate community" (Shield,

1988, p. 171).

Table 1 presents common and distinctive themes found

in the above studies. In Table 2, the various nursing

homes are placed along two continua that range from the

most institutionalized to the most community-like, and
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from the most inhumane conditions to the most humane

living situation. Kayser-Jones' (1981) Scottsdale stands

apart from the other nursing homes and suggests

possibilities do exist for community-like processes to

occur even within a total institution. Therefore, a

review of literature on community creation among the

elderly in age-homogeneous settings is the refore need ful,

but group literature will be reviewed first.

The Group Literature

The group literature review will be divided into two

sections. The first examines general group literature ; -º-º-º:
the second is an elderly group review.

-
–-

General group literature. tº
---

~~~~
While Cartwright and Zander (1968) allege group & ***

--~~~"
-

literature has an extensive history, they also claim -** *
------

º

rigorous research has been a relatively recent r —-
-***

- -
**" * >

occurrence. These research findings have been spread … "
--- *-

across professional disciplines and their respective

Publications--a practice that continues until today.

Levine and Moreland (1990), moreover, perceive the field

to be severely fragmented due to the many disciplines

involved in small group research and their tendency to

read and publish in separate journals.

Other reviewers voice a need for theory to guide and

in tegrate the research (cited in McGrath & Kravitz,
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1982). McGrath and Kravitz elucidate further criticisms:

earlier periods had achieved a balance between survey,

laboratory, and field research methods, but laboratory

methods later came to dominate. Now, they recommend

longitudinal studies of natural, non-experimental groups.

Other problems discussed by McGrath and Kravitz

(1982) are the tendency to give new names to old concepts

d t tud hat t
- -

tl
- - Th

8. In O study what ever top 1 c 1 s current Ly 1 n vogue ey ---

conclude: "the field is still a long way from having a ...-----
---

proper balance among theory, method, and data. The -- *_2
.

dominance of a theoretical (even anti theoretical) -º-º:

viewpoints in the group area, virtually since the days of -

Lewin, still persists" (p. 219). …--
º -º-º:

Another topic, small group roles, is relevant to *-* *-*.
tº he --- j

-

this study. Hare (1976, p. 131. , citing Bates, 1956; --~~ *
º

---------> -

----' "

Bates & Cloyd, 1956; Gross, Mason, & McEachern, 1958; --~~~~
-** * *

Levinson, 1959; Southhall, 1959) defines these roles as: - -*

"the set of expectations which group members share

concerning the behavior of a person who occupies a given

Position in the group." Thus, a group member, who

regularly practices certain behaviors for which his/her

fellows have no expectations, would not have a role with

res Pect to those behaviors.

The individual's group role also can be understood

as a reflection of the group's task and the person's own
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unique personality (Hare 1976). In addition, the first

to occupy a particular group role has the opportunity to

make it f it his or her personality, and if he or she
3.

leaves the group, the group may not find a satisfactory

replacement.

Roles may be studied from the perspective of a

"communication network (e.g., central person, member, or

isolate ) " (Hare, 1976, p. 134); others by interactional
___*

patterns, for example, the talkers and the silent …---

* >
members; or by specific role composition , like social- -- º :

emotional or task leadership roles. Other roles -º-º-º:
identified include the "popular" member, the "deviant, "

* --
the "more passive task specialist" (Hare, 1976, citing º

---,
Slater, 1955, p. 145), the group clown, and the * -

--~~"?
scapegoat, reputedly the recipient of aggression in =º

*--- º º

11 - it - - - --~~~~
autocratic" groups (Hare, 1976, citing White and -------

- - * -- *-Lippitt, 1960, p. 147). ---
--- *--

Hare (1976) claims roles vary among groups,

depending on a number of factors. The latter include the

length of time the group has been together, group size,

task, and the kind or level of analysis used by the

researcher. With the above overview in mind, the focus

now turns to group literature pertaining to older

persons.
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Elderly group literature.

Burnside (1984) gives a historical review of group

work among the elderly. While such group work has grown

to be more common among a variety of professions since

World War II, the literature has begun to discuss the

advantages and disadvantages of elderly groups only

rather recently. Nursing, for example, started to

publish accounts of their own elder group work in the
-
ºn

early 1970s. Evaluations of such groups are claimed to ,--------

be predominantly subjective rather than substantiated by -- -
: * * * wº

research. ***** g
Burnside (1984) likewise recognizes a lack of

theoretical perspective for elderly group work. She 1

---.
opines nursing doctoral dissertations on elderly groups 2
are now imperative to "improve and refine group research

methods and increase our understanding of people in * ---"

transition" (p. 352). --~~~~

Elderly group work is thought to require "a more

directive approach" (Burnside, 1984, p. 24) by staff

leaders, a viewpoint that does not lend support to a

resident initiated approach. She also contends the

fragile and dependent status of the institutionalized

a f fect their ability to lead.

Burnside (1984) recognizes the importance of careful

communication, particularly since the elderly frequently

|
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suffer sensory loss, increased frailty, and disease. She

proposes group meetings provide an opportunity for

cathars is, hope, and the realization "that they [those

institutionalized ) still have some power over their own

lives" (Burnside, 1984, p. 67). Yet, she later claims

institutionalized elderly commonly fail to exert this

control due to a number of factors like depression,

institutional neuros is , or a dearth of energy. Another

significant factor cited is the relatively frequent loss

of members due death.

According to Burnside (1984), the group leader keeps

the group going and serving refreshments has symbolical

importance for elderly persons. She also identifies the

types of groups suitable for the elderly: group therapy,

reminiscing, reality orientation, health-related, art

therapy, music, sensory retraining, remotivation,

support , and self-help groups.

The latter are described as "largely self-governing

and self-regulating, emphasizing peer solidarity rather

than hierarchical governance" (Burnside, 1984, p. 237).

Yet, Burnside discounts their possibility for the

institutionalized: "Because of the extreme f railty and

debilitation of most nursing home patients, there are few

options for self-help groups. The residents are

* * * * º
_sº

--------
-* *-

* --- * -
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dependent on friends, relatives, and ombudsmen instead."

(p. 238 ).

Lieberman & McCall (1985) also discuss self-help

groups. They contend self-help groups, a relatively

common phenomenon in our country, under serve the elderly,

and their aim is to extrapolate the potential benefits of

self-help groups for the elderly.

These reviewers later surmise elderly participants

need more than age in common (Lieberman & McCall, 1985).

Indeed, they define self-help groups as: "being composed

of members who share a common condition, situation,

heritage, symptom, or experience. The groups are largely

self-governing and self-regulating. They emphasize self

reliance and generally offer a face-to-face or phone-to

phone fellowship network" (p. 1). Lieberman and McCall

offer further research recommendations: what methods

optimize the usefulness of these groups, the type of

relationship such groups should have with professionals,

and long-term, pilot projects of new, self-help groups.

The criticisms and recommendations proposed in the

above group literature lend support to the aims of this

study. The final section of literature now follows.

The Community Creation Literature

This section reviews selected research on community

formation among elderly who live in a variety of age

-º
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homogeneous settings. Both Holmes (1983) and Silverman

(1987) reviewed this literature. These studies began in

the 1960s when our society became interested in the

benefits of age-homogeneous living situations (Holmes,

1983).

Silverman (1987) judges these studies not to be

well-coordinated, deficient in longitudinal design, and

to lack agreement on what environmental circumstances to

consider. In addition, both reviewers concur social

interactive processes were more significant than the kind

of setting. The latter includes retirement communities,

apartment complexes, single room occupancy hotels, and

other alternative living arrangements like mobile home

parks (Silverman, 1987).

Five qualitative studies from different settings

were reviewed: Keith-Ross (Ross, 1974 a ; 1974 b ; Keith

Ross, 1977; Keith, 1981; 1984; 1985), Hochschild (1973),

Smithers (1985), Becker (1980), and Johnson (1971).

Themes germane and common to community formation were

sought to gain understanding of this process, based on

findings derived from the empirical reality. In

addition, I planned to use these themes as a basis for

Comparison.

This is another example of the kind of meta

ethnography previously discussed. I likewise wished to

__*

* , ---

-->
-- **

-- A º
--- *- s ---

–-

rº-º-º:
*-****
*** **** --> * |
-**
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substantiate my reinterpretation of these studies and

undertook a similar reliability check. Again, the

author’s own segment of this literature review along with

copies of commonly identified themes was sent for her

review. Four responded and none disputed the common

themes; their comments are cited in Appendix B.

Keith-Ross.

Keith-Ross' (1977) work was an ethnographic study of

a French retirement community, Les Floralies, located in

a suburb of Paris. Her preliminary question was : "Could

old age become a basis for community . . . [and] under what

conditions and through what processes [do] they develop?"

(pp. 1-2).

Keith-Ross (1977) claims this homogeneous population

of 127 residents, without previously knowing each other,

"created an engaging, active, complex social world--a

community" (p. 15). She alleges Les Floralies is an

example of a naturally evolving , unplanned type of

community (Keith, 1981; 1984).

Three elements common to the concept of community

are identified by Keith-Ross (1977): territorial space,

affective "we-feelings, " and social organization.

Background and emergent characteristics also were

distinguished (1977; Keith, 1984). Background features

include: social and cultural similarities; restricted
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size; leadership (later divided into emotional, task, or

opinion types of roles); and a dearth of pecuniary or

social attachments to pull residents away from the

community.

Another significant background factor was the extent

of "institutionality" (Keith-Ross, 1977; Keith, 1984,

183).

P .

The latter is equated with social control exerted

by staff over residents, and is seen to suppress social

activity (Keith-Ross, 1977). She explains :

Spontaneous social activity is the least likely in

the most institutional settings, so that if

community formation is to take place among older

people, the setting in which they are brought

together should not be too institutional. Residents

must feel some independence from the staff (Keith,

1984, p. 183).

Emergent elements entail mutually understood symbols

related to community events and participants;

participation, described as active, recurrent , extensive ,

and effectual; interaction; interdependence; a commonly

recognized outside threat ; unreimbursed community work;

development of subgroups; and a community designated

status arrangement (Keith-Ross, 1977; Keith, 1984).

The status system was found to be based on three

Separate components, distinguished as visibility,
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popularity, and leadership (Keith-Ross, 1977). In her

analysis of in-house status, Keith-Ross (Ross, 1974 b ;

Keith, 1981 & 1984) discovered age, health, outside

social contact, and the length of stay in the facility

were not relevant considerations. Past characteristics

or connections that brought status on the outside also

were irrelevant. Rather, status came from present merits

such as a pleasing personality. Other factors found to

promote status were whether the resident worked inside

the home or participated in community matters. The most

salient factor, however, pertained to residents’ past

political leanings (Ross, 1974b; Keith-Ross, 1977; Keith,

1981 & 1984).

Two opposing political factions emerged and a number

of residents were found to have exceptional leadership

abilities (Keith-Ross, 1977). The latter were described

as "talented, energetic leaders who both push and pull

others into participation in residence activities, and

also became themselves symbols of the emerging community"

(Keith, 1984, p. 178). Keith-Ross (1977; Keith, 1984)

purports political preference played a pivotal role in

the residents' lives, and in the socialization of

newcomers. New residents who lacked political

convictions tended to remain isolated in a marginal

-- 4:3"º
* -- * jº

==="
º
º

º --~~~~º

**--->

ºr *-*-" …]ºxº
º __*
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social position. Those with strong political views

became active participants in the home 's social life.

During her research, Keith-Ross (1977; Keith, 1984)

witnessed an intense battle between factions as they

sought election to offices of the Resident's Committee.

She insists such factions and conflicts develop in most

age-homogeneous communities (Keith-Ross, 1977). She also

sees conflict as "a further indication of the value

placed on this community: it is worth fighting about"

(Keith-Ross, 1977, p. 105).

Another pervasive property of age-homogeneous

communities is the practice of exchanging mutual aid

(Keith, 1981; 1985). Three kinds of exchanges are

identified, associated with interdependence : (a)

Assistance furnished at times of sickness or emergency or

to the person who must endure a persistent handicap ; (b)

exchange of services and goods; and (c) the

emotional/social bonds between friends (Keith-Ross, 1977;

Keith, 1981 & 1984). Keith-Ross (1977) suggests these

exchanges result in the formation of "we-feeling" and

community. She explains this phenomenon as: "The

community which is developing inside this residence

represents a cautious alliance among individuals who find

themselves in a lifeboat situation. Individually they

have already survived a great deal; future survival
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depends on their cooperation" (Keith-Ross, 1977, p. 104).

Such aid, however, is not offered to everyone for fears

of decrepitude and senility are reflected in hostility

toward unfamiliar, infirm older persons (Keith, 1981).

Keith-Ross (Ross, 1974 a ; 1977; Keith, 1981)

concludes elderly do form communities, asserts these are

plentiful in western societies, and poses they are an

increasing phenomenon. She claims the phenomenon of

community creation among the aged is striking in its

similarity of themes and process despite demographic

variation and type of setting (Keith, 1981). She notes

analogous themes exist cross-culturally: age

segregation; egalitarian beliefs; in-group rituals and

norms; reciprocal aid; an adversarial stance to other age

groups; and socialization of peers (Keith, 1981).

This similarity makes comparative analysis of such

communities feasible (Keith, 1984). Indeed, Keith-Ross

(Keith, 1984; 1985) analyzed seven ethnographic studies

of age-homogeneous residential settings, and found six

were "emphatically described as communities" (Keith,

1984, p. 188). She also identified findings, themes,

background, and emergent factors similar to those

discussed above, and claims these appeared over and over

again (Keith, 1984; 1985). Keith-Ross (Keith, 1984, p.

-

-I
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195), more over, states the following as far as the aged,

community, and future research :

Anthropologists working with old people report that ,

most fundamentally, they are people. They have the

same need for community, and create it under the

same conditions; the difference may be in its

precious significance to them, who are so often

excluded from community in modern societies . . . . We

still know very little about social ties among older

people . . . . Since the evidence we do have demonstrates

so consistently that peer relationships can meet

important needs for old people, we must learn more

about their friendships, groups, and

communities. . . . Extended, holistic study of age

homogeneous groups and communities is necessary for

discovery of the conditions that promote development

of peer solidarity and organization, and the

mechanisms through which these attitudes and

behaviors emerge. The hypotheses we now have can be

used to guide the selection of age-homogeneous

situations that vary in terms of the factors

hypothesized to promote formation of peer

communities.
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Hochschild.

Hochschild’s (1973) descriptive field study

investigated a public housing, apartment complex, Merrill

Court, inhabited by a group of elderly tenants.

Community is what emerged from her data. Thus, her

Purpose became a description of this community--it's role

a no meaning for the lives of these older occupants and

how community came to be created by this group of near

st rangers.

Questions posed by Hochschild (1973) were :

Is such a community available to any older person

who finds himself in a similar social context or is

the social life here due to the characteristics of

these particular residents? How typical are they of

old people in the United States today? (p. 7).

The study population consisted of 43 persons, who

lived near San Francisco (Hochschild, 1973). Hochschild

In a intains they were not very different from their

°o horts, and they shared a similar on togeny, ethnicity,

socio-economic class, gender, marital status, religious,

*nd regional background. This homogeneity was credited

** significant to the community's evolvement.

Hochschild (1973) attests community formed due to a

*Pecial kind of association, the sibling bond, later

divided into two categories: similar characteristics and
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reciprocal interactions. She found they practiced mutual

aid. Those , who were in better health, took care of one

or two who were less well. In this case, the care was

not reciprocal . Other exchanges were reciprocal,

however. Hochschild later identifies "the ‘side by

sideness, ' and the ‘in the same boat' quality of their

relations" (p. 67). Reciprocity not only held potential

for development of community, founded on common

interests, but for rivalry and competition as members

sought to fulfill of their similar concerns and needs.

Friends also became opponents over issues, and

Hochschild (1973) observed a number of factional fights

during her study. Although these bouts might be

interpreted negatively, she contends at least one did not

find isolation or alienation within the community.

The community developed leaders and a service club

a long with committees and officers. An informal status

S Y stem also evolved, designated as the masses, the elite,

a n d the counter-elite. Even within this peer group

st ratification, however, a hierarchy formed between the

fortunate and the unfortunate and the esteemed and

disdained. The community also created their own

Precedents, expectations, customs, rituals, humor,

Yalues, roles and norms.

* **** sº
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In conclusion, Hochschild (1973) offers her view

about the likelihood of community formation, based on

sibling bonds, within an institution :

Not all groups of old people form this sibling bond

- for example, old people in institutions do not .

All things being equal, we might expect subcultures

to also arise in nursing homes, certain hospital

wards, or convalescent hospitals. To begin with ,

all things are not equal ; the institutionalized tend

to be older, physically weaker, poorer, and

initially more isolated than their peers in the

population at large. But even among the fairly

healthy and ambulatory within institutions, the

likes of Merrill Court is rare . . . There is clearly

something different between institutions and public

housing apartments. Perhaps what counts is the kind

of relationships that institutions foster (pp. 67

68).

She insists that sibling bonds are founded on adult

autonomy, something she believes is not present in

residents of institutions (Hochschild, 1973).

Smithers.

Smithers’ (1985) field study is an analytical,

descriptive investigation. Her main purpose was to learn

about survivorship in inner city elderly. The study
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focused specifically on informal helping networks

developed within a downtown, Los Angeles, public housing

project--a renovated hotel. J. A. Smithers (personal

communication, February 11, 1992) later explains: "The

Housing Authority only allowed one person per unit. This

Inakes the fact of community creation under these

circumstances even more surprising." The population was

a group of approximately 245 single, elderly, low income

Persons. Males outnumbered females 3: 1.

The project housed individuals, whose life-styles

were characterized by limited inter personal

relationships , isolation, marginal subsistence, and

fierce independence, and who currently feared

institutionalization, "faced the reality or the

Possibility of decreasing functional abilities, " death

and dying (Smithers, 1985; J. A. Smithers, personal

C Ommunication, February 11, 1992).

Smithers’ (1985) early impression of residents,

based on repeated accounts by residents and staff, was

© ne of self-interest , detachment, and unconcern for

© thers. Resident participation in formal group

*Ctivities also was found to be deficient. Yet, Smithers

*id observe a number of informal social networks and

°liques. These inter-group helping behaviors often

**volved some type of payment and/or reciprocity, and
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seemed to be based on utilitarian needs rather than

altruistic motives. Smithers contends "the social

contract between tenants is best described in terms of

survival concerns, and it is on this basis that the

community functions as a cohesive unit" (p. 65).

Becker.

Becker (1980) studied critical personal incidents

armo the aged deaf person's life course

Phenomenologically, and found a high level of social

interaction, group orientation, and community among these

elderly. This group of 200 hearing impaired elders lived

in age-heterogeneous situations in the San Francisco Bay

area. Thus, they lacked physical proximity to each other

in daily living. Becker furthermore claims this group

Varied in economic , occupational, and educational

circumstances. They did share the following common

experiences, however: disability, institutional living

( deaf boarding school), language acquisition, and strong

identification with deafness, held to be second only to

sº ender .

Factors that increase interconnectedness and

Sº Ommunity for this group of elderly are: the public

*ature of communication (it can be observed and

$ 9mprehended from a distance), the well functioning

* rapevine, and their rather unique socialization process
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(Becker, 1980). From their early years, many were placed

in state schools, developed close , long lasting

relationships with their peers, and an orientation to

group participation. Values that emerged from this

shared social world were an emphasis on community,

interdependence, and cooperation. Thus, they already

Possess social structure that , when they age, provides

them with primary relationships, interdependence, and

reciprocal help.

Becker (1980) equally addresses the negative aspects

Of this community: social pressure, in the form of

gossip and criticism, exerted on individuals to conform

a rha participate. Another deeply felt stress was the

C Ontinued loss of older members through death and

illness. Although Becker observed this group's

Propensity to form cliques, her views on conflict

C Ontrast with the other literature:

Conflict that occurs within the group threatens the

group's functioning. If conflict is not controlled ,

it may undermine the whole fabric of group life by

disturbing the patterns of sociability. Given a

limited number of people with whom they can

communicate and no other group to whom they can

turn, deaf individuals usually work toward keeping

in-group conflict under control (p. 91).
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Johnson.

Johnson's (1971) study involved field work at an

urban, mobile home park called Idle Haven. Her research

later evolved into a study of community building among

the park's elderly.

Because Idle Haven's population shared age,

ethnicity, socio-economic status, and religion in common ,

they can be viewed as a homogeneous group (Johnson,

1971). Johnson posits, however, it was social network

patterns and connections that were instrumental to

community formation. These , per Johnson, resulted from

the following: the physical layout of this fenced

facility; the density of population; the formal social

activities, initiated by the occupants; the residents’

Particular location in the park; and sufficient time.

About two-thirds of the inhabitants participated in

the formally scheduled activities (Johnson, 1971).

Johnson also identified a formal social structure, the

resident's association and various leadership roles,

which played a significant part in the residents’ social

life. Informal activities consisted of shopping,

Visiting and gossiping with friends.

Johnson (1971) found a little more than one half of

friendships were with one's neighbors, who were also most

frequently one's best friends. Location likewise was
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related to popularity and the number of friends a person

had . These neighbor-friendships did not necessarily have

special interests in common in contrast to friendships

with non-neighbors. Mutual aid and the exchange of

services by neighbors were observed during illness or

when away on holiday, and attributed to the feeling of

community found at Idle Haven.

In addition to clique formation, Johnson (1971)

observed disputes and rivalry among the park's resident

leaders, and an election dispute. Johnson’s explication

of these occurrences follows:

Social structure generates conflict as well as

cohesiveness, but even the conflict is an indication

of the extent to which residents care about the

community they have formed. Moreover, while

residents may feud among themselves, they are united

against the outside world . . . they are , in short , a

tightly knit, homogeneous community and they want to

keep it that way (p. 137).

Conclusion.

These five studies demonstrate effective, naturally

°merging communities can be created in an assortment of

Settings. Table 3 lists common themes found across

**udies, suggesting they may be frequent properties of

°9mmunity creation.
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A number of the researchers allege community

creation is not feasible in an environment with a high

degree of institutionality. Yet, other studies indicate

even in the above types of age-homogeneous settings,

community may not be formed (Jacobs, 1974; Angros ino,

1976), and despite the aforementioned pessimism, Hendel

Sebes tyen (1979) does describe the development of

community within a Jewish nursing home.

Hendel-Sebest yen (1979) does admit, however, that

physical needs assume higher priority and medical and

institutional needs dominate community related

requirements and roles. Even so, those latter kinds of

needs cannot be totally ignored as Simi■ & Myerhoff

(1978, p. 246) emphasize:

Social and cultural ties must be sustained , or

conditions created where they may be generated ;

otherwise we deceive ourselves in our well

intentioned efforts to create a truly human milieu

for the elderly to inhabit. If we allow them to

live simply as biological creatures without

culture and significant social ties, we discount

their lives as human beings.

The present study seeks to describe and understand

***h social ties. With the above reviews completed, the

Study's theoretical framework is presented next .
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Chapter 3

Conceptual Framework

Nursing claims four domain concepts: person,

environment, health and nursing (Fawcett, 1984), and

within these conceptual boundaries, the discipline has

developed some distinct nursing the ories. Nursing also

has a history of borrowing and synthesizing theories from

other fields (Donaldson & Crowley, 1978; Fawcett, 1983).

Thus, the use of a theoretical framework from outside

nursing is not without precedent. While the present

study will stay within the bounds of nursing's domain

concepts, the framework employed has been appropriated

from another discipline.

The Need for a Theoretical Framework

Perspective, per Schatzman and Strauss (1973, p. 55)

indicates the "angle of observation." They claim all

observation is biased, and the researcher must consider

which perspective will be most productive to the research

interest. The researcher also is expected to change

Perspectives to determine their respective helpfulness to

the study. Schatzman and Strauss explain the researcher

*Y incorporate a number of formal perspectives

°oncurrently, not to ment ion personal views of life and

humankind. All will affect not only what the researcher

*otices, but how data are conceptualized.
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A theoretical framework assists the research

experience since the "network of mutually supporting

theories" (Schatzman & Strauss, 1973, p. 55) helps to

organize and focus the research . Such a framework is

deemed necessary because the real world is complicated ,

and no human can take it all in , much less make sense of

it without the direction afforded by a framework.

Schatzman and Strauss (1973), however, expect the initial

theoretical categories, provided by the framework, to

recede into the background as concepts are derived from

the data.

Davis’ (1974) position is similar. However, he

discusses what to do after a mass of data is collected.

He suggests the researcher find a story that f its the

data to get an initial opening for understanding.

Suitable stories are not unlimited, but depend upon the

data and the circumstances surrounding data collection.

Eventually, one story emerges as superior and the result

is to arrive at something true to the experience,

coherent, and plausible.

I took Davis’ (1974) approach and considered the

*PPlicability of a number of theoretical perspectives.

^* the data emerged, however, Mead's (1934) work on

Social interaction/communication, as this takes place

between the self and others within groups, communities,
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and environments, was found to be the most suitable. A

discussion of his work follows.

Mead's (1934) Theoretical Views

Morris (1934) describes Mead as a pragmatist and a

social psychologist, who joined philosophy with science

and developed a social behaviorist position. Although

Mead (Strauss, 1956) published comparatively little

during his lifetime, Strauss explains how Mead's major

works came into being : "After his death, various of his

students and colleagues undertook a labor of love ,

editing his class notes and his unpublished writings,

eventually resulting in three posthumous volumes" (p. v).

Mead (Morris, 1934) was the type of scientist who

isolates and defines categories and logically builds

systems of thought. Morris claims Mead's thinking was

based on a small number of ideas, which he reworked over

time, and from which came a number of theoretical

Concepts. Among the latter are: mind, intelligence,

self-consciousness, selves, objects, social acts,

Society, significant symbols, universals and particulars,

**aning, generalized other, reflexiveness, joint action,

*nd language.

These concepts often overlap in Mead's (1934) work

*nd when joined together, provide an action oriented,

°merging representation of human society. A number of
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Mead's concepts: the environment, community, group,

language/communication, and self are pertinent to this

study. Descriptions of these concepts will be offered

and assumptions later will be drawn from them.

Where to Begin? Where it Began

Mead (1934) assumes the social environment/social

process of experience and co-operative activity or

behavior are the logical and biological prerequirements

for the coming into being of human selves. He further

recognizes humans possess the physiology needed for

language, and the role played by communicative

interactions in the development of the self. Mead

explains his position:

If, however, the position to which I have been

referring is a correct one , if the individual

reaches his self only through communication with

others, only through the elaboration of social

processes by means of significant communication,

then the self could not ante date the social

organism. The latter would have to be there first

(p. 233).

Therefore, discussion of Mead's perspective will begin

**th the social environment.
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The Social Environment

Even as the self is formed in a social environment

via social processes of experience and communicative

interactions, the social environment is also constituted

by that process (Mead, 1934). Mead states "the organism

determines the environment as fully as the environment

determines the organism" (p. 129). He concludes that in

one sense the organism is responsible for its environment

since the organism and the environment are mutually

dependent on each other for their existence. Mead

further elaborates on this relationship between the

environment and the individual:

As a man adjusts himself to a certain environment he

becomes a different individual; but in becoming a

different individual he has affected the community

in which he lives. It may be a slight effect, but

in so far as he has adjusted himself, the

adjustments have changed the type of the environment

to which he can respond and the world is accordingly

a different world (p. 215).

In some cases, an individual may greatly influence the

environment and change it significantly.

Mead (1934) reasons it is the human mind, allowing

the Person to be reflective about alternatives, that is
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the mechanism by which he or she can solve problems

related to his or her social environment. He writes:

For it is their possession of minds or powers of

thinking which enables human individuals to turn

back critically, as it were , upon the organized

social structure of the society to which they be long

(and from their relations to which their minds are

in the first instance derived ), and to reorganize or

reconstruct or modify that social structure to a

greater or less degree, as the exigencies of social

evolution from time to time require (p. 308).

Community.

Although some of Mead's (1934) discussion of

community is similar to the social environment, his

perspectives on community and group will be presented

separately since the present study deals with both . Mead

submits the person’s whole self is organized with

reference to his or her community and circumstances. He

Suggests variability as to whether these are people with

whom we presently live or whether they are people of the

Past or even of our imaginations, but normally, from the

whole of that community, comes a "unified self" (pp. 142–

1 4 3) Mead also recognizes the self may be fragmented

**ther than unified. In the latter case, the community

°* *9Cial group that confers the unified self is referred
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to as the "generalized other" (p. 154). Thus, the

attitude of that generalized other is that of the

community as a whole .

Mead explains:

The self-conscious human individual, then, takes or

assumes the organized social attitudes of the given

social group or community ( or of some one section

there of ) to which he belongs, toward the social

problems of various kinds which confront that group

or community at any given time, and which arise in

connection with the correspondingly different social

projects or organized co-operative enterprises in

which that group or community as such is engaged ;

and as an individual participant in these social

projects or co-operative enterprises, he governs his

own conduct accordingly (p. 156).

Because the community with its language, roles, and

*nstitutions become a part of the individual's conduct,

he or she becomes a personality (Mead, 1934). Mead

*ses: "The structure, then, on which the self is built

is this response which is common to all, for one has to

be a member of a community to be a self" (p. 162).

There are ways that a person can combat disapproval

from such a community; for example, to create another

C C,
- - -*n unity that takes precedence over the original or by
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reaching the point where he/she is standing alone (Mead,

1934). One further means by which the individual may

address community disapproval is to reply and insist that

the community change. Mead contends:

We can reform the order of things; we can insist on

making the community standards better standards. We

are not simply bound by the community. We are

engaged in a conversation in which what we say is

listened to by the community and its response is one

which is affected by what we have to say (p. 168).

He explains that what we do constantly in our thoughts

*nd imaginations is to use our own attitudes to change

the community to which we belong.

Mead (1934) describes this social process along with

its limitations:

We are exerting ourselves, bringing forward our own

opinion, criticizing the attitudes of others, and

approving or disapproving. But we can do that only

in so far as we can call out in ourselves the

response of the community; we only have ideas in so

far as we are able to take the attitude of the

community and then respond to it (p. 180).

What determines whether one belongs to a larger community

Or - - -**ot is whether one's actions call out a response in
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the community, and whether the community's response is

mirrored back in the person's conduct.

Social Group.

Mead's (1934) discussion of groups in many ways

Parallels the above . He discusses how selves a rise

within the social process of groups; how attitudes common

to the group go to make up the self; how the self is put

"in the place of the generalized other, which represents

the organized responses of all members of the group" (p.

162), and how the individual’s response changes the

Broup. Small groups, in fact, are changed to some degree

"he never a new member enters.

Hanguage/Communication

"Language," per Mead (1934, p. 13) " is a part of

**cial behavior." He supports his position when he

** Plains how gestures used in the social process become

*anguage: "When, now, that gesture means this idea

*hind it and it arouses that idea in the other

*ndividual, then we have a significant symbol" (pp. 45

46). Significant symbols arouse the same responses in

the Person making them as they do in the person to whom

they are made, thus, the speaker again is taking the

**titude of the other. Through language the person

b
-**omes an object, a self, to him or herself, and society
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develops the social organization which makes human

society possible.

Mead (1934) counts speech, hand signals, and facial

expressions as language although the latter is dominated

by vocal gestures or speech. He does not see language as

merely symbolizing what is already there, but as actually

Creating the object or situation. He states:

It makes possible the existence or the appearance of

that situation or object, for it is a part of the

mechanism where by the situation or object is

created . . . objects are in a genuine sense constituted

within the social process of experience, by the

communication and mutual adjustment of behavior

among the individual organisms which are involved in

that process and which carry it on (p. 78).

Finally, Mead (1934) claims communicative processes

*re more universal that other co-operative social

Processes like the exchange of goods or services since

$ 9mmunication is the medium through which these other

*°tivities are practiced. My own position is similar.

Self

One attribute of human self is intelligence, defined

as a process whereby the person selects from among

**fferent feasible alternatives of action or response

( *1ead, 1934). Such intelligence, per Mead, relates to
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present behavior and involves problem solving ability

that anticipates future repercussions (fore sight) based

on past experience (memory). One of the requisites of

intelligence and thinking, then, is having one's memory

intact since past experiences continue to affect both how

we perceive and act presently.

The above is possible because in human thinking

there is a momentary restriction of action when the

person reflects on the situation (Mead, 1934). The

person considers and eventually selects from among

diverse alternatives what future action he or she will

take for those particular circumstances. Mead later

defines reflexiveness: "the turning-back of the

experience of the individual upon himself" (pp. 134 &

91), and expounds on how reflective behavior develops and

its result:

Reflection or reflective behavior a rises only under

the conditions of self-consciousness, and makes

possible the purposive control and organization by

the individual organism of its conduct, with

reference to its social and physical environment,

i. e. , with reference to the various social and

physical situations in which it becomes involved and

to which it reacts.
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Mead (1934) emphasizes the human self, intelligence,

and mind develop participatively in the social processes

of experience and behavior, and implicitly indicates this

occurs in a non-linear fashion by stating that such arise

"within the empirical matrix of social interactions" (p.

190). Thus, humans come to experience themselves

indirectly through others. Mead explains:

We cannot realize ourselves except in so far as we

can recognize the other in his relationship to us.

It is as he takes the attitude of the other that the

individual is able to realize himself as a self (p.

194).

The human self can be divided up into distinctive

kinds of selves, depending on one's associates (Mead,

1934). Mead states: "There are all sorts of different

Selves answering to all sorts of different social

reactions" (p. 142), and later adds:

It is dependent upon the set of social reactions

that is involved as to which self we are going to

be . If we can forget everything involved in one set

of activities, obviously we relinquish that part of

the self.

The "me" and the "I" of the self.

The self becomes more understandable when two

** Pects of the self, the "me" and the "I," are
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differentiated. Mead (1934) explains these two phases of

the self are connected as parts of the whole, but split

apart in the social process. The two are needed in order

for there to be both awareness of responsibility and

innovative experiences, and for the self to reach full

expression. Mead (1934, p. 198) elaborates: "The

attitudes involved are gathered from the group, but the

individual in whom they are organized has the opportunity

of giving them an expression which perhaps has never

taken place before." The former is represented by the

"me;" the latter by the "I..."

The "me," then, is defined as: "the organized set

of attitudes of others which one himself assumes" (Mead,

1934, p. 175). The "me" is that conventional part of the

Self that allows the self to be sustained as a member of

the community.

The "I" is that phase of the self that reacts to the

"me" (Mead, 1934). Thus, the "I" is really the person's

*e sponse to the attitudes of the generalized other and

the social conduct that lies within him or herself. The

tº- I , " the refore, is what we continually attempt to effect

through our actual conduct, that is , what we do and say

*** express ourselves and our emotions.

Mead (1934, pp. 174–175) continues: "The 'I' is in

* *ertain sense that with which we do identify ourselves.
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The getting of it into experience constitutes one of the

problems of most of our conscious experience ; it is not

directly given in experience." In fact, Mead later

states that we never get the "I" fully before ourselves,

and others, at times, can notice and relate things about

us we have not realized.

The "I’s" response is uncertain, but also gives a

sense of freedom and creativity (Mead, 1934). The "I" is

the part of the self that persons actually assert over

against the attitudes of their community and demands the

community take a novel kind of attitude toward them.

Thus, Mead (1934) offers further explanation into how the

person changes his or her environment and community.

The self and status.

Mead (1934) claims people continue to seek for the

Possibilities within the "I" part of themselves. Since

We are social selves, these are found in our relationship

With and recognition derived from others. Thus, we want

**ot only to be self-respecting members of a community,

Put we want to be distinguished by our uniqueness. The

** Planation for this need designated superiority or what

* term status is given by Mead as follows:

There is back of all these matters a sense of things

which on the whole we do better than other people

do. It is very interesting to get back to these
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superiorities, many of them of a very trivial

character, but of great importance to us. We may

come back to manners of speech and dress, to a

capacity for remembering , to this, that , and the

other thing -- but always to something in which we

stand out above people (p. 205).

The self, then, is realized through its being superior to

other selves. Yet, Mead points out we guard against

directly preening ourselves and cover our pleasure at

doing better than our fellows.

This does not necessarily imply the person actively

wants to lower others in order to exalt him or herself

(Mead, 1934). Rather, there is just a need or demand to

realize ourselves as superior in some way to our peers.

Such status or superiority is not an end in Mead's

Opinion, but a means for maintaining the self.

People, furthermore, change circumstances by the

Capabilities they have that others do not possess (Mead,

1934). Mead states: "Such capacity is what makes us

* f fective" (p. 208). These creative selves, moreover, do

* equire a human audience: "One has to find one's self in

h is own individual creation as appreciated by others;

** at the individual accomplishes must be something that

** in itself social" (p. 324). Nor does Mead see this

**cess as crude boasting, but he suggests that negative
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aspect of the process disappears when those status

enhancing behaviors of the self are legitimatized and

channeled into the functional needs of the community.

Before leaving this section on the self, an

additional aspects of Mead's (1934) perspective will be

presented, having significance for the population

studied. This relates to the giving up former aspects of

one’s self:

It must be granted that we can approach the point

where something which we recognize as a content (of

the self) is less and less essential to the self, is

held off from the present self, and no longer has

the value for that self which it had for the former

self. Extreme cases seem to support the view that a

certain portion of such contents can be entirely cut

off from the self (p. 171).

Certainly for the frail elderly former aspects of their

Self may become less essential or valued by them.

In conclusion, Mead's (1934) theoretical framework

°ffers a sound basis for the present study since it

Furports the self and the social environment are formed

by Social interactions, starting from a very fundamental

P ‘’s ition. The self is thought to be formed through

****ial processes initially, and throughout the person's

** is tence.
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The variation in social interactions previously

documented in the literature review likewise provides

substantiation for the use of Mead's (1934)

conceptualizations. His work is suitable for

understanding study participants, their behavior, and

accomplishments. For example, through their interactions

with staff and their sustained influence on the social

organization of the nursing home, this group of elderly

residents have managed both to thrive and to change their

nursing home environment.

Assumptions

Based on Mead's (1934) theoretical perspective, the

following are assumed :

1. The social environment, social process, and

language predate the development of the human self.

2. Development of the self takes place non-linearly

Within a matrix of social experience and interactions.

3. Language includes speech or vocal gestures, hand

*notions, and facial expressions, and is the medium

through which the self, mind, and thought are formed and

Fe formed.

4. The social process, in which language and

° ‘’mmunication play a primary role, also constitutes the

**Cial environment.
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5. There is interplay in the development of the

self and the environment: the self determines the

environment as the environment determines the self in an

ongoing process.

6. As a result of #5, both undergo change whether

slight or marked.

7. The mind , with its ability to reflect

alternatives, enables humans to solve problems and

reconstruct their social environments.

8. The generalized other or community of reference

may include people of one's present living situation, the

past, or even of one's imagination.

9. This generalized other (community or social

group as a whole) not only forms the self via its

organized attitude, but governs that self 's conduct.

10. The self may resist the above community

attitude by:

A. Creating another community of reference

that takes precedence over the original. (The

study group may be viewed in this way).

B. Standing alone or being isolated. (This

may be how some nursing home residents cope).

C. Responding, in conversation, and insisting

the community change/re form. (This requires

the self to take on the attitude of the
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community in order to call out the community’s

response ).

11. Small groups are changed whenever a new member

e n ters .

12. Intelligence relates to present behavior and

ir, volves problem solving ability that anticipates future

re EP ercussions based on remembering past experiences.

The refore, a sufficiently intact memory is requisite to

h i = h functioning intelligence and thought.

13. The self comes to experience him or herself

in G irectly through others: one sees one's self through

the other's perceptions and feedback as one takes on the

*t titude of the other. Therefore, the kind of perception

*nd feedback transmitted to the self has import.

14. The self is divided into distinctive selves or

* Sº les, depending on one's associates and activities.

15. The self also is viewed as being split apart

*n to two phases: the "me" and the "I.. "

16. The "me" contains the organized set of

**titudes derived from the community or group, which the

self assumes and which governs his or her conduct.

17. The "I" involves the self's innovative and

** Pressive responses or reactions to the "me." It is

t
** a t phase of one's self that is uncertain, of which the
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person is never fully aware and may come to understand

only through others.

18. The self wants both to be a self-respecting

In ember of a community and to be uniquely distinguished

from those others.

19. Elderly persons, like those younger, form

8 r C ups or communities since the latter are basic to human

In e e Cl.

20. Status or superiority needs of the self may

* In Y Clve seemingly trivial characteristics. However,

the se are important to the person since they distinguish

him. or her from others.

21. The self is realized and maintained by

** Periority to others, thus, issues pertaining to status

Sºº superiority of the self continue even into old age.

22. Despite the gratification derived from

** Periority or status, the person generally avoids overt

°oasting. However, an audience is required since the

**l f needs appreciation from others.

23. Status or superiority enhancing behaviors may

be channeled into meeting the functional needs of the

**mmunity, the reby being legitimatized.

24. Certain capabilities, not possessed by others,

3.
* * needed for the self to be effective and superior.
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(This may be even more noticeable among frail elderly,

who have lost functional abilities).

25. A time may be reached when certain components

of the self are no longer deemed essential or valued and

the se may be dropped.

Research Questions

Research questions are organized under two

Categories. The first includes those relevant to group

© r community creation within a nursing home setting, and

the second is pertinent to the loss or maintenance of

**l f and the phenomenon of giving up.

*re a p■ community Creation

1. Is a bottom/up approach by nursing home

** sidents a feasible option in view of their of ten

frag ile status and decreasing abilities?

2. What sort of responsibility does the resident

** Pulation want to take? Do these realistically match

their capabilities?

3. How does such participation affect residents?

In Particular, what do they see as the positive and the

**sative consequences?

4. Can the involved staff shift from the more

***a itional, directive means of interaction to the less

C C,
-ºn mon, collaborative mode that shares power and

re
* Ponsibility?
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5. How can nursing and other nursing home staff,

who often are confronted with short staffing, increased

patient acuities and patient/staff ratios, be willing to

cornmit themselves to such an undertaking 2 Can staff

Participate sufficiently to effect group generation?

6. Given the diversity in age , strength , role and

Perspective, can these two categories of participants,

st a ff and residents, be expected to generate into a

C G H■ esive group?

7. How does the group actually interact and work

tº E ether over time? Is the group fairly consistent in

its pattern and style of interaction, and the issues and

Pro jects it addresses? What influence does the group

have within this environmental context?

8. Can the participants work together for the

8 roup's mutual good? Or, do factional interests,

** f lected in power struggles and conflict, come to

Pre dominate?

9. How does the frequent turn over of residents and

Pºssibly staff affect the group's evolvement? Can the

* roup survive the loss of members, particularly its

*eaders? What effect does the addition of new members

h *Ye on the group?

10. Finally, what potential and value, if any, might
S

** <> H. groups have for other nursing home
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residents who reside in similar environments?

Loss or Maintenance of Self/Self Respect/Giving up

1. Is the process of giving up encouraged by the

in teractions present in the environmental setting 2

2. As the resident experiences further loss and/or

cle t erioration, does there come a time when he or she no

lor, eer is able and/or willing to participate, even though

Prº e viously, he or she had been considered an active

Participant?

3. Indeed, do such residents finally reach a point

where they give up humankind's lifelong struggle for

*P* is tence and social connection or interaction, even

* + thin what is a propitious environmental context?

4. Finally, if such giving up of self does occur,

** at connection does it have to change (s) in the person's

* en g time perception of his or her self 2

Definition of Terms

Terms central to the research include:

1. Total institution: "A place of residence and

***k where a large number of like-situated

**dividuals... together lead an enclosed, formally

***inistered round of life" (Goffman, 1961, p. xiii).
S

** h institutions are recognized by Goffman to have a

C ***trolling proclivity.
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2. Group : "Two or more people . . . in dynamic

interaction with one another" over time (McGrath &

Kravitz, 1982, p. 199). However, this particular group

of f icially is made up of fifteen resident members and two

st a f f co-leaders.

3. Community: "A group of individuals who have

learned how to communicate honestly with each other,

wh G se relationships go deeper than their masks of

C C. In posure, and who have developed some significant

G. C. In mitment to rejoice together, mourn together, ' and to

de light in each other, make others’ conditions our own '"

( Peck, 1987, p. 59).

4. Interaction: Mead (1934; Blumer, 1969)

*istinguishes two forms of interaction : non-symbolic and

SY mbolic. Non-symbolic involves a direct response to the

St her person’s action or gestures; symbolic interaction

* equires the interacting persons define and interpret one

**o ther's gestures. The latter are both non-verbal and

Yerbal.

5. Self: the self is an intelligent, reflexive,

Sel f-conscious human being that experiences him or

*erself through interactions with others (Mead, 1934).

E
- -a ch self, part of a reference community, also realizes a

Ul -**i que perspective, expressed by the "I..."
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Chapter 4

Methodology

An overview of ethnographic field methods is

followed by discussion of the research setting , sample,

Ci at a collection methods, procedure, and analysis of data.

A fterwards, issues of adequacy and plausibility are

a Ci Ci ressed.

Research Design

Emerson (1983) traces the historical development of

*th no graphic fieldwork through anthropology and

* “P c iology. In both , fieldworkers came to have greater

Participation in the lives of those studied in order to

*** G. erstand the latter's perspective. Emerson explains

the task of today's ethnography is to identify and

Sºmmunicate the participants' interpretations of their

**rlds. Field researchers also recognize their own work

is interpretive and a part of the social world they

study. Thus, they have become more reflective and

*ee ument their fieldwork practices.

Assuming the above, I likewise documented both

Participants' interpretations of their life circumstances

a rhod recorded my own field practice. These were included

l rh field notes and memos, and a monthly calendar and

* = earch diary later were added.
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Description of Research Setting

The research setting was a 150 bed, Veteran’s

Administration (VA), nursing home located on the West

Co a st. The home is made up of three units of 50 beds.

While there are single, double, and four bed rooms, most

res idents share their room with one other patient. The

f a cility devotes 130 of the above beds to long term care

a raci reserves 20 for short term patients.

Sample

The FNC officially has fifteen resident members and

two staff co-leaders. In practice, the number varies as

*e Inbers die and new members are added.

Human Subjects Assurance

The study (number H 728-04949-03) was approved by the

Committee on Human Research at UCSF. Human subjects'

*ss urance also was obtained from the VA Research and

Pevelopment (R&D) Committee and Stanford University's

**stitutional Review Boards and Medical committee for the

°rotection of Human Subjects in Research (assurance

*umber M1272).

*ature and size of Sample

Review of FNC minutes revealed 61 nursing home

** sidents participated as members since 1984. Thirty

* <>ur were known to have died , and two , who subsequently

G e
Yeloped Alzheimer’s disease, were transferred to a more
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secure facility. Ten former members continue to live

within the nursing home, but no longer belong. One

resident’s current status was unaccounted for, and 14

currently remain FNC members.

The original sample that included only present

In e Inbers was enlarged since four of the one time members

a £ reed to participate. Three former members declined to

be interviewed , and three others expressed no

re collection of the FNC nor their membership. The total

In Ul In ber interviewed was 18.

Chart reviews were carried out on 16 of the

** terviewees. One died in the interim before chart

* * views were initiated. The other, who readily consented

to interview, later was found to have such neurological

deficit that his ability to give consent with full

**derstanding was questioned. His interview was not used

** r was he approached for chart review.

Sampling for participant-observation data collection

Pursued a variety of times and events. This strategy was

fellowed in order to observe FNC members at different

*imes and in a diversity of situations and to gain

**derstanding of the larger environmental milieu. For

** ample, field visits often took place on Wednesday, the

Gay- of FNC meetings, but sampling later included other

Cl
* Y-s of the week.
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Observation of different nursing home care unit

(NHCU) happenings involved theoretical sampling , reaching

a kind of saturation of data when no new data or insights

emerged after a period of data collection (Germain,

1986). These included: FNC meetings, dinners, and

memorial services; NHCU events like "Family Day," and a

monthly dance; holiday celebrations (e.g., Veteran's

Day); NHCU activities (e.g., pub and bingo); lunch in the

dining room; visits with FNC members; and the routines of

daily life in the home.

Another kind of sampling involved review of past FNC

minutes. The early minutes, dating back to 1984, were

recorded prior to my entering the field, thus, researcher

initiated reactivity was not an issue with those data

(Hammersley & Atkinson, 1983).

A final type of sampling involved two comparison

8 roups. One was a ward group of psycho-gerontological

** sidents. Although they lived in a separate building

and had altogether different staff, they had the same

*rsing administrator. The other comparison group was a

**sident council from an entirely different VA nursing

home facility. This latter group had no administrative

‘’’ ‘’nnections to the site.
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Criteria for Sample Selection

Criteria for semi-structured interviews were either

former or current FNC membership. Participant

observation sample selection included any persons who may

have come in contact with the FNC, its staff co-leaders

or individual FNC members during data collection. The

latter entailed a variety of nursing home staff,

visitors, and non-FNC member residents.

Data Collection Methods

A variety of data collection techniques were

employed, a practice commonly known as triangulation

(Burgess, 1984). Hammersley & Atkinson (1983) explain:

"Data produced by different techniques are compared. To

the extent that these techniques involve different kinds

of validity threat they provide a basis for

triangulation" (p. 199). Triangulation also entailed

Various participants with their respective accounts

(Burgess, 1984).

Methods of data collection included: participant

observation; spot conversations and interviews ;

**amination of unobtrusive indicators ; study of a variety

of documents, including review of FNC member charts; and

t he utilization of an instrument, the Multiphasic

E
-**Vironmental Assessment Procedure (MEAP).
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Participant-observation

Participant-observation involved observing behaviors

and interactions, and asking questions in the field

setting (Bosk, 1985). Participant–observation methods

are always a mixture of closed and open research because

field studies tend to evolve and may change direction

(Burgess, 1984). Thus, invasion of privacy and

diminished control over how the researched person's self

is presented are major difficulties (Kelman, 1982).

Public exposure is a similar risk for persons who undergo

interviews (Kelman, 1982). Because such exposure could

cause embarrassment and harm (Burgess, 1984; Kelman,

1982), measures to protect the participants' anonymity

and confidentiality were instituted like the use of

pseudonyms.

In field work, the researcher uses his or her self

to a establish rapport with the participants (Kleinman,

1980). This is accomplished by thoughtful presentation

°f self and use of interactive roles (Olesen & Whittaker,

1967; Hammersley & Atkinson, 1983). Because these

influence the data, the roles assumed are specified:

doctoral Student, nurse, researcher, friend, female ,

‘Haughter, niece, and country person.

Such Participation makes it impossible to be

Ul -***"otional in the field (Kleinman, 1980). Therefore,
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fieldworkers explicitly document their emotions and

feelings, even though a temptation does exist to neglect

to "tell all in print" (Johnson, 1975, citing Lof land, p.

167). I likewise was mindful of my feelings and emotions

while data gathering .

Observations of participants’ behaviors and

interactions were recorded under a category of notes

termed substantive observations (S). Interpretations and

inferences were placed under another label:

conceptual/theoretical inferences (C). My use of self

and personal feelings and emotional responses were

documented under methodological strategies (M) and

personal/emotional responses (P) (Olesen, 1989).

Spot Conversations and Interviews

A certain degree of interplay between observations

and spot conversations is expected as "what people say in

interviews can lead us to see things differently in

observation" (Hammersley & Atkinson, 1983, p. 118).

While the above transpired from the beginning, I did wait

** do formal interviews. This allowed further insight

*** themes to be covered and sufficient time so that

inferences from previous observations could be verified

“”mersley & Atkinson, 1983).

Interviews were initiated in October, 1991, after I

r
* *rned for a second phase of data gathering .
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Considerable participant–observation had been done, and I

recorded "most [of the interviews ) have been like

conversations between friends, not surprising, since I

have been around the FNC and/or the NHCU going on three

years now" (Research Diary--Interviews, p. 4). By

waiting, the interviewees had become more at ease with

me, and perhaps better able to impart their

interpretations of their social world (Emerson, 1983).

Semi-structured interviews were scheduled for

approximately one to one and one-half hours (Burgess,

1984). However, the actual time varied and may have been

shorter, depending on the interviewee .

All interviews took place in the interviewee's own

room except for one FNC member, who was interviewed in

the conference room. The above were arranged because the

Place of interview influences the data, based on privacy

and how relaxed the participants feel (Hammersley &

Atkinson, 1983). This arrangement also permitted

°bservation of unobtrusive indicators in the

interviewees’ rooms. All interviews were audio tape

recorded (Burgess, 1984; Lof land & Lof land, 1984;

Spradley, 1979), another reason why a fairly quiet,

***luded environment was essential.

* interview questionnaire was used to ensure all
t

hemes were covered (Hammersley & Atkinson, 1983;
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Burgess, 1984). While most of these were directive

questions, non-directive questions also were incorporated

into many of the interviews. Some retic ent participants,

however, required the structure of more directive

questions. A copy of the interview questionnaire is

included in Appendix C.

A face sheet with informant name (pseudonym) and

standard demographic information also was used (Burgess,

1984; Lof land & Lof land, 1984). The latter was asked at

the end of the interview (Lof land & Lof land, 1984), and a

copy is included in Appendix D. Post interview thoughts

were tape-recorded on the drive back from the site and

incorporated into field notes.

Unobtrusive Indicators

Unobtrusive indicators involve observation that

removes the researcher from direct contact with the

events studied (Denzin, 1978). Substantiation of these

helps to alleviate problems related to observer initiated

reactivity (Denzin, 1978).

A number were found to be suitable. For example,

how residents and staff decorate and personalize their

**oms and what this indicates about their personality and

**e ir relationship to the home. Other examples were

*lletin boards, participants’ clothing, personal space,

body movements, and seating patterns (Denzin, 1978).
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Documentation of such indicators was included in my field

notes and used to support or refute other kinds of data.

Documents

Documents, including minutes of meetings, official

notices, booklets, and policy, programs, photographs,

videotapes, and newspaper articles, also were used to

support other kinds of data (Burgess, 1984). One

documentary data source frequently cited was the FNC

minutes. These were considered authentic with little

distortion because they were handwritten notes taken

during meetings and did not undergo editing typical of

formally typed minutes. These minutes, a primary data

source, satisfied criteria established for external

criticism (validity) of documents (Christy, 1975).

FNC members' charts also were unsolicited, primary

documentary data (Burgess, 1984), added late in the data

collection process. A copy of the chart information

sheet used during review is included in Appendix E.

Multiphasic Environmental Assessment Procedure (MEAP)

A final data gathering method was the MEAP. This

instrument provided a well established, normative basis

for the comparison of FNC residents and their fellows,

*n d this VA nursing home to general nursing homes and

°t her VA nursing home facilities.
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Moos” (1974) interest in methodical assessment of

patient treatment environments began in the early 1970s,

and the MEAP, specifically designed for sheltered care

settings like nursing homes, became available in 1979

(Moos, 1984). The first version has been revised and

updated in 1984, and 1988, and numerous publications and

studies have demonstrated its utility (Moos, 1980; Lemke

& Moos, 1986; Lemke & Moos, 1987; Brennan, Moos & Lemke,

1988; Lemke & Moos, 1989 a ; Lemke & Moos, 1989b).

The MEAP is comprised of five separate parts that

may be administered either together or separately (Moos,

1984), and only three were used: Physical and

Architectural Features Checklist (PAF), Policy and

Program Information Form (POLIF), and Resident and Staff

Information Form (RESIF). These three segments procure

data from comparatively objective sources (Moos & Lemke,

1984). Specifically, the PAF derives data from

observations and measurements of the physical

environment. The POLIF entails interviews with

administrative and/or other selected staff. The RESIF,

like the PAF, utilizes direct observations; however, the

objects of scrutiny are staff and residents. In

addition, the RESIF, similar to the POLIF, interviews

suitable staff and administrative personnel, and involves

the study of nursing home documents and records (Moos &
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Lemke, 1984). Thus, triangulation of data sources also

took place with the MEAP.

Normative scores originally were obtained from a

sample of 93 Northern California long term care

institutions. These varied in proprietorship and

location (Moos & Lemke, 1984, pp. 3-4).

Face validity for the differing subscale dimensions

was established by concurrence between "four experienced

judges" (Moos & Lemke, 1984, p. 4). Some items were

dropped : those where agreement could not be reached, if

they tapped more than one dimension or were difficult to

understand.

The MEAP was revised based on a nationwide sample

made up of 151 long term care institutions located in

twenty different states. On the basis of the above two

samples (244 facilities that included 127 nursing homes),

normative data were established for comparative purposes

(Moos & Lemke, 1984). A second type of normative data,

based on sampling of 79 VA facilities located in

different regions of the U.S., also was determined.

The revised MEAP confirmed 143 of 153 PAF items, 125

of 130 POLIF items, and 95 of 104 RESIF items

differentiated well with item splits from 10 to 90 (Moos

& Lemke, 1984, p. 7). Internal consistency of the
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dimensions, determined by Cronbach's Alpha, was fairly

high (Moos & Lemke, 1984, pp. 18, 30, & 42).

PAF reliability is found to be conting ent upon the

observer completing of at least three practice

assessments (Lemke & Moos 1984). Such assessments,

there fore, were undertaken : one in a community-run ,

nursing home in rural Nebraska; the other two were done

in local VA facilities. Test-retest reliability also is

"adequate to high" for both the POLIF and RESIF (Moos &

Lemke, 1984, pp. 30 & 42).

Procedure

This portion is divided into further sections.

These include entering and reentering the research site

(data collection phases 1 & 2); the length of time in the

field; and additional data from the research diary.

Entering and Reentering the Research Site

My original purpose for visiting the research site

Was to augment clinical knowledge in the area of long

term care. The site's nursing director agreed to my

99 ming for that purpose, and also encouraged me to think

about doing research the re.

I visited the nursing home weekly for about three

Tonths early in 1989. My objective was to gain

understanding of various aspects of institutional life
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with special interest in how the residents viewed their

living circumstances.

During that period, I first heard about the FNC, and

their activities sounded well worth investigation.

However, I did not observe their meetings until Spring of

1989. I attended one FNC dinner and four club meetings

that spring and later sought the group's permission,

through the RN staff co-leader, to conduct a field study

with them. My research purpose has remained as

previously discussed : to understand and describe the

groups's interactions and interworkings and to determine

if the FNC was a type of community created within this

institutional setting.

The first official phase of data collection began

with one field visit later that summer and weekly during

two 12 week, field research classes in the Fall of 1989,

and Winter of 1990. One visit also was made during

Christmas break.

Field notes, as previously described, were kept .

Memos also were incorporated into those notes: a summary

°f the major themes, leads to further data collection,

*elationships back to earlier themes, and any hunches

from the literature (Olesen, 1989). This latter use of

literature is considered yet another data source since it

is used to add further inductive insight (Charmaz, 1983).
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Other memos also were done as a part of field class

assignments.

Periodic visits, usually to attend FNC dinners, were

made in the interim period until the second phase of data

collection began. The latter was re-initiated in

September, 1991, and continued through the end of

February, 1992. Field visits were increased in this

second phase to two , and occasionally, three per week.

In both phases of data collection, field experiences

were tape-recorded on return from the site , and later

transcribed into field notes. Note taking in the field

also occurred, but in the second phase I had access to a

desk in the RN staff co-leader's office.

The Length of Time Officially in the Field

Both phases of data collection worked out to be six

months. These data collection intervals spanned a three

year period with more than a year of f between , and

furthered the longitudinal design. Because these two

intervals occurred at the same time of year, they shared

similar background features like holidays and weather.

This similarity offered the advantage of holding those

*inds of events constant while other comparisons were

**de across time.
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Keeping a Research Diary

Finch & Mason (1990) explain sampling decisions

about people and events are made at various times during

a field project, based on contextual considerations.

These decisions may appear rather makeshift to someone

not familiar with fieldwork. However, such decisions can

be systematic and involve both scholarly and practical

considerations.

The purpose of my research diary was to document

such decision making. Due to the number of methods used,

the diary was separated into sections for easier

manage ability even though these methods often were used

Concurrently. In addition, a monthly planning calendar

allowed all research activities to be seen as a whole.

Since some information already has been discussed,

only information not yet presented will be offered. The

deteriorating status of some FNC members compelled me to

begin formal interviews. Initially, I interviewed only

One member per week, but increased interviews to two per

Week when I anticipated having someone transcribe the

interviews. Because most transcriptions were not

received back until all interviews had been completed,

data collection and analysis did not interface as well

for interview data.
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Data collection for FNC minutes extended from

September to December, 1991, inters persed between other

data gathering. Categories of issues and projects

undertaken by the FNC were coded directly from the

minutes for the first two complete years of minutes, 1985

and 1986. In addition, membership lists were tracked

since these came out periodically. I learned the

disposition of members who left from the RN staff co

leader. Because the minutes grew more detailed with

time, I later recorded only information relevant to

membership, officers, and roles. I also looked for any

inconsistencies in the kinds of activities and issues

addressed. Chart reviews, another documentary data

Source, were executed in February, 1992.

The MEAP PAF was completed with observations and

with input from the nursing administrator, supervisor, RN

Staff co-leader, and Zelma, a FNC member. The nursing

Supervisor also was the resource person used to fill out

the POLIF and parts of the RESIF pertaining to her

charge. She then referred me to whom or where I could

§et the rest of the in formation; for example, some data

Were obtained from staff or had to be pulled from

residents' charts. The MEAP was completed in September

and October, 1991, and the results are presented in

Appendix F.

*
*-
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Summary of the Data Collection Procedure

On the whole data collection and analysis took place

simultaneously as I worked back and forth between the

accumulating data and analyses (Charmaz, 1983). I also

sought to determine if evidence remained consistent with

nothing to negate previous findings (Fielding & Fielding,

1986).

Eventually, the data collection period drew to a

close, similarly to what Germain (1986, pp. 152-153) has

described: "When no new data add to the emergent

patterns or themes and no new dimensions or insights are

identified that can shed light on the research questions

(data saturation), the active fieldwork phase ends." She

also identifies some additional contingencies that lie

Outside the fieldwork itself ; dissertation deadlines,

financial considerations, work, and other kinds of

Personal responsibilities. Those considerations likewise

helped to determine closure.

Data Analysis

Field notes were coded while looking for patterns,

Contradictions, and consequences in the participants'

actions and statements, using a constant comparative

analytic approach (Charmaz, 1983). Thus, analysis sought

attributes that were common and expanded to accommodate

the exceptional or negative case so that, eventually, the
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findings encompassed all types of cases (Hammersley &

Atkinson, 1983, citing Bloor).

Coding and Memoing

Coding separated, labelled , and organized data into

topical categories that became more abstract.

Eventually, properties, causes, conditions, and

consequences of the codes emerged (Charmaz, 1983).

Two kinds of coding were utilized : initial and

focused coding (Charmaz, 1983, citing Glaser, p. 113).

Initial coding entailed a line by line scrutiny from a

variety of vantage points while also searching for

negative cases and consequences. This initial coding

tended to dominate the first phase of data gathering , and

focused coding prevailed in the second phase. Focused

coding applied codes of major foci to the various data.

This type of coding resulted in categories rather than

mere labels and also divided these categories into sub

categories. A considerable amount of field notes and

irmterview transcripts had materialized by the close of

data gathering, and the major categories were identified

by six differently colored, posit notes.

Another approach to coding occurred with the major

category, "the meaning of the group." The latter

included a kind of double coding of the interview data

according to : (a) three age categories and (b) FNC
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member activity levels. This double coding was used when

different meanings were detected on interview, associated

with age and activity status. Frequencies also were

included when considered relevant.

During the coding process, Glaser & Strauss (1967,

p. 107) urge the field researcher to "record a memo on

your ideas . . . to tap the initial freshness of the

analyst's theoretical notions." Such memos were written

to capture and develop ideas, and also aided in the

writing up of findings. Memos were sorted and integrated

by common content and my own sense of logic (Charmaz,

1983).

Because the study involved a group, flow sheets were

used. The latter allowed comparison between members and

the group to be viewed as a whole. Later derivatives of

those sheets were presented as findings.

Other Schemes of Data Analysis

An as sortment of data analytic exercises were

assigned during field research classes. A number were

used, including: an amplification of Becker & Geer's

(1960) sequential analysis table, a respondent validation

exercise/member test, domain analysis of the FNC, and

integrating qualitative and quantitative data.
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Becker & Geer's sequential analysis model.

Sequential analysis, based on an amplified version

of Becker & Geer's (1960) work, was found beneficial for

analysis of participants’ statements and behaviors with

respect to leadership. The following revisions were made

of the original table : the column "Directed by the

Observer, " was further divided into those statements

directly directed by the observer and those indirectly

directed to different iate from those volunteered

spontaneously. An additional category under "Statements"

also was added: "to the public." Any non-verbal

manifestations were placed under "Activities, " and

"Activities" were further divided into individual, group,

and public categories.

A frequency distribution of which member initiated

topics or solutions, and who talked during the FNC

meetings was done to document who among the FNC were the

"active" members. I viewed these findings as an

additional kind of "activity" although these findings

were not included in the sequential analysis table .

Respondent validation exercise.

Based on early findings related to leadership , I

undertook a respondent validation exercise with two FNC

members. I sought to validate my findings by their
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response to my "account of their social world" (Bloor

(1983, p. 157).

My choice of respondents was based on the following

considerations: (a) The exercise was limited to FNC

members since I was interested in their social

construction; (b) a male and female participant were used

to get the perspective of both sexes; (c) I determined to

choose one active, talkative member with whom I had

established rapport. This person also had been involved

in the leadership struggles so I anticipated she would

give an insider's insight. Charlie, on the other hand,

was a quiet member. He sat on the side lines and took it

all in as he had no difficulty hearing like some of the

other "silent" members, nor had he seemed aligned with

either of the two , then extant, factions.

Both agreed to participate , but in the interim,

Charlie became ill. Another FNC member offered to fill

in so I ended up with a male/female mix of respondents,

but with only one of the two factions represented.

The topic, FNC leadership, was based on some of the

more neutral findings, and presented in abstract terms

without directly quoting anyone nor citing participants

either by name or pseudonym. I also supported these

observations with FNC policy.

.* as
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Domain analysis of the FNC.

Spradley (1979) claims the goal of analysis is to

find the way knowledge and meaning are organized.

Domains, per Spradley, are sizable segments of cultural

knowledge and involve symbols since the se are used to

create cultural meaning. Three elements, common to all

symbols, have been identified: "the symbol itself, one

or more referents, and a relationship between the symbol

and the referent" (p. 95). His analytical framework,

based on the above , includes a cover term that names a

category, two or more subsumed terms or phrases, a unique * --

semantic relationship, and a boundary since each has -*

bounds. - e.
º

A domain analysis of the FNC originally was done in º
--

January, 1990. Since formal interviews had not been *.

done, descriptions and terms about the FNC were drawn º
º

from my first set of field notes. That analysis later *

was expanded to include terms found in the minutes and

revised by additional demographic information obtained

from interviews. The domain analysis exercise brought

further understanding of the FNC community.

Combining qualitative and quantitative data.

Another analytical strategy combined some

qualitative findings with quantitative, demographic data ;

FNC member ages. This exercise uncovered new
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understanding of the data and communicated more than

narrative accounts alone (Silverman, 1985).

MEAP Scoring

All items are weighed equally, and scores are given

in percentages for easier handling of non-applicable or

incomplete data (Moos & Lemke, 1984). Formulas for

changing raw scores into percentages are included , and

means and standard deviations are available. Not only
-

did these comparisons suggest how "normal" this --

particular nursing home was ( refer to Appendix F), but º

permitted comparison of FNC members with non-FNC

residents. ºn

Issues of Adequacy and Plausibility º
Adequacy and plausibility of this qualitative º

study was established by systematic work (Olesen, 1990) *.

and acceptable field procedures (Fielding & Fielding , º

1986). Other means utilized were: (a) the time spent :
in the field (Fielding & Fielding ); (b) the use of

simple counting procedures (Silverman, 1985); (c) the

use of frequency distributions in sequential analysis

(Becker & Geer, 1960) and in coding FNC minutes; (d)

the "member test" (Fielding & Fielding, citing Schutz);

(e) triangulation of research methods and key

informants (Fielding & Fielding); (f) search for

negative cases (Katz, 1983); (g) use of the MEAP to
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compare the site and its in-house population; and (h)

comparison of findings with the literature reviewed

(Fielding & Fielding, 1986).
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Chapter 5

Findings

Five major foci emerged that reflected five levels

of analysis. These foci began with the background

environmental characteristics of the nursing home and

extended to the residents' self. Thus, analysis and

findings were compatible with Mead's (1934) work on the

social environment and the self.

Those findings are organized into five chapters plus

a summary chapter. The respective titles are: History

and Evolution of the Community; Functions of the FNC

Community; The Meaning of the FNC Community; Community,

Physical/Mental/Sensory Capabilities, and Age; and The

Maintenance or Loss of Self. Various data were utilized

and integrated into the above foci and will be credited

at the end of chapter sections to preserve continuity and

enhance readability.

History and Evolution of the Community

This chapter discusses the FNC's history.

Subsequently, features crucial to the FNC's evolvement

and survival are addressed: leadership, officers,

elections, and factions; FNC member roles; staff co

leadership support; interactions with other staff;

membership issues; and acuity levels of new admissions.

* * *

* -a-

-***

*-

:



**
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History of the FNC

This section is divided into two sub-sections.

These include discussion of pub, a precursor to the FNC,

and the FNC's beginnings.

Celebration of pub : a precursor to the FNC.

The nursing home 's pub activity demonstrates how the

environment fostered resident/resident interaction and

relationships. While pub may have been successful

because it was based on a tradition common for men and

those who served in the armed forces, it still had to be

integrated into a total institution (Goffman, 1961).

Howard, a long time FNC member, narrates the story of

"pub." He says people talked about pub when he first

came to the nursing home, back in "'84 and '85. " He

thought "What do you mean "pub" in a nursing home?" He

thought they were kidding .

Pub, a kind of social hour from 3:00 to 4:00 p.m. ,

had been a "big event." Howard explains they would go

down to the dining room at 3:00 o'clock, and maybe eight

or ten people would sit at a table. If approved by his

or her doctor, the resident was furnished with two drinks

of either beer, bourbon, wine, or soft drinks. A couple

of them would bring down snacks like potato chips or cold

cuts and cheese, and they would have pizza brought in

when people had birthdays.
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Howard claims pub has changed over the years : "when

I first came here, the residents were a lot more active

and able to attend and enjoy pub." He contends a lot of

those earlier people have died, and new residents have

come into the home. Howard believes the new admissions

are older and admitted when their families no longer are

able to take care of them. These , he assured me , are

unable to attend pub. Howard also told me they don't

celebrate pub as they once did : " Even though they still

have it, it's not celebrated like it was a few years

ago."

FNC minutes support to Howard's assertions: "Pub

attendance down . . . nursing home care unit clientele

changing . . . " In addition, I attended pub and observed

the following:

There were no other FNC members there except for

Hall. It took place in the dining room and a young

Asian volunteer helped Myrtle (the staff person)

pass out the alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks.

Only one woman was there . . . thus , this seems to be a

man’s activity. Most were drinking the punch that

no one likes.

The above would suggest pub is a kind of dying

ºinstitution. When it started and was "celebrated, " there

was a lot of camaraderie, sharing , and spontaneity, not
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unlike Turner's (1974) concept of communitas.

Furthermore, it was out of that kind of fellowship the

FNC was born.

The FNC's beginnings.

Howard also recounted the FNC's beginnings:

Back in 1984, when I first became a resident here ,

through the meal times when we would meet , and from

our association at pub, a group of us felt that

maybe we could form a little group. Maybe we could

meet together and discuss problems, and make our

lives a little happier and better.

Zelma alleged it was : "Mac [one of the original members

now deceased J , his wife, and Howard [who] started the

group with a bunch who had gotten together to play

cards." Thus, the FNC was started "bottom/up" by a group

of residents, who already had experienced a fairly high

degree of social interaction.

This informal social group decided, per Howard, to

invite the more alert to attend a meeting. At the time,

an intern social work student suggested they form a group

of residents to discuss their likes and dislikes. Hence ,

the group also enjoyed the support of someone allied with

staff.

Howard recalls about twelve people at that first

meeting. The group met in the nursing home 's conference
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room and the social work intern proceeded to write down

their names, the state they were from , branch of service,

occupation, and hobbies on a large piece of butcher

paper. They found the small group that started their

"little organization" was diverse: they came from

different areas of the United States, and all of their

occupations and likes were different . At that meeting,

they decided to choose a name for the group. Howard also

explained how that came about :

First we tried to pick people to join our group that

were able to talk and communicate, so we picked the

name friendly, and we all seemed to socialize and

get along good together so that 's where the name

[FNC ] came.

The social work student wrote the new name across the top

of the paper, and Howard said: "that was the beginning of

our club."

The club chose one resident to be chairperson at

their second meeting, and a couple of staff members

joined the social work student and began to take minutes.

The staff also invited some new residents, and before

long the club had grown.

They eventually planned their first FNC dinner to

get together and also to invite the care givers they had

before they came to the nursing home. They found ,

*** *
**---,
---
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however, they didn't have enough room for everyone as

maybe 50 people came to that dinner.

This social aspect of the club dominated the group's

early activities. Zelma, for example, told me: "During

that time, the FNC was more of a social group than

anything else. Mac was the head, and once a month they

had a dinner or get together."

Gradually they decided to meet every week and to

limit their organization to a smaller number, who could

bring some problems and solutions to the group. Howard

said: "Mac had many 'good' ideas and Mac had suggested

limiting the membership to those who were “active, alert

3 ºrand come up with ideas. He later explained: "They

decided to limit the membership as Mac reportedly had

said, ‘to get rid of the knife and fork members, ' who

belonged in order to come to the dinners." Howard

maintained this was necessary because a lot just came to

get away from the ward, and others would sleep during the

meetings.

Yet, early minutes recorded : "Mac upset with

fifteen limit to group--Rediscuss in six mos. when dues

due . " Howard disclosed the following , which adds still

further understanding to the group's evolvement:

Mac had originally thought the more residents the

better, but he soon found out that some belonged
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only for the dinners. When they limited FNC

membership to a 15: 150 ratio of FNC : NHCU (nursing

home care unit) residents, Mac "feared" it would

result in a "snobbish" group. This , according to

Howard, was proven wrong as the FNC has done a lot .

Thus, Howard legitimatized a limited membership on the

basis of the group's doing a lot -- a viewpoint similar to

Mead's (1934) discussed earlier.

Howard continued : since there were three units in

the building , they decided to limit membership to five

from each unit, which makes fifteen. This allowed them

to keep more control of the meetings. Also, the idea was

that each of the five would go out and convey what they

learned in the meetings to the other forty-five on their

unit. The latter would allow the FNC to communicate with

other residents in the NHCU. Howard then added:

The ones that are able or interested that are not

members of our group can be told the problems that

we discussed, and many of them are very interested.

Some of them are not able to understand or really

Care .

Summary of the FNC history.

The preceding indicates the FNC developed from an

informal social group. They already had experienced a

high level of social interaction (e.g. , at meals, pub,
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and through playing cards), and they decided to organize

themselves into a formal group. This is consistent with

the development of formal and/or informal activities

found among elderly, who create community in other

settings.

Although the in it is 1 group was diverse and not

exclusive , they recognized, early on , the need to pick

residents who still could talk and communicate. The

above accounts also suggest the FNC changed from an open º

group with a predominantly social focus to an more

limited group, whose alleged purpose was nursing home

input and problem solving . Even so, the FNC retains some *

of those early social features, suggesting these continue º

to serve a purpose and may contribute to the FNC's :
longevity as a NHCU resident group. º

At their first meeting, they chose a name that has .

remained to this day. At their second meeting , they

elected their first officer and a couple of permanent

staff members also were incorporated into the group.

Formal minutes of FNC meetings have been kept since then ,

all showing social structure, congruent with previous

socio-cultural experiences, was instituted rather

quickly.

After a couple of years, the uncommitted, those who

slept through meetings, and the "fork and knife" members
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left the group. While fear the FNC would become a

snobbish group haunted at least one early member, the FNC

subsequently has been justified on the basis of their

accomplishments.

Data sources utilized in the above descriptions

were : an interview with Howard ; respondent validation

notes ; FNC minutes; and field notes. With this

understanding of the FNC's origins, features deemed

crucial to the club's further evolvement and survival now

will be addressed.

Leadership, Officers, Elections, and Factions

Factions and conflicts about leadership are common

among elderly who create community. Groups also develop

hierarchy, based on their mutual standing and ability to

persuade and influence one another. Such hierarchy is

"fluid and changing" and "struggles over placement"

within a group may ensue (Lof land & Lof land, 1984). This

Section describes those FNC features.

Sequential analysis exercise of FNC leadership ,

officers, elections and factions.

Analysis of the themes of FNC leadership , factions,

and election battles was worked out through coding the
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emerging data and using an amplified version of Becker &

Geer's (1960) sequential analysis model. An example of
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the data follows. Pseudonyms were changed to letters to

protect confidentiality.

I. Statements: to observer alone and volunteered

Date/Page/Line: Person : Statement :

1 1/15/89 "A" ". . . claimed that ‘B’ and
p. 30 ‘C’ are very close . . . "
30-32

1 1/15/89 "A" ". . . further claimed that
p. 30 ‘B’ would do anything to
34–46 become leader of this

group ."

1 1/15/89 "A" ". . . admitted there is a
p. 30 lot of jealousy within the
36–38 group."

1 1/15/89 "A" ". . . (doesn't ) think ‘C’
p. 30 (is) going to work out for
45-47 the group."

12/27/89 "A" ". . . ‘C’ is forming a new
p. 5 group."
1–

12/27/89 "A" ". . . wants ‘E’ to be the
p. 6 new FNC leader. "
4–

17–20 ". . . ‘A’ thinks that ‘D’
is going to talk to 'E'
to see if he will take

over the leadership of the
FNC. "

The completed sequential analysis appears as Table

4. Volunteered statements occurred at a ratio of 60: 16

to those directed by the observer. This would indicate

volunteered data were found 3.75 times more often in my

field notes than were data either directly or indirectly

elicited from the participants. Stoddard (1986, citing
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Becker, p. 116) suggests "the number of directed

statements should be small in comparison to the

tvolunteered statements, " and implies "ethnographic

adequacy is enhanced by such a ratio. "

The ratio of statements made to the observer alone

versus statements made to others in conversation, an

FNC meeting, or in public was 14: 54. These statements,

then, were found to occur 3.86 times more in the presence

of others than the observer alone. Becker

& Geer (1960, p. 287) maintain "the proportion of items

consisting of statements made to the observer alone

should finally not be overwhelming." They also recommend

"a reasonable proportion of activities" (Becker & Geer,

1960, p. 287). However, few activities were documented.

The data portend factions and leadership struggles

at this time in the FNC's history. Data were drawn from

field notes, a "Summary Analytic Memo, " and a public

presentation of f indings.

Respondent validation exercise of FNC leadership.

A respondent validation exercise with two FNC

members also was undertaken, and the topic used was FNC

leadership, elections, and officers. Data presented to

the respondents follows.

The FNC originally began as a resident support group

in 1984. Current FNC goals and functions include:

- ---

*---- ***
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resident support , social events, education, patient

advocacy, NHCU problem resolution and new resident

orientation to the NHCU. The FNC's dominant activities,

however, seem to be social events, patient advocacy, and

NHCU problem resolution.

The FNC had been relatively stable under the

leadership of two strong leaders, one of whom died in

August , 1989. Three new members also were added around
-

that time. The loss of a leader, familiar with the "old" * *

FNC traditions, created a leadership vacuum. The arrival "---

of members with new views and ideas of what the FNC ** =

should and/or could be , brought pressure for change. º

These changes moved the group toward an unstable º
leadership situation. :

Additional factors that affected leadership 5.

stability included a request by the recreational º

therapist (RT) staff co-leader for someone among the FNC, :
who was qualified, to become treasurer. (Apparently,

this had been the responsibility of the FNC member who

had died in August, 1989. ) Another suggestion, made by

the RN staff co-leader, was to have a FNC member keep the

minutes.

After the above proposals, the FNC chairperson said

an election of officers would take place after the first

of the year. During the next two months, the members had
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time to consider who would be the best persons for these

offices and to recruit candidates.

Analysis of the FNC offices revealed the chair was

perceived as "the" leadership position, based on the fact

that one female member refused to accept the nomination

for chair because she did not want to lead and saw

herself as a follower. In addition, the official policy

statement of the FNC only mentions this office as a FNC

member responsibility.

Secretary was viewed by one FNC member as best

filled by the RN staff co-leader. His suggestion was not

contested by any other member, thus, secretary was not

seen to fall with in FNC leadership possibilities and

remained within the staff's jurisdiction. This

supposition is also supported by the FNC's policy, and if

a resident had chosen to accept this office, a change in

policy would have been required.

Treasurer is a position seen to fall into a

"follower" category since it was filled by a person who

refused chair leadership of the FNC, but promised to work

for anyone else who would take the job. This office is

not addressed in the official FNC policy, but had been

filled by a FNC member previously.

As I read the above findings to each participant , we

stopped to discuss their response along the way, and I
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took notes on what was shared (Bloor, 1983; Emerson &

Pollner, 1988). The female member said I captured

"exactly what happened" more than once, and she disagreed

with nothing I had written. Her agreement may have been

colored by our friendship (Emerson & Pollner, 1988). Or,

she may have seen my analysis as a legitimate depiction,

especially since she had been a key informant (Bloor,

1983). Further data, some more and some less pertinent,

were gathered during the exercise.

In the male member's case, I, like Bloor (1983), was

able to correct my analyses with his input. The main

correction related to the office of treasurer: The

member who died did not act as treasurer, but only held

the money. Carol, one of the staff co-leaders, had been

treasurer. She took the office when the first FNC

treasurer, a member who held this position for a couple

of years, had become incapable of doing the job. It,

seems the of fice of treasurer has a mixed history since

either a FNC member or a staff co-leader have held this

position, and this office has not been defined in the

FNC's official policy.

The second respondent gave a generally negative

Opinion of the current FNC leader, and conceded, after

discussion, the current treasurer was both a "leader and

a follower." This member did not seem as elated with the

* *

º

:
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data presented . I was not sure if this was just a

difference due to personality, gender, disappointment

that his contribution to leadership had not drawn greater

recognition, or whether his was just a more ambiguous

response (Emerson & Pollner, 1988).

In view of the limitations of this exercise-–that

meanings are constructed from memory and that respondents

have personal interests at stake (Hammersley & Atkinson,
-

1983) -- the above reactions are not seen to directly º

validate or refute my understanding of the data. This

was particularly so since I did not get the viewpoint of

both factions or even that of a more neutral party. º

I came to understand the FNC to be a fluid, evolving º
*

group of elderly residents, engaged in leadership º
struggles. Cuellar (1987), who studied older Mexican- :

Americans in a senior citizen’s club, surmised: "Rather *
wº

than constituting a maladaptive feature, such conflict º

guarantees the vital and meaning ful engagement of the

elderly participants" (p. 224). I similarly view such

struggles positively.

Update on FNC leadership.

The FNC since has elected three chairpersons, one

treasurer, who has continued to hold the office, and kept

the RN staff co-leader as secretary. The first of these
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subsequently elected chairpersons remained the "chair"

for about one year.

He made several requests for assistance and received

numerous promises for support at his election. He also

acquired two co-chair advisors, who were members of the

opposing factions. My field notes, prior to his

election, and his past group and professional

experiences, would indicate he had potential, but he did

not perform as expected . I observed that he was unable

to exert himself as leader and came to understand one

factor that hindered his leadership was his impaired

hearing .

When I reviewed the 1985 FNC minutes, I found

another FNC chairperson had similar problems. The

minutes record: "Mac [elected J as "president . . . , " and

seven months later: "Mac requests new group leader in

Sept-- failing vision & hearing."

The second chairperson of the three recently elected

at first refused the position, but again was told the

"group would help him and support him." He agreed to

be chair, but six months later, the FNC minutes state he

"no longer wants to be chairperson. Election of new

chairperson. Nominating [the current chair ] . "

One of the staff co-leaders later commented :
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The new leader is as ineffective as [the former

one J. He is not hard of hearing, but he is

for get ful. For example, he knew and talked about

the FNC dinner on March 18, but forgot to come to

the dinner that same day.

Thus, I came to understand that both hearing and memory

are crucial for effective leadership.

The current leadership is considered to be good.

For example, one interviewee states: "We have pretty

good leadership now." Both staff co-leaders likewise

concur the current FNC chair is "a good, strong

leader . . . [He] puts it out there, lets the group talk

about it, and keeps it moving . [He] is friendly . . . [and]

Carol said she thought [he] led more like Mac did than

anyone they have had." Mac is the "gold standard" of FNC

leaders as the staff co-leaders always compare other

leaders to him.

The current chair has no impairment of sight ,

hearing, memory, or speech, and his only disability is

physical. He is also the youngest of the present

members. Limited physical disability, then , is not a

hinde rance to FNC leadership.

Some FNC members, like Howard, are active, in formal

leaders. The question, then , is how many active members

---
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"Well a small, again in the twenty five percent that are

capable , able to participate , that twenty five percent,

may be five percent of the twenty five enjoy pointing out

problems." Other members similarly claim there are only

four or five members in the FNC that are active and

participate. One told me :

There's only four or five of us that may speak out,

I can tell you, and these are the same people who

will always speak out when something comes up. [The

others ) . . . what they’re doing is making up the

necessary quota of fifteen members.

If the above estimates are correct, then only four or

five of the 130 long term care residents consistently are

involved with nursing home issues and problems.

Unit B’s monthly meetings discuss similar issues on

the ward level, and one informant claims those meetings

also are dominated by FNC members:

And you know what? It’s the same guys--it's the

same bunch.

I asked: "Who?"

She replied: "Five fingers."

I queried : "You mean the same people that are

active in the Friendly Neighborhood Club are the

ones that go to that group too?"
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She answered : "Well if they are in this unit,

yes."

Data sources were field notes, interviews and minutes.

While only a small number of residents, most of whom

have lived in the nursing home for some time, are thought

imperative for the club's survival, other members also

contribute. What additional roles, then , beside leader,

do the FNC members play?

FNC Member Roles

Review of FNC minutes, field notes, and interviews

reveal other contributory roles. However, only roles of

the more recent members will be discussed. These are

organized into three categories also used in later

analysis, active, less active, and passive , and are

presented with examples from the above sources.

Active member roles.

FNC historian and memory:

[He] then began to tell Mac's story: Mac and his

wife, Helen, a nurse, came to this nursing home, one

of the first couples in the building when they were

in their high 80s. They moved into a large, double

room and brought their furniture and put their beds

together. They held cocktail parties in their room

with about six other people and the same group got

together at pub hours.

:
:
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Another member states:

We're lucky to have somebody like him because he

gets around, and he knows everybody and he's got a

good memory, and he remembers everybody, like today

he was talking about the picture that the star fell

off of , and he remembered the man's name and he

remembered who he was .

Reporter: "[He] mentioned two new residents on Unit

A and gave their names."

Long timer with connections: "I've been here long

enough and I know who to talk to about it. " "His

knowledge of being here so long and knowing how things

are run."

Wise advisor: "[He] had advised them well on what

action to take, and the group was really strong."

Problem solver/facilitator:

[He] has the role of facilitator. He mentioned to

me numerous things he did for residents, for

example, he got three of them to have hair cuts

today (Uriah, the NA, did them after he went off

duty) and he arranged for wives to travel together

from Monterey.

FNC greeter: "[He] greeted the arriving guests."

I noticed that when [he] left, he said something to

every person that reflected he was thinking of them

* ------ a
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even if it was just small talk. For example, he

asked me if I was going to be coining back this week.

[He] also told each good-bye.

FNC altruist: "He slept through dinner and [this

FNC member J claimed he had to make him a peanut butter

and jelly sandwich."

The emotional specialist: "Another dietitian, who

is transferring to a different building and will be

leaving with in a month, came by to tell the FNC ‘good

bye. ' [He] offered: ‘ we'll miss you.' [He] projected

authenticity when he told this to the dietitian."

The motivator: "[He] is good about getting out and

talking to people to get people involved."

Risk taker: "Anger [was] expressed as many in the

group felt [he] should have brought [the] idea up to FNC

first . "

Another FNC member said:

Of course the engineers blew the cork and that did

it right then and there, and the reason they did was

because they weren't consulted at all. | He l should

never-- I told him, I said you're going to run into

trouble. My G_, at least I’m getting this done,

you see, but he did it the wrong way."

Information specialist: I She l gets all the

information about all of the things that are going on and

* --
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keeps it in front of us so that we don’t slack off, and

that's a big help."

FNC "ramrodder" (confronter and enforcer): "[She] is

definitely the ramrodder." "She gets the bull by the

horns and gets the work done."

Catalyst: "I think she's a catalyst that holds

everything together. "

"BS'er" (communicator): "She decided to join the
- - -

SOB's, and acted like one of the boys, and talked like

them, telling dirty stories, etc. , and eventually she -

didn't get the dirty jobs anymore. [She] claimed she --- *

‘BS'ed' the boys." ---

"You have to give [her] an awful lot of credit. º
[She], one thing as you well know, she could get along º
with just about anybody, she'll talk their language and * ...
it makes you feel comfortable." º

Official liaison: "[She] told me that even Lilly º
and Ed recognized her ability to get [the groundsmen ) to

do things that they couldn't." FNC minutes state : " [She

was J designated by FNC/Ed ■ the top NHCU administrator ] to

be liaison between [the groundsmen ) and NHCU. "

FNC humorist: "She does it in a very humorous way,

and everyone likes to have humor."
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FNC budgeter:

Carol then explained that [this resident l and she

had talked after Monday’s dinner and they need a few

things and would go to [a couple of cities l as they

need another peach table cloth, pie server and soup

ladle. Hal said they are the cooks and food

preparers--let them do it, if they don't go

overboard. Carol said [this resident l is not the

kind to go overboard.

FNC meal planner and cook:

When I went by the OT room today, I smelled

something delicious and it was homemade soup boiling

away in two kettles. [She] was making it for the

FNC at their meeting . She had taken the left over

pot roast bones, added some vegetables, some

Kentucky fried chicken gravy, some noodles, and what

not to make this concoction. We all ate it later

during the FNC meeting.

Activist : "This isn't new . I've been.--because

everybody calls me--when they ask me what I am, I'm an

activist, because I have participated in a lot of

[citizen groups J. "

FNC spokesperson: "He explained during the sharing

session [of the memorial service ] how [this resident J was

-- - - - -

as ------
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active in the FNC and how he took pictures and would give

them to people and never take money for them."

Recognizer of problems/initiator of ideas: all the

active members perform this role.

FNC newsletter distributors: three members, one

from each unit, deliver the FNC newsletter to their

fellow residents. Two would be categorized as "active"

members and one "less active. '

Less active member roles.

FNC gardener/waterer: "All of the sudden, I spotted

[this resident ), a member of the FNC and its officially

appointed gardener."

When I crossed the center patio today, I saw [this

resident J watering the plants outside Unit C. How

this frail man managed to water was amazing and

seemed quite precarious. I held my breath as he

pulled the hose along, stepping on it with the water

sloshing over his feet as he went , tracking through

the planters, mud and all.

FNC photographer: "Some [ patients l talked to [him]

about being [the] NHCU photographer. He will take

pictures at Mother Dee Bee's party. "

Half in/half out-- the marginal man: "I enjoy it.

My situation is a little bit different than most the

* -----
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people here. I'm here three weeks, and then I go home

for two weeks. "

Passive member roles.

Those along for the ride: "Well I've been just kind

of going along for the ride, you know."

FNC scapegoat : " [Another FNC member 1 said that they

had got through a meeting without asking [this resident J

for money."

The "bodies"/duo ta fillers: "What they’re doing is

making up the necessary quota of fifteen members." "Just

make up the quota, that 's all it amounts to . They're

bodies." "Then I asked her what purpose do the passive

people serve in the group? [She] replied nothing. She

doesn’t think they have any function [symbolic or

otherwise J . "

Incidently, the passive members, if they can see ,

hear, and remember, provide an audience before which the

more active and competent can display their abilities

(Mead, 1934). Some of the above roles may be more

critical for the club's survival than others. For

example, one of the newer members described a "long timer

with connections" as follows: "She's been around here so

long and she makes it her business to know everybody, and

she's just got that way about her that she can talk." He

later admitted it would take the majority of newcomers a

* - - -
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long time to find out who to go to and told how one

created problems for them.

As previously discussed, the FNC changed its

dominant orientation to one of problem solving ,

reportedly due to the fact that "when they were

successful, it sort of reinforced them and they continue

to try again." Their successes also reinforced their

self-image--that they were still competent despite

increasing age, disability, and living in a nursing home . º

Too many failures certainly would undermine their morale º

and eventually affect the FNC's survival. * .

Perhaps, their status, derived from problem solving, ºr-ºl

was why a formal distinction among membership roles was º

made. My field notes read: º
There are two classifications of FNC members. : ".

Members enter as active members and attend the tº
... --- *

weekly meetings and social events. If they become ---
physically frail, [they ) have two options: (a) to

become an honorary member to attend social events

and meetings as able, or (b) to drop out of the

group by being asked to make a choice of these

options . . . the vote was unanimous.

What the group did that day, in essence, was to cull out

some of the inactive and passive members. Two of the

four singled out by the group chose to drop out of the
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group entirely. The other two chose to remain in active

status although one of these rarely attended and later

died. The group took on this culling action, despite

Kaye, the RN staff co-leader, "trying to remind them that

what they do has repercussions for all of them [the FNC ] :

They all have this potential to deteriorate physically,

functionally, etc."

Because resident capability has emerged as a major ,

underlying theme, one further observation is warranted .

An active member said: "we should evaluate the members

to be mentally and physically capable to carry on the

duties assigned, and evaluate the charter members."

During this particular membership appraisement , however,

the only duty ever designated by the group to

differentiate active from honorary status was attendance

of the weekly meetings. The members then went down the

current membership list to decided who were "active"

members.

I later compared two of the members most disapproved

of that day with two others categorized by the group as

"active," and whom I would have categorized as "passive."

The comparison, presented as Table 5, reveals the group

was not at all consistent in choosing who to glean out .

While all show some degree of mental and physical

disability, this comparison indicates that Steve's

wº-ºº-ººd

tºº-º-º- -

*- *
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attendance has been better than Lucy’s and he has less

physical disability than she . Pete, on the other hand,

has less physical and sensory disability than any of the

others.

Specific members were singled out as candidates for

"honorary" membership because "they now need to be more

selective when they bring in new members to take part and

participate in problems and solutions." In all my * --- ***

* -- ----

observations of FNC meetings, however, I never saw Pete, is --- ****

Steve, Lucy, or Gene actively participate in solving

nursing home problems. Based on the above comparisons -

and observations, I conclude that neither physical, º

sensory, or mental capabilities, or problem solving ºr.

abilities were really the issue. sº
I believe they wanted to remove Pete , the last of tº .

those members left with a psychiatric diagnosis, Fº
* - " "

because he did not fit the image desired for this ºn.” -- a

status group . Indeed, nearly two years later, my field

notes record the following:

Afterwards, Kaye told me . . . Pete , who is a long term

psych patient would not now get into the group and

Kaye feels it scares him occasionally although he

has been in it for years, being an original member.

The most successful members, per Kaye, have been
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from the community and not institutionalized and

pretty sharp mentally.

The above comment is not unexpected since the most

successful members also would bring status to the FNC.

Steve's situation is another case. I surmise he was

a threat to at least one of the more powerful, active

members for whatever reason, and/or he was a scapegoat

for those more active members, who at that time

experienced rather intense leadership struggles.

Those two factions met together in an "executive

committee" meeting to help out the new chair. That

meeting, more over, did not involve the staff co-leaders,

who generally exert a moderating effect on the group, and

the idea to change membership status to "active" and

"honorary" emerged from that meeting.

My field notes also indicate a number of the active

members wanted Steve out of the group, and even said

things not true. For instance, one member claimed "Steve

has come only to about one meeting . . . He forgets."

However, Table 5, complied from attendance records kept

in the FNC minutes, indicate Steve attended at least nine

FNC meetings.

When I interviewed Steve some years after he

withdrew from the FNC, he told me he joined because: "I

just thought it would be a good idea for me to get

****** ****
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acquainted with people . . . And I didn’t follow up on it

very vigorously." He also admitted he was "not the

joining type . " My notes record Steve forgot and then

came late to a dinner, and was singled out by one of the

more "active" members as needing assistance "to get him

on schedule with the FNC activities." Yet, I found him

to be more mentally intact than some of the others. For

example, despite a visual impairment , Steve picked up a

typo on one of my consent forms that fourteen other

interviewees, two separate human subject committees, and

I, myself, had missed.

I surmise, the refore, such membership appraisals are

not always just nor justifiable , but they occur where

maintenance of status and affirmation of self take

precedence. I also came to realize the "Friendly Club"

is not always so "friendly."

Staff Co-leadership Support

Staff co-leadership also has been critical to the

club's continuation. Indeed, these f rail elderly claim

they would not have succeeded without these particular

staff co-leaders. One says:

No our group would never, never, have succeeded if

it hadn't been for people like Kaye and Carol. I

didn’t put that in there, but we have to have active

support from the staff, the staff person, to get a

- ---º'-
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group to go. It 's-- if you don’t have one or two

staff people that is [sic] active in your group it 's

not going to go.

Another member explains: "You’ve got to have a

leadership . . . such as we got , that 's true, but you got to

have some body who 's sponsoring you--like I call

sponsoring , like Kaye and Carol that know what they're

doing." One of the physicians similarly recognizes the

influential part played by Carol and Kaye.

The staff co-leaders also are aware of their

significance to the club. My field notes record: "I

asked what they attributed the success of the group to .

Kaye said it was the leadership. I said do you mean the

FNC leaders/officers like Howard 2 Kaye said, no , she

meant she and Carol."

Finally, I, too, perceive the staff co-leaders'

import. My early notes state : "I suspect part of the

reas on the FNC happened to evolve as it has is related to

Kaye and Carol and how they work with people."

Descriptions of these staff co-leaders'

characteristics and activities related to the group are ,

the refore, in order, and will begin with the registered

nurse co-leader, Kaye.

Kaye is head nurse on one of this nursing home 's

three units, and her double role as head nurse and staff

** *-****** *
rº- ** ***

********* º

* - - - -
me… --- **

** ***=

º --~~~~.

*
*
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co-leader are probably essential to the group's

functioning. I base that supposition on my field

observations and on observations made with the comparison

group that has the same top nursing administrator.

This comparison group functions in somewhat similar

ways to the FNC, and although neither of that group's

staff leaders is a nurse, one of the factors to which

they attribute their success is to participation by their * --- ***

head nurse. My notes state : … "

[They ) feel the head nurse is crucial for their º º

group's functioning as she carries back what is " ..."

decided to her staff and sees that what is decided
ºrrºr

is carried out . . . They said this a couple of times º

and emphasized it so head nurse support seems to be * .
a necessity for a group to function like this. tº

Kaye's characteristics as head nurse are that she is *
friendly, organized, fair, considerate, and practices an * -- *-*-

open door policy. Often my field notes record: "Kaye,

tºwho was friendly as usual . . . I also observed

unobtrusive indicators in her office that led me to say:

"Kaye is organized, but not compulsive . " One of the

Kaye's staff said she "found that Kaye was very fair , " a

comment unsolic ited on my part. Kaye is also generous

and considerate of others: She practices an "open door"

policy in that she never locks her of fice door. My field
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notes explain: "Kaye told me that she never locks her

door because the staff may need a place to go to get

away . . . . She also told me that she is the only head nurse

who leaves her office open." Kaye continued this

practice in spite of the fact that other departments were

locking up even more.

Based on a number of the projects Kaye has

initiated, I also would describe her as very creative. * --- ****

One example is the practice of hanging a photo of the g-wºº' --

residents, taken when they served in the military, in the

entrance hall of the nursing home. *

Kaye claims she never made things very "formal" for ºr-º-

the FNC, (e.g., "by having their minutes typed up, º

etc.. "), and she often works collaboratively with them. * .
In one instance, I compared Kaye's approach to that of * -

the social worker: "Kaye's approach allowed both * .
* * *

professional and resident input versus the social * - - -

worker's approach, based only on the professional doing

the project." Kaye, who conveys FNC issues/problems to

the head nurse meetings, further explains:

It really adds to the impact of what she says if she

goes to staff with input or suggest ions and says

that this was determined by the FNC. She indicated

it adds "power" to what was suggested-–the backing

of a group of people.
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One of the FNC members described Kaye as a "very

strict master, " who "will not put up with any

foolishness." Kaye has fought to keep the FNC separate

from the nursing home 's community wide meetings, now

defunct. She did this, despite the fact that Ed , the top

nursing administrator, wanted them combined. Thus, she

is committed to the FNC, and willing to stand up for what

she considers to be their best interests. ---- ****

Further examples of Kaye's attachment or commitment º

to the FNC follow : Kaye claims she continues to have an º

especially close relationship with residents who once -

were members, even if they leave the group. In addition, sºrºrº

she has involved her own family at different times as my º

field notes document: "Kaye told me how she brought º:
Sandra [Kaye's ten year old daughter | to the NHCU since tº

she was four years old." º
Carol, a recreational the rapist, likewise is r = - -

committed to the FNC. One member mentioned how she "used

to put money in from her own funds until [the resident J

told the men." Carol, like Kaye, claims to leave final

decisions to the FNC and that she "only facilitates the

group." However, one of the members has another opinion :

"Kaye and Carol say 'we will do this ' or ‘we will do

that ' without voting or argument."
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Both staff co-leaders act in a sort of marginal role

as intermediaries or liaisons for the FNC and the rest of

the nursing home bureaucracy and staff. Yet, neither has

been defensive about the institution when the FNC have

voiced their complaints or raised issues. (I did observe

defensive behavior for staff and facility, however, in

some staff leaders of a second comparison group, not in

any way connected to the research site . ) The FNC staff

co-leaders also exercise a restraining influence on the

FNC, particularly when the issue of membership has been

addressed.

Carol is always busy. When I have talked to her,

she usually continues to go about her work. One of the

FNC members likewise discusses how busy Kaye is :

See I don't know how Kaye gets time to do all this

stuff. I’m just amazed . . . I think she feels that it

is really important that we get things done , and she

makes time for it. Even if it's only thirty

minutes, she'll come down to our meetings.

The FNC also are cognizant when the load is too

heavy. For instance, when one of Carol's family members

was seriously ill, they decided to postpone their dinner

for a period of time. My notes record :

Her suggestion shows that she is aware of the staff

co-leader needs and recognizes when such personal
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needs take priority over FNC plans or activities.

Such behaviors along with gift giving . . . reflect the

FNC's appreciation for their staff co-leaders. They

don’t just take from them, but they reciprocate in

ways and are thought ful about the load they place on

these two staff members. Perhaps, such

consideration keeps Carol and Kaye's morale high for

they are not taken for granted and their work is

recognized and reinforced by the FNC.

Both co-leaders attest their "reward is almost

immediate : The people really appreciate it. The FNC

look forward to it and enjoy it so much." Early in my

field experience, I also noted that : "Carol and Kaye do

serve and prepare the FNC food with finesse--the way one

would do for very honored guests, and I think their

efforts communicate this to the FNC."

The aforement ioned would indicate the usual

boundaries between staff and resident often are crossed

by the FNC and their staff co-leaders. Another such

example follows:

There is no separation of food, dishes, and seating

between the FNC residents and their staff co

leaders. Carol's point, that you don’t know who ate

off the plate before you in a restaurant, either,

- - ---sº

use sº-sº

assº -ºs
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may reflect the fact that she sees these residents

as just people.

The above findings were derived from interviews,

field notes, respondent validation notes, and the NHCU's

Orientation Booklet. They suggest that at least two

things are needed for a group like the FNC : (a) at least

four to five residents of a certain level of resident

function and capability, and (b) staff with certain types

of roles and characteristics. Both bring different ***** *

perspectives: one of the residents; the other of the

staff and bureaucracy. Neither can do it without the º

other for each plays their own significant part , and each º

is important for the diversity they bring to the group. º

These differences in age, strength, role, and perspective º

have allowed this fragile entity, the FNC, both to

function and continue. º
Interactions with Other Staff *** * *

The FNC's interactions with other staff will be

examined only cursorily. The FNC generally target and

invite only high level staff to their meetings, and such

attendance further enhances their status. Who they

invite depends on what the issues or problems are . Over

the years, persons from a variety of disciplines and

positions have attended the meetings. These include:

diet it ians, head nurses, doctors, administrators from
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nursing , the resident store, engineering, housekeeping,

and the grounds keepers, social workers, and an interior

decorator.

My second comparison group, a resident council,

similarly invites a diversity of staff to their meetings.

However, a major difference I noted was the FNC and/or

their staff co-leaders never apologize for taking up the

guest's time. Neither did the FNC appear in a hurry or

rush to get the visitor on his or her way. Rather, they

value this time of sharing :

Well I find it--I enjoy very much when we have

people from different echelons come in . . . nutrition

people come from [another location ) and we wonder

why at our level things aren't going more smoothly

and we find out the problems that they have .

Through the above practice, the FNC has managed to

establish a favorable reputation that literally extends

beyond the home 's boundaries. My notes record:

Today's meeting, with two dietitians, was dominated

by food issues | There were numerous food

complaints . . . sometimes very graphically expressed as

well as very honest explanations of such practices

as residents trading food items among themselves.

What strikes me about these interactions is how the

FNC seems to penetrate through the usual roles to
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express their views . . . . They didn't seem to mind

exposing how they exert control over some "Catch 22"

circumstances.

The same administrative diet it is n later returned to

a FNC meeting , and explained why she had came back:

"[She] came today because she and some of her colleagues

could not come to a decision and some one said take it to

the FNC and see what they think." Such recognition and -----ºf -º

their being placed in a consultative position only *** -- a

further reinforces their status.

One additional staff person to consider is Ed, the =

nursing administrator. When I asked Ed what part he º

played with the FNC, he denied he had a part and claimed ---

he only visits their meetings on invitation--about every

six months (he has never been there when I have * -
* * *

observed ). Thus, I understood he did not see himself as *
* * *

instrumental in the FNC's development. *** * *

Kaye and I later discussed Ed and his role :

I told her that he gives himself no credit and she

agreed that he should have no credit. Yet, I

pointed out that he does something for the whole

environment . . . having an indirect effect, and she

agreed. Kaye said he allows a lot of freedom and if

you get in trouble, he will help you out .
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Earlier in my field experience, Kaye said that "they [the

staff co-leaders ) have the support of administration."

Kaye also had told me that the FNC "know that they can

say anything in the group ; they know they have the

support of administration and staff." Therefore, further

exploration of Ed's role and leadership style is

warranted .

I was told the following by other staff under Ed's

administration : " Ed leads by not leading and everything

gets chaotic and then staff step in to do something about

it." That leadership style may be why one FNC member

described Ed as "wishy-washy and [he] doesn't take a

stand on anything." Another FNC member, however,

recognized Ed's role when we discussed how the group

evolved : " it has to do with the administration."

One final characteristic of Ed's leadership is his

flexibility and his not being rigid about bureaucratic

protocols. Overall, his philosophy and mode of

leadership have a positive effect both on the nursing

home environment and the FNC. The above data came from

field notes, respondent validation notes, minutes, and an

interview.

Membership Issues

FNC membership continues to be a serious concern.

In my early field experience, I inquired as to whether

* ****

* * *
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there were active and inactive membership lists. Kaye

assured me there was no inactive list. She said names of

members were deleted only if they died in the interim

between lists when new members were added.

I later discovered members often left the club for

reasons other than death. These reasons were: (a)

physical ; (b) hearing impairment; (c) psychiatric or

mental disorders ; and/or (d) being a loner/not a group -------

person. The high turnover makes membership a continuous

issue.
-

New members are brought in to replace those who -

leave the club by a process that has become fairly º

consistent. Sometimes one of the staff, for example the :

physical the rapist, will submit a list of potential :
members to the FNC. One member told me that it goes º

be fore "the board" when I inquired how new members were º
chosen. When I asked who "the board" might be, the º
resident indicated it was she and two male residents. At

other times , members will bring up different residents

during the meetings and decide whether these would be

suitable candidates or not .

In January, 1992, the FNC utilized the latter

approach since they had three membership positions to

fill due to recent deaths. Staff co-leaders also

participated as potential candidates were discussed. For
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example: "Kaye said that they should put the names on a

potential list and Carol emphasized that if they need

help (i.e., feeding ) yet are enhanced and enhance the

group that would not hinder their qualification to join

the group." Staff co-leaders carry the brunt of the work

to help those who are more physically disabled , thus,

Carol made sure the need for such help was not the issue .

Several members brought up possible candidates and

discussed their feasibility. º

Barriers to membership, identified by FNC members

included: hearing impairment ; if the resident was very º

unpleasant, opinionated, and used strong language ; being ***

90 years old ; if they were forget ful; if they were a º:

"loner;" if they were pretty negative to the nursing º

staff or were confined to bed much of the time. These º

impediments to membership, more over, are quite similar to
* --

the reasons many former members have withdrawn . * -

The qualities the FNC wanted in a new member was

that he or she be "vocal, " " intelligent and [able ] to

carry on a conversation." The group never made a choice

that day, but decided to think about it and look around

for further possibilities. If the above selection

process is offensive, I might point out it is not unusual

for this society, where search committees commonly are
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organized to find and choose the best possible

candidates.

After a potential candidate is agreed upon , one of

the active members usually approaches the person,

explains the club, and invites him or her to either a

meeting and/or a FNC dinner. One newer member recalled

this process as follows:

He just told me there's a bunch of --he had somebody --> -º-º:

from each [unit ) that got together once a week and º

wanted to discuss things about beautifying the

place, you know, taking care of the unit, and he º

wanted to know if I would be interested . I said ºrrerº

sure, it would give me something to do . . . I went to a º

meeting . . . He introduced me to everybody. º

Another FNC member told me that by the time the FNC º
invites someone to the meetings, they are pretty much

****

committed to his or her membership : "People are invited *****

in-– I’ve never been there when they’ve had someone

they’ve invited in and they have rejected him later.

I've never seen that." The FNC follows the above

membership process rather strictly and does not tolerate

any one solic it ing members on his or her own.

The critical issue is the reputed lack of available

residents who are capable of FNC participation. One

member told me: "And if we get new members, to tell you
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the truth, I don’t know of a one here that would be a

good member for that group at the present time." Another

active member said "he told Carol that may be fifteen

members is not feasible anymore. They can't seem to get

together any members that are qualified." This assumed

lack of qualified residents ushers in the last section of

this chapter. In addition to the sources previously

cited, field notes and interviews were utilized. Data

sources used for the next section include field no tes,

respondent validation notes, and an interview.

Acuity Levels of Newly Admitted Residents

The higher acuities of recent admissions has been

acclaimed rather frequently by both residents and staff.

One FNC member said: "More and more are entering as

permanent residents, they are not able to communicate ;

they are older and ill." On another occasion, the

resident told me: "When I first came here, 25% were in

bed. Today, probably 50% are bed fast because there are

older people coming in . "

Another member similarly declares: "They are not

able to express themselves -- that they are use less and

that there are more people like that than before." She

claimed it was not like that at the beginning.

My notes document a similar viewpoint from one of

the staff co-leaders:
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We also discussed the potential for the current FNC

members to actively carry on the FNC. She wonders

if the group will continue when the more outgoing

ones are no longer able. [She] pointed out that

NHCU admissions are now very frail, ill patients,

who are not potential candidates for the FNC. She

also admitted it takes time for the group to

develop.

The above make further exploration of resident capability

and age necessary.

Conclusion

A summary of this lengthy chapter follows: (a) A

history was offered and already reviewed; (b) leadership

emerged as a major code early in data collection; (c)

both an amplified sequential analysis table (Becker &

Geer, 1960) and a respondent validation exercise were

utilized to study FNC factions and leadership; (d) two of

the subsequent leaders had disability that precluded

effective leadership : hearing impairment and memory

loss; (e) the current leader, now the youngest member, is

considered a good leader and has only physical

disability; (f) the FNC is maintained by the

participation of four to five active members; (g)

contributory FNC roles were discussed under active, less

active, and passive categories; (h) the FNC's success
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reinforces the members' self image--they are still

competent and capable, despite increasing age and

disability; (i) the FNC voted in policy to distinguish

between "active" and "honorary" membership in order to

remove some of the passive members ; (J) this removal

process was not consistent among members ; (k) the

importance of staff co-leader roles and characteristics

was discussed ; (1) the head nurse role is viewed as ... ºn ºral

* ----- ºr

particularly salient ; (m) staff co-leaders are shown to *** ******

*

be committed to the FNC ; (n ) the FNC show appreciation

and reciprocate for the help they receive ; (o) the usual * -

boundaries between staff and resident often are crossed ; º

(p) the FNC target high level staff, who enhance their ---
status; (q) Ed's leadership style is important for its

overall impact: he is flexible and allows freedom; (r) -
- -º

the reasons, other than death, former members withdrew

from the FNC were similar to the criteria used to reject r-- - -

a potential member; (s) the process of soliciting new

members was described; and , ( t ) there currently is a lack

of potential members since new admissions are claimed to

be more debilitated, older, and less able to communicate .
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Chapter 6

Findings

Functions of the FNC Community

The FNC perform a number of functions that benefit

themselves and other residents. This chapter discusses

some of those , including : aid rendered to other

residents; identification and/or resolution of nursing

home issues and problems; acquired status from visibility

of FNC projects; and the establishment of social

structure, ritual, and community among the FNC.

Aid Rendered to Other Residents

Early on , I observed Mike , a FNC member, helping his

fellow residents in the dining room and wrote these

observations as a narrative :

Residents able to walk, wheel, or drag themselves to

the communal dining room eat food served on hospital

trays. Here one sees efficiency at its best : food

served piping hot or refreshingly cool thanks to a

new type of tray technology. Napkin, silverware,

straw, salt, and pepper are wrapped up together in a

sealed plastic sack. A slice of bread, still

considered by many men to be a necessary component

of any meal, is similarly encased in plastic. Milk

is served in individual sized, waxed cartons--all of

these reflecting a consciousness for sanitation and

_****
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efficiency. Yet, these wrappings and containers

present difficulties for the elderly, especially

those with disabilities like arthritis or paralysis

secondary to stroke. Lacking even their teeth to

assist them in tearing open these items, they are

reduced either to having to wait for the aides to

recognize they need assistance or to asking for help

or, as a last resort , to going without .

Those sitting at Mike's table are more

fortunate. He has recognized their dilemma and

makes it a part of his dining routine to assist the

residents at his table before helping himself. He

unseals the hard to open cartons of milk and sticks

in the straws that he has removed from the tightly

closed plastic pouches. Likewise, Mike takes the

bread out of the plastic wraps and butters the slice

if this is desired.

The aid rendered above was the basis for an early

hunch about community among the FNC. Later, I found

mutual aid was , indeed, a common finding among the

elderly, who create community.

When I reviewed FNC minutes, I found Mike was not

the only member to help other non-FNC residents in the

dining room. The minutes of January 1986, state : "Lucy

sits with deaf and blind patients and helps . . . staff

*** ****

wº
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criticizing patients helping patients, " and later that

year, the minutes again record "criticizing for helping

t tother patients, " and 'patients leaving without eating--

patients are helping patients." The above excerpts

indicate FNC residents had been helping non-FNC residents

in the dining room for a number of years.

The minutes also reveal staff, who had been assigned

to help residents in the dining room, had not always

carried out their assignments effectively. One can

surmise, then, FNC members helped their table mates

rather than see them leave without eating.

Further data, complied from interviews and field

observations in 1991, indicate these practices continue .

When I asked about the most significant of the FNC

accomplishments, one of the things Howard said was :

The camaraderie among the residents that go to the

dining room, which has changed, and I think it's

been changed a lot because of our group. Where

the y--we place people at tables that can talk and

help-- that are able to help some of the people open

their milk cartons. Even though we have staff

people down to help that , members sitting next to

each other make their meal time much better.

Howard's physical status has deteriorated. My notes

–

". ---

ºrºgº

state : "Howard said he had a horrible week: He is
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really stiff, has lost his ability to move his arm, and

can’t comb his hair. Howard also told me he is really

having trouble breathing." Despite these difficulties, I

observed the following when I ate lunch in the NHCU

dining room :

During the meal, Howard drove around and looked like

he was checking things out and visiting. He looked

tired and had poor color. Later he told me he got

soup for four [short term ) patients. He goes down

to get them seated and to see they get what they

need .

Another FNC member discussed Howard's dining room

activities, indicating this is his usual practice :

[Howard J comes around every morning, he gets up and

they help him get dressed, and they help him eat ,

and then he comes down, he gets up and then he comes

down to dining room and checks on everybody in the

dining room every morning.

Such mutual aid and concern among residents with marked

disability not only surprised, but intrigued me since

neither my experience nor my exposure to the literature

supported the likelihood of such findings.
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Identification and/or Resolution of Nursing Home

Issues/Problems

In the past eight years, have FNC members addressed

similar nursing home issues and problems? Or, has this

function undergone substantial change? To answer these

questions, the minutes were reviewed and coded with

particular attention to the years 1985 and 1986.

Afterwards, the coded sub-categories were placed under

eight larger, more encompassing categories.

The frequencies of sub-categories were summed

together under the respective eight categories and

presented in Figure 1, "Issues Addressed by FNC." In

addition, the frequencies were converted to percentage

scores to allow for easier comparison. The percentage

scores are similar for both years, and they correspond to

the issues and problems the FNC have pursued since I

arrived. These findings suggest similarity in problem

identification and resolution and/or common problems or

issues continue to a rise .

Acquired Status from the Visibility of FNC Projects

Comments from FNC members indicate FNC projects can

be viewed as serving two purposes: (a) They improve the

nursing home environment, and (b) they enhance the FNC's

status since the club receives recognition from these

ventures.
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One FNC interviewee states : "Oh they just want to

make it nicer for the people that are here." Another

member comments: - -

And since I’ve been involved, I say that we’re a -

very important part of keeping the hospital grounds,

as well as the [units 1, in proper shape and add the

necessary things to make this a much more friendly

place or homey place to live in . . . And that's what arºa

-----

our focus is . . . We try to make this more of a homey -->
atmosphere , rather than an institutional atmosphere . º

---

* -- ******
This same FNC member later elaborates on the * §

importance of the visual aspects of the FNC projects: º

And the thing is that we are the overseers of things --- -,* -- sº
• **

that have to be done here , things that have to be º
* **** -

corrected, replaced , what have you, and also that we ***** *
-

* - --- -

don't let anything get dilapidated to give a bad ****
*** ~~. s

reflection of the whole to the outside people such --~~~~
as relatives and friends that do come over to visit. *

I think what we do, we try to keep this at a level

when visitors do come over they look at to be a very

respectable place. --

My field notes record he further holds: "The FNC doesn't

receive any reward and that patients need to be more
-

in formed that they [the FNC ] make it a better place to
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live in." Thus, he overtly expresses that visibility and

recognition are an important concern.

Yet another FNC member talks about the projects from

the viewpoint of participation and being a part of the

accomplishment, reinforcing a sense of self worth :

It's nice to be able to have a say when we see

things like the patio are being kept up, and wanting

furniture out in the front of the nursing home, and

being able to put in our opinion, and getting some

results.

Others, like the following resident , list the FNC

accomplishments specifically: "the flower program, the

court yard, the dining room, and now the decorating of

the inside of the facility."

While a number of projects have been undertaken,

only one will be discussed. This project demonstrates

high visibility and shows how it serves to enhance the

group's status -- the beautification project of the nursing

home's central patio or courtyard.

According to one "long timer, " the facility itself

used to keep up the patio, but with the current financial

situation, this has not been a priority. Since the FNC

wanted it kept up, they took on the project. This member

explains:

rºº
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Well that 's been in the last five years. Before,

you see , the [facility l had the money to spend on º

that patio. We never had to dig down and get money,
-

collect money to put flowers in . They had the

money, they could do it themselves.

Another FNC member gives the following overview of

the central patio/courtyard beautification project:

Our group is responsible for the large center patio

*-a-º-º-

with all the plants that some bloom year round , but -->
mainly in the summer, spring and summer. We have "I)
lots of roses which our FNC-- through donations from ---

our own members and family and people that come in

to visit, make donations and we bought plants to ---
ºr *-º-º:

replant the bedding plants. We've bought planter ****

boxes and had casters installed by some of the

younger people over in the drug and alcohol * ---------

rehabilitation with meeting with their supervisors, ---->

have had some of the younger people come over and do

the manual work of putting casters on the planter

boxes, which members of our group are unable to do

that . -

The FNC actively sought and received donations for

this project. Notices not only brought in financial i

support , but informed staff, patients, and families about
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the project, and gave the FNC and the individuals

involved recognition.

The central patio has looked nice since the FNC

initiated this project, especially before nursing home

celebrations as my early notes record :

I looked out the window on to the center patio , and

realized the amount of effort the residents had put

into getting the place fixed up . . . . All around were

barrels and pots full of brightly colored flowers,

including some young , already blooming rose bushes.

Here the lawn is bright green and a more appropriate

length.

The minutes indicate the FNC received public

recognition for the project: "FNC to be knowledged at

the [celebration 1 for center patio. " The minutes also

record a time when the FNC was not acknowledged at an

official recognition ceremony. The FNC members were

rather upset about it and planned strategies on how to

rect ify the situation. When the administrative assistant

eventually attended a meeting, the minutes record : "want

yearly recognition for all residents, recognizing them

for what done." Thus, these projects are not undertaken

just for improving the environment , but to receive

recognition and enhance status.

ºrsº

amºus sº
**i-sºº* : ****
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*********"
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The FNC has managed to maintain the patio project,

despite the drought , in contrast to two related

facilities that only had dried up lawns and dead grass.

There are times the patio still falls into disrepair, but

an upcoming NHCU event of ten provides the motivation to

fix it up once again.

The FNC members, themselves, enjoy the patio. One

member told me: "In fact what I’m waiting for right now

is the roses to bloom . . . I really am really looking

forward to that." Another explains: "the court yard--we

try to keep that up, pretty and so it looks nice so we

can have company out there . "

Other residents likewise enjoy the center patio as

is reflected by a letter sent to the FNC in August , 1989.

The letter was signed by two staff and seven non-FNC

residents:

To the FNC .

We would like to thank you for your beautification

of the inner court. Both the [ residents ) and the

staff from [another resident group 1 enjoy all the

lovely flowers.

It makes it look peaceful and quiet and adds so

much to the nursing home. Thank you all.

This project benefits the FNC members, non-FNC

residents, staff, and any visitors that come , and is
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highly visible . The above was obtained from minutes,

interviews, and respondent validation and field notes.

The Establishment of Social Structure

Another FNC function has been to establish social

structure/codes of conduct where the covert structure

and/or conduct has failed. Two examples related to the

dining room will be discussed : (a) establishment of a

dress code, and (b) nursing 's role in the dining room.

The former deals with resident behaviors and the latter

with nursing staff responsibilities.

One interviewee identified the dining room dress

code as a significant FNC accomplishment :

And the dress code in the dining room, when I first

came here a lot of people were coming to their meals

in pajamas and may be unshaven and with urinals on

their wheelchairs, and our group set up a dress code

and where if they eat in the dining room they are

dressed in [street J clothes or if they can't dress

at times, at least have a robe on , and no urinals

are to be on wheelchairs, and it made it much more

like a community dining room instead of an

institution type dining room.

The dining room dress code first appears in the

minutes in March , 1987:

assº
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DR Dress Code

1. Residents must be clean.

2. Dress, if possible, in street clothes.

3. Pajamas must be clean.

4. Pajama snaps must be snapped.

5. Put robes on if possible (OK Ed – robes

required ).

6. Urinals must have lids in place (OK Ed - no

urinals).

7. Urinals must be empty.

The above indicate that the dress code also had support

from Ed, the top nursing administrator, thus, they had

secured official institutional backing.

The FNC was attempting to reestablish the normal

social separation of purity and pollution (Douglas,

1966). An abnormal blending of what is normally held to

be clean or pure with the unclean or polluted, the refore,

occurred in this nursing home 's dining room. Henry's

(1963) study similarly identifies eating in the midst of

what is normally considered unclean : "The decline of the

disgust function, so that a person can bring himself to

eat amid filth, is an ultimate stage in dehumanization"

(p. 414). One can surmise the FNC, recognizing the

negative impact of such practice, stepped in to enforce

the separation of clean and unclean to recover their pre

-

*

-
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institutionalized social values and to regain their

normal human integrity. º

A second example of creating social structure

involves the dining room behavior expected of nursing

personnel. The following guidelines were developed :

Dining Room Behavior

Nursing 's role : help all patients

patient safety *****

ºr wº

positive attitude -->
show an interest in all patients º

-
*

* *

be aware of patient needs g- º

help resolve food problems ºn-sº

rotate quickly to tables where as alsº
*****

trays [are] served. º
- - - - º º * º *

Do not assist kitchen staff in passing out trays. **-->
--- -

Nursing 's job is helping patients after [the] tray º
** *-at

d

is received with coffee, ice, [and] ice water. ~~~
Staff presence [is] necessary at designated

times. Coffee can be poured , ice water obtained for

patients before trays [are] served.

My field notes record that this code of conduct was

described as "petty things, but important." Kaye, the RN * -

staff co-leader, explained the FNC was establishing º

nursing 's role, something that nursing , itself, had not

recognized nor formally addressed.
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In my observations of a comparison group, I found

that they , like the FNC, saw a need to provide

structure/codes of conduct when none had been expressed

explicitly. This comparison group, also under Ed's

administration, was a different patient population since

they were predominantly psycho-gerontological residents.

I later discussed their practice with their staff

leaders:

I told the two staff leaders that the group is

making structure in the setting for themselves. For

example, the patient [ group ) has voted on what TV

programs they wanted for what hour and those are

posted near the TV and followed. If they are not

happy with the programming, they can re-vote. The

past week, furthermore , they wanted time when the TV

was turned off, but because the head nurse was off,

they waited until today to discuss it with her as

she was present.

Given the proper support , both kinds of long term

care residents recognize the need for and establish codes

of conduct within their respective settings. In addition

to the sources cited above , data also were obtained from

º

trºº

rºaº
* ***

an interview and field notes.

re-------"

• ** º
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The Building of a Ritual Around Death

Death, a separation from the living into an

uninvestigated existence, has confronted humans from time

immemorial. The poet, William Cullen Bryant (Sullivan,

1978, p. 54) expressed this rather eloquently:

. . . So shalt thou rest, and what if thou withdraw

In silence from the living , and no friend

Take note of thy departure ? All that breat he

Will share thy destiny . . .

Even so, humankind still want to mark this passing ,

as is demonstrated by the numerous rituals that have

surround death over time and across cultures. Ritual,

per Myerhoff (1978, p. 164), "is a prominent element in

areas of uncertainty, anxiety, impotence , and disorder.

By its repetitive character, ritual provides a message of

pattern and predictability. Ritual is an assertion of

continuity."

I found the FNC residents, given the opportunity,

were no different. Indeed, they instituted memorial

services as an in-house ritual to remember and recognize

the passing on of their peers. Howard told me how these

services came to be :

When I first came here, it seems that you get

acquainted with the people in the [units J you live

on and when the y--the people pass away, staff wanted

*

N
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to kind of keep that quiet and fearing it might

upset the other residents, and I personally felt

that they were part of our family and the other

residents should know when one of our residents

passes away. They should know about it, and we’ve

gone to the head nurse and she agreed, saying they

had not even thought about it. They thought it

might upset the other residents. So now through our

group we've started to plan [a] memorial each month,

if necessary. And it is -- we call--someone in our

FNC will usually coordinate the memorial with the

chaplains and with the family of the deceased, and

invite them to come to the memorial, and it's a--we

find that it's a memorial service that we talk about

the good times, the residents remember the deceased,

and it's sad when one of our own dies, but we’re all

old enough to know that that 's going to happen to

all of us when we're in he re. And we talk about the

things that have made us happy while we were he re.

And the staff -- it makes the families feel better

knowing that the y--their loved one was among people

here that cares [sic] about him and could laugh with

him and some of their problems were shared with each

other in he re.

wagºsº
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Howard is credited with the idea of starting the

services, which is not unexpected when his employment

history is considered. He once said "he thinks

differently about death because his job, the last year of

high school, had been with a mortician. " I later noted:

"Perhaps, this is why he likes to coordinate the memorial

services and does so rather adeptly."

Review of the minutes reveals memorial services have

become more elaborate and formal over time, and provide

insight into the evolution of this ritual. For example,

in May, 1987, the minutes record: "Memorials needed––

feelings when pts not told-–pts care & know staff care—- ?

memorial 1.x/month--notify family." Three years later,

the FNC was given formal responsibility for doing the

services, and the minutes record: "Carol & Zelma bought

two silk flower baskets to be used for NHCU "memorials."

In 1991, a new tradition was started : One family

member brought cookies, and the FNC provided coffee, hot

chocolate , and set up a refreshment table in the back of

the room. Printed programs already had been developed

and later included a small obituary about each of the

deceased. The FNC decided to include name, age, branch

of service, and any interesting in formation. The latter

also is shared verbally during the service. The latest

gº-ºº:
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addition is that Howard now mails a program to family

members who are not able to attend.

Memorial services are held, if needed, on the third

Thursday afternoon of the month. Although each service

has some unique elements, most share a number of common

features. One will described as an example:

There were about ten residents [ a good part of the

residents who showed up today were FNC members J ,

seven staff persons, including the nursing

supervisor, and about four friends and/or family

members, who attended. This was not a particularly

high turnout when you consider there were ten

residents for whom the service was held.

There were two bouquets of artificial flowers

on one of the tables . . . There were also two candles

with a [bed ) sheet as a table cloth . . . The recreation

room furniture had been arranged for the service and

a larger crowd. One of the two chaplains apparently

realized there were not going to be more attending,

so he rearranged the table to make it cozier by

turning the table towards the group of people who

did arrive . . .

Most of the residents who died were Catholic

and there also were a couple of Jewish residents

among the ten. There were only two Protestant

sº

sº

* * ~ *
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chaplains for this service and no Jewish Rabbi nor

Catholic priest . . . They used taped music by Sandy

Patti, who was singing "How Great Thou Art." This

was a bit awkward because they put in the wrong side

of the tape and it had to be fixed in the middle of

the service. This service, the refore, did not use

the choir [from another building ) as I have seen in

a previous memorial service . . .

They handed out programs, which they have done

for a while now . . . These programs listed the deceased

residents and told a little bit about their lives.

One of the chaplains read about each of the

residents from the program and then asked if any

one, staff, resident, and/or family or friends,

wanted to add or share anything [else ) they knew

about them. Charlie spoke up about Gene , who sat

next to him in the dining room, and said that he

would really miss him. I noticed he was quite moved

about Gene’s passing. Hal also was present . . . He

explained that Gene had been a member of the FNC and

came to all the meetings and said some kind of nice,

minor things about Gene . . . The chaplains had us

recite "The Twenty-third Psalm" and "The Lord's

Prayer" during the service, and they read some

Scriptures from the Old and New Testaments.
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After the service was over, they served

refreshments and a number of us passed around trays

of cookies (donated ) and cakes, coffee or an

artificial red or orange punch. This was nice

because some of the residents, especially those in

wheel chairs or motivators, would have had trouble

coming up to the refreshment table, located toward

the back of the room. Also, it was a kind of act of

service to those , who were physically capable of

going to the table, but were grieving and talking

with other people .

Afterwards, Kaye came in and I helped them

clean up a little bit/put things away . . . They wanted

to wrap it up, but also didn't want to rush the

bereaved by taking down the bouquets, etc. before

they had left.

Many of the features common to funerals were

*** = <>rporated into the FNC memorial services. These

* * *ra i larly have been established to acknowledge the loss

S fºr ** thers, the future loss of one's self, and the

****s i eties that surround death. However, parts of the

* * *s unted ritual seemed plastic and less authentic (e.g. ,

* * * * ricial flowers and taped singing).

Such props, meant to set a proper atmosphere for the

Y- -* \ u'al, nearly undermined their purpose. For example,

º
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attention was drawn to the artificiality of taped music

when the wrong side was played and changed. In addition,

the staff had to balance the need to get back to their

regular tasks against drawing the ritual to a close too

quickly, the reby, destroying the aura of the occasion.

Nevertheless, the overall effect was one of proper

solemnity.

Because this is a VA facility, the services are

ecumenical and usually clergy from the major religions

a re represented and participate. This joined practice,

In Creover, has not created noticeable friction among the

clergymen nor those who attend.

Myerhoff (1978), who described ritual at the death

*> f an elderly Jewish person, states: "The Kaddish prayer

* = s probably the most important single ritual that

**** <> urred the day of Jacob's death" (p. 201). The

* * * itation of old and New Testament Scriptures and the

* = <ica ish prayer, said in Hebrew , likewise are very

*** werful and moving rituals in the FNC services. Another

*** werful feature has been the sharing done by those who

* = r-e emotionally moved by the death.

Memorial service attendance varies and some of the

* S +- e. capable and active FNC members do not participate

** = \a larly. Even so a number said they like the memorial

S.
* rvices. Gilbert , for example, volunteered the

grº
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following: "I think one of the nicest things they [the

FNC ] do is have the memorial for them." Gilbert had only

heard about them, however, and never attended any of the

services. Jane states that she does not attend every

time, but "most of the time." She feels they are nice

and the families who come appreciate it.

The above findings suggest the FNC saw a need , this

time to deal with death/discontinuity (Myerhoff, 1978),

a no worked it out collaboratively with the appropriate

staff. Also, what started out simple has grown into a

formalized ritual, complete with the following elements:

r" C om decorations, special room arrangement, programs,

In Ua sic, Scripture reading, group recitation of familiar

Prayers, sharing about the deceased , refreshments, and a

F’º lite as possible wrapping it up. Data sources utilized

i ra the above account were field notes, FNC minutes, and

*** terviews.

* <> r, mu nity Formation among the FNC

The FNC also undertake activities that make for

‘ ‘’” ºn unity formation and bonding among themselves. Two of

*** = s. will be examined : (a) the amassing of community

* * > 3 s, and (b) dining together.

Usually, older people give away possessions rather
t ** ar, accumulate them. However, the FNC has amassed

* Seas, held in common. As far back as March, 1987, the
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FNC recognized the need for such items. Their minutes

record: "Table cloths purchased for dinners." These

peach colored, lace embossed, plastic table cloths are

easily maintained and an aesthetic improvement over the

alternative -- the use of nursing home bed sheets.

The club made a "wish list" in May, 1987, that

included: "Table cloths, holiday decorations, dishes,

silverware, wine glasses, cork screw." All were obtained

through special donations from members, their families,

a noi/or friends. Not only has a sense of ownership

Cleveloped, but these possessions make their dining more

Pleasant. For example, my early field notes record the

FNC used "mismatched pieces of silverware, [and] we were

short so I had to eat with a spoon." Two years later,

t = bles are set with plastic tablecloths, matching paper

**** P kins, FNC dinner ware, silverware, and wine glasses.

TH, e. FNC continues to amass goods as the need arises.

The se investments, then , tie the FNC together as co

* * r * = rs and add a touch of class to the group's dinners.

FNC dinners serve a number of functions. First ,

*** = S-
- - -

-
are a time committed to the more social aspects of

*-** e group. My early field notes record : "The FNC

*** *, *,
- -ers not only encourage the enjoyment of special food,

\,
* At conversation as well--they set a kind of atmosphere

f
S’ r this to take place." They also are a means by which
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to maintain and/or recapture a degree of sociability and

adult normality experienced in earlier, non

institutionalized years. Thus, the dinners allow members

to retain continuity with their earlier self.

The dinners likewise carry visible trappings of

prestige that contribute to the group’s status, and they

are a kind of honorarium the FNC members enjoy. Finally,

the food, itself, is delicious and enjoyable .

A number of FNC members talked about the FNC dinners

when interviewed. One FNC member explains how the

Ci inners evolved:

The FNC started out with dinners consisting of only

sandwiches and coffee and moved on to food at every

meeting. The wine, she contends, became a tradition

after the Christmas party (1984). They used to go

out for dinner, but when it got too hard, Kaye and

Carol took over . . . and cooked for them [ at the NHCU] .

Another member refers to these dinners as "one of

t Ha e specialties of belonging to the group" and states:

Maybe once a month, or once every two months, we --

our group plans a home prepared dinner, a pot roast

or meat loaf, our group decided what we'd like to

have , whether it be a barbecue or home cooked in our

OT room. And we have a nice dinner and wine and

everyone enjoys that .

L. r

■
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When I participated in the dinner preparation with

Carol, Kaye, and Sandra, Kaye's ten year old daughter, I

later wrote: "It reminded me a lot of how women in a

family ideally work together on such dinners." My field

notes further record: "A number of the FNC members

talked with Sandra-- she has been coming around now since

she was four, and many have seen her grow up." This mix

of roles and ages tends to foster a family-like

a tinosphere at the dinners, reminiscent of former family

experiences.

The residents offer toasts: "Mike then proposed a

t Cast to the women who prepared the dinner, and

e specially to Carol, who , he said, reflected high

Frofessionalism." Thus, previous cultural traditions

* = lating to drinking of wine continue at the dinners.

Some members arrive early and sit at one of the

* = B. les to watch and talk while the finishing touches are

P Ua t on the dinner. In addition, the FNC often dress up

* F = e i ally and don cologne for these meals.

That these dinners hold import for the FNC is

* **, ther exemplified by the fact that two of the old old

*-s e group (88–95 years) members mentioned the dinners
f*

-* *st when asked about the FNC's most significant

t
SA S’ s emplishments: "Oh those—-mostly meals, " and "Well we



.
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have a dinner every month, that 's good, we like that .

Cook our own food and that stuff."

I have never heard FNC members express worry about

special diets when they plan or eat these meals. The

members choose what and how much they want as the staff

co-leaders dish up their plates, and seconds often are

offered and taken. An example of one menu eventually

a greed upon after some discussion follows: "Roast file t

m ignon, baked potatoes with sour cream, Yorkshire

Pudding , French bread/butter, cauliflower with cheese

sauce, wine, mixed green salad with blue cheese or

I talian dressing, pumpkin pie with real whipped cream

I and coffee J. " Obviously, these meals are quite a "perk"

a raci looked forward to as a change from the institution's

*–1 s Ulal fare.

These dinners often are how the FNC is seen or known

EP Nº- the other residents.

t Hae

One member explains: "a lot of

patients only know about--oh, you’re going to have a

c■ -i -* * > r, er, see that word gets out everywhere.' Findings

ver-
- - - -e derived from field notes, respondent validation

rh c +
- -*-es, and interviews.

C
**** < lusion

The FNC have addressed similar nursing home

i ** a es/problems over time. This would suggest the FNC

----

*
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has functioned similarly and/or common problems and

issues tend to recur.

FNC projects serve two purposes : to improve the

rh ursing home environment, and to enhance FNC status by

the recognition received. Beautification of the nursing

H C me's center patio is one such example.

Another FNC function is establishment of overt

scº cial structure/codes of conduct. The examples

Ci i scussed were a dining room dress code and nursing 's

r cle in the dining room. Observation of a comparison

£ roup suggests psycho-gerontological patients also

recognize the need for structure when given support.

The development of memorial services was reviewed.

These services have become more elaborate and formal over

tº irne, and are similar to the rituals surrounding death

$**P In monly practiced in this society.

Finally, a sense of FNC community is facilitated by

While dinners serve** = s.sing goods and dining together.

* secial function, they also contribute to the members’

* t = tus as they are an exclusive and enviable activity.

Irn =ddition, they serve as an opportunity for members to

ster, out of their usual garb, and to forget about their

S \* stomary dietary restrictions and institutional roles

*** G constraints.



l
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Chapter 7

Findings

The Meaning of the FNC Community

This chapter discusses understanding gained from a

c■ O main analysis exercise of the FNC. The meaning the FNC

holds for its current members, obtained from interviews,

a lso is presented. These analyses enhance understanding

of the FNC and also revealed differences associated with

a = e and activity level.

D C main Analysis of the FNC

The domain analysis exercise (Spradley, 1979) is

E resented in two main sections. The first , Table 6,

(a) the FNC as part of aCi e fines the FNC in two ways:

and (b) theC = tegory of nursing home resident groups,

ki rh ds of members/participants that make up the FNC. The

* = t a were obtained from field notes, interviews, chart

* * * iews, and FNC minutes.

The actual work sheet is posed in Table 7.

** = <=riptions from the above data sources were linked to

the semantic relationship of attribution (Spradley,

19 7 s.). These findings can be separated into four

S = *-egories of descriptions shown in Table 7, and the

*** j ority indicated the FNC is a status/elite group, not

*** usual since community defined status is a common

\-heme found among the elderly who create community.
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Two of the other types of descriptions, indicating social

bonding or belonging ness and an evolving, dynamic group,

correspond more appropriately to Turner's (1974) concept

C f communitas.

Finally, two of the phrases under those negative or

critical of the group point to the group's age and/or

At that time, I wrote: "I knowf rail physical status.

but I don't think of themthe FNC are ' senior citizens, '

nor disabled because they are so active, thus ,als that ,

tº H is struck me as odd [to hear them referred to in those

terms ) . " Clearly, my observations and exposure to the

" = tatus/elite group" terminology had, by that time,

<> He anged my perspective regarding these frail,

irº stitutionalized elderly.

9 raci erstanding the FNC from Member Interviews

Fourteen FNC member interviews were coded for

** seriptions of the FNC and what the FNC meant to the

** rin Bers. This analysis provided yet further

****H erstanding. While a number of common themes emerged ,

I ** <>ticed the primary meaning the group held for the

****H ividual varied with the member's age and/or activity

** = tus within the FNC.

To facilitate analysis the interviewees have been

** a ced into three age and activity categories. Age

‘ ‘a tegories are young old (60 – 69 years old), medium old
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and old old (88 – 95 years old).(70 – 81 years old),

age breaks inThese categories were found to be "natural"

the twenty FNC members followed in chapter 8. Activity

categories include active (talkers, leaders, and

initiators), less active (supporters and responders when

Pressed ), and passive (silent observers).

Sub-categories will be organized under two major

c altegories for presentation: (a) Beneficial

C haracteristics of the FNC and (b) Limiting

C haracteristics of the FNC. Either the most typical

Gi e scriptions of a particular sub-category and/or the most

In C table depictions were selected as examples. When

<i i f ferences were found among age and activity categories,

the se were noted, and where pertinent, their frequency

* = s included .

Beneficial characteristics of the FNC.

General Qualities: Two thirds of these statements

‘ ºn e from the medium old age group (70–81 years),

** i =htly more from the less active than the passive ; one

*** ird of these comments came from the young old/active

** <> up (60–69 years). Examples include: "They're

** i endly and capable and nice and complimentary, it's all

*** ere." "Nice bunch of people." "Delightful, care free

"We're lucky* roup, relaxing group- -no feud among us."
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that we have those types of the different-- that diversity

of talents within the group."

In the above examples, some refer to the group as

"they" and others as "us" and "we." The interviewee who

used "they" was of the medium old (70–81 years), passive

group category, and the interviewees who used "us" and

"we" were of the young old (60–69 years), active

#: rouping. In other discussions of the FNC, uses of the

term "they" most of ten occurred with the less active,

In edium old category. Likewise, on other occasions, the

terms "we , " "our", and "us" were used most frequently by

Y C ung old, active members.

A Social/Friendship Group: Of the fourteen comments

C C Cled under this category, eleven were made by less

** <> t. ive members with two coming from the old old (88–95

Y* = rs), and nine from the medium (70–81 years) old age

* r <> ups. One must consider, however, that there are only

th r-ee members in the old old age category, and two of

the se made statements that pertain to this sub-category.

Thr-ee comments were made by one of the young old (60–69

Ye = rs), active members, and his interview suggests he had

the most experience with participatory groups and was

**s bably the most community minded.

Examples follow : "Well, I have my friends now. I

b ave somebody that I can associate with . " "It’s a social

gº
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outlet for the people here." "Companionship. " " I enjoy

all of the people in the group very much." "I enjoy the

sociability of it. " ". . . there 's some kind of camaraderie

or a feeling, or when even it it's just friends and

People you know, come to dinner and you sit down and

spend a whole afternoon or evening, and this is the way

it is in the FNC, see?"

A Group Made up of the Alert and Cognitively

Intact : Statements in this sub-category were made

a cross the age groups and activity levels. Examples are :

"" Feople that were cognizant. All of them in the social

E roup think well." "Some of them are completely

ci e pendent upon this activity to keep their senses."

" Group is selective enough that if people are having

*ne rh tal problems and things of that nature, they're not

i ravited to join."

A Discussion Group for Problem Solving : This sub

Sº a t-egory was mentioned 23 times, and only the young old

(6 O –69) and medium old (70–81) talked about this aspect

of the FNC. Fourteen comments were made by active

** ra bers and nine by the less active , FNC membership.

Examples of comments include: "We just discuss what

*ittle things might--could be improved, more or less."
**

-

*e ing able to put in your opinion, and getting some

* e sults." "Meet and discuss problems." "It's a sounding

-
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board for a lot of things that go on in the building."

"[Problem solving ) that's the real meat and gravy."

An Organization for the Common Good: Twenty-five

statements were made fitting into this sub-category:

rhineteen by medium old (70–81) members and six by the

young old (60–69). Eight of these members were active ;

thirteen were less active ; four of those making comments

were passive. Example are: "Good organization and I

t Hlink they do a lot of good, but it's got to be for

e verybody, not just for one unit. " "But about the second

Ci a y I began to watch the fellows that were doing the most

vv <> rk, of the friendship type, and you couldn't help but

E = impressed because it was really the kind of job that

ra e e ded to be done." "Patient advocacy. . . [for] all the

P = tients." "We just look after each other. What is going

** * * > try to take care of different people." "I never met

* = roup like this that would go around and do the things

th a t they do. They do everything." "Overseers of things

*** = t have to be done here." This reminds him of "a

Sº it i zen participation group." "My neighborhood is just an

*** *-argement of this neighborhood."

The FNC Seen for the Individual’s Benefit : A

* * *nited number made statements under this sub-category,

***q all of those members were in the medium old age (70–

8 l ) group. Two were less active and one passive .

*
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Examples follow : "Well, it's something I look forward to

every-- I was looking forward to every Wednesday." "Mainly

my interest in 'em is the good food."

Limiting characteristics of the FNC.

An Exclusive/Elite Group : A total of 24 remarks fit

La n der this sub-category with the following breakdown

a c cording to ages and activity status: one old old (88–

$3 5 ), seven medium old (70–81), and sixteen young old (60–

6 S ) member comments; two passive, six less active , and

sixteen active member disclosures. Since this sub

c a tegory was found to include a number of further sub

Ci i visions, the examples will be presented under those :

A Man's Group: "It had been a men's group before

a rh d they weren't very happy to see us."

Limited FNC Membership: "We’re limited to fifteen

**= In bers." "We don’t want to get too many in the re. . .

-j■ st swamped if we get too many. " "Necessary quota of

* + F teen members." "Group decided that we would have to

*ir, a of limit our organization to a smaller amount of

Pe S ple that could really bring something to our group."

Present Their Best : "But the men here have all--

*** = y all st rive to-- the only word I can--to put their

be st foot forward and try and get along."

º
****
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Special People: "All real nice, special people . "

"We’re just a special bunch of guys that like to be

together."

The FNC is Important : Membership is an Honor:

"Very important part. " "Honor to be on the committee."

"I think the staff looks up to the group."

Active and Able to Communicate : "Have to keep it

with active people." "Pick people to join our group that

were able to talk and communicate. " "Because out of the

fifteen, there are usually no more than may be five or six

that are very vocal and kind of keep the thing going."

Fears the FNC Would be a "Snobbish Group": When

they limited FNC membership . . . Mac feared it would result

in a snobbish group." "When we started putting a limit

<> n it, was that the other residents in the nursing home

would think it was a very snobbish group of fifteen

People."

Uncertain/Deteriorating Status for the Members

and/or the FNC : The occasional comments making up

this category came from all age group members. These

ºn embers, moreover, were either passive or active in their

* roup participation. Examples include: "At present it

[ the group ) doesn't mean anything, really." "Well at the

Present time, they’re a little bit like . . . a little

Critical because I don’t get to all the meetings on time,
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so I'm not sure just where I stand at that point."

"Some times staff kind of resents having a patient--or a

patient's group coming and telling them what is wrong."

"Many times when residents live here and things happen

they like to blame it on our particular group."

The FNC Must Incorporate Helpers: This last

statement from a young old (60–69), active member reveals

the FNC's boundaries and is a reminder of the need for

helpers: "Fifteen people, plus Carol and Kaye and you

[ Janet ), and whoever else is helping."

This analysis reveals different viewpoints,

Ciepending on age and activity status in the group. For

example, only the young old (60–69) and the medium old

(70–81) talked about the FNC being a group for problem

solving and an organization for the common good. The

majority of those who commented on problem solving were

*active members; the majority of those who made comments

*a bout the FNC being for the common good were both active

*a rid less active members. In addition, two thirds of the

S Omments in the exclusive/elite category were made by the

Young old (60-69), active members.

Such findings suggest the young old, active members'

S oncerns lay with problem solving and issues of status.

11 rt 11 rtFurthermore, their use of the words "we" and "our
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intimate they have a greater sense of ownership and

belonging than the less active/passive.

Additional conclusions are offered about the old old

(88–95) and medium old (70–81) age groups, keeping in

mind the number within the old old age category is small.

Based on their comments, the commitment to problem

solving/patient advocacy activities decreases in the old

old and medium old, less active and passive categories.

Rather, appreciation for the social aspects of the group

gains prominence .

When one ages into the old old group and passive

activity status, the group ceases to have the meaning it

Once had . For example, I asked one such member :

"Tell me what the group means to you personally, you

know, like how you look at it , not how other people

—but what it means to you."

The member answered: "At present it doesn't

mean anything, really."

I queried : "But, what did it mean?"

The member said: "Because . "

I interrupted : "Go ahead, continue."

The member continued: "I wonder if I should

drop out because I can’t contribute anything and . "

I injected : "What makes you say that " Is it

just recently you felt that way?"
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The member replied: "Yeah, more and more so."

I responded and asked: "More and more so. Why

do you feel you aren't contributing 2 Is it because

you."

The member answered : "Well of course my sight

is going, my hearing is very bad."

This particular member had been active some years

back. Thus, the need to investigate aging and capability

again was recognized and later pursued.

Conclusion

Domain analysis revealed four types of descriptions,

Gominated by the status/elite. When interviews were

coded, some similarities to the domain analysis were

found: status/elite and exclusive/elite themes were

Common to both. However, only in the analysis of the

interviews did the difference in perception, associated

with age and activity, become evident.
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Chapter 8

Findings

Community, Physical/Mental/Sensory

Capabilities , and Age

This community of residents has diversity of type

and degree of disability, many of which changed during

data gathering . There also were periods when time seemed

to be compressed backwards, and I caught a glimpse of

what they once were . One example is when I reviewed the

minutes. I came across two letters written and signed in

1986 and 1987. Some of those members have since died,

some can no longer sign their names, some signatures have

Geteriorated, and some remained essentially unchanged.

Another time was when I looked at pictures of the

residents in the main hallway, and commented: "What

struck me the most was how very young and handsome they

all were . " Physical status and capability are very fluid

*a no dynamic, and as I prepared tables and continued data

** a the ring, I sensed more of a moving picture than the

S rhapshot glimpses now presented .

This chapter will be divided into six sections.

These include: FNC and their fellow residents'

functional abilities; Age, disability, mobility supports

and activity status in the FNC ; Physical

disability/capability, communication, and participation
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in the FNC community; Mental capability/memory loss;

Hearing and visual impairment; and Age and the FNC

community.

FNC and Their Fellow Resident's Functional Abilities

As I completed the MEAP, I wondered how the fifteen

FNC members, who made up twelve percent of the nursing

home population, compared to their peers functionally.

To answer that question, the "Resident Functional

Abilities" section of the RESIF was utilized. Specific

questions were (Lemke, Moos, & Marder, 1984, p. 51):

What percentage of residents can do the following

tasks without any help?

1. take care of their own appearance, e.g. , comb

hair and ( for men ) shave

2. eat their meals

3. dress and undress themselves

4. walk

5. get in and out of bed

6. take a bath or shower

7. get to the bathroom on time

8. make their needs or wishes clearly understood

9. handle their own money (i.e. , pay their own

bills)

10. use the telephone

11. go shopping for groceries and clothes
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The results are presented in Figure 2 using the

rounded percentage scores for both the FNC members (n=15)

and the study site's remaining long term care population

(n=110). The resulting scores suggest FNC members are

more likely to have higher levels of function than their

fellow residents.

When the four resident disability questions were

calculated and combined with the above functional ability

scores, a total resident functional ability score was

determined. The rounded percentage score of FNC members

is 53%, and the remaining residents is 36%. These

results also suggest FNC members are more apt to have a

higher total functional ability.

These quantitative results add support to previous

qualitative findings that the FNC is an elite/status

s: roup within this nursing home. Inasmuch as the above

results are based on fairly general questions, further

exploration of capability was undertaken.

A ge. Disability, Mobility Supports, and Activity Status

Twenty-three residents were members of the FNC

during data gathering. Although three died before I

determined their age, I was able to include twenty others

in a series of two charts (see Figures 3 and 5). These

charts organize the FNC members by age, starting with the

youngest to the oldest, and include the member's
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pseudonym. Three "natural" age breaks are evident : the

young old (60 – 69 years of age ); the medium old (70 – 81

years); and the old old (88 – 95 years old).

Figure 3 includes disabilities and mobility supports

utilized and its legend follows (see Figure 4). Figure 3

shows hearing loss, visual impairment, memory loss, and

loss of verbal communicative ability begin after the age

of 70 in these twenty FNC members. The one exception is

Bob, who will be discussed later. The essential point

here is that Bob's loss of verbal communicative ability

was not due to organic changes. Rather, Bob's verbal

disability was due to his having a tracheostomy, probably

associated with his almost total paralysis. Physical

disability, on the other hand, varies in type and degree

a cross the age groups, revealed in part by the kind of

mobility support used.

In the middle old (70–81) and old old (88–95) age

E roups, FNC members have one or more of the following:

hearing impairment, memory loss, partial impairment of

V is ion, and partial loss verbal communicative abilities.

Hearing loss, moreover, is particularly evident after the

mid-70s and among the old old.

Figure 5 again lists the residents in order of age

with pseudonym. This chart also includes the FNC

members' activity status in the club, categorized again
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as : active , less active , and passive . There is also a

final column that notes which members underwent a changed

or deteriorated status (see Figure 6 for the legend).

The active members generally have been the young old

(60–69) age group with Zelma the only exception during

the time of my observations. I placed Gus and Mac in

active status, not because I observed them as active , but

because the minutes indicate they had been active some

years back. Gus is still described as the "FNC

' and Mac’s leadership previously has beeninventor, '

mentioned. With the exception of these members, Zelma,

Gus, and Mac, the less active and passive categories are

found concentrated across both the medium old and old old

age groups. Deaths were distributed evenly across the

three age groups with a number being on bed rest prior to

their demise.

The differing types and degrees of disability,

coupled with previous professional, community, and group

a ctivities, have made the effect of these particular

disabilities on FNC participation evident. Each type of

disability will be discussed separately, incorporating

additional data from field observations and FNC member

interviews.
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Physical Disability/Capability, Communication, and

Participation in the FNC Community

Physical disability is a more obvious incapacity

since the use of some type of mobility support is readily

apparent . One interviewee, for example, recalls his

first impressions of the nursing home :

When I first came here, when my daughter brought me

here to see the building. I'd never been here º

before. I came in and I couldn't believe what the s
building--what it was like inside this building. I º
seen [sic] people in wheelchairs sitting around in º

the lobby and people in bed, it was clean and nice, º

but we left and my daughter says, well Dad, what did -

you think? And I said, I've never seen so many º
wheelchairs in my life. Because I was coming from a º
place where I was the only one in a wheelchair, and ...]
I come here and all of these people are in ********

wheelchairs.

Another FNC member relates a similar experience:

Because we drove up out in front, all these fellows

were sitting out there in these wheelchairs,

scooters and all that, and I thought , what in the

devil am I getting into ?

As discussed earlier, physical disability and

mobility supports do not appear related to age group
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categories. Physical disability, up to the point of

almost total paralysis, also had little influence on the

members’s group status and participation. Although not

so obvious at first, the crucial factor is the resident's

ability to articulate and communicate. The latter will

become evident as I compare different FNC residents and

their various disabilities.

Bob, age 60, was the youngest member ouring data

collection. However, he had withdrawn from the group and

died before I had opportunity to interview him. To my

knowledge, he had no problem hearing nor did he have

visual or mental impairment. Yet, he had marked physical

disability.

I described Bob as follows: "Bob : [is] paralyzed

from the neck down and has a tracheostomy tube. He

guides his motorized wheelchair with his chin to get to

where he wants to go." That he even got to the meetings

was no small feat. Bob not only drove his wheelchair by

a tennis ball attachment steered by his chin, but he had

to maneuver his way in and out of obstacles in the

meeting room and hallways.

Bob's obituary tells about his life : he had a

"brilliant career" when he developed symptoms similar to

multiple scleros is and became almost totally paralyzed.
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During his illness, he be friended and tutored dozens of

children from his neighborhood.

Bob's past suggests he had a great deal to offer the

FNC. However, he was unable to participate fully because

he was unable to speak. His total paralysis precluded

his being able to cover his tracheostomy tube with his

finger in order to talk, something that Jane, who also

has a trache ostomy tube, is able to do.

Jane, age 88, has no real physical limitations

although she does use a cane for vertigo. When Jane

talks, she speaks clearly. Nonetheless, there is a

visible difference in her communication, and she does

experience episodes of coughing on occasion. Jane's

ability to speak normally is something some of the other

FNC members are unable to do.

Scott, age 70, for example, stutters. Another FNC

member explains: "Scott, his problem is his stuttering .

It's not to be held against him." Even so, I documented

in my field notes: "Scott, who stutters, was interrupted

or talked over twice."

Another FNC member, Charlie, age 74, also has

difficulty articulating. He declined to be considered

for the FNC chair position because he couldn't "speak

loud enough." Thus, the ability to communicate normally,

i
*- -

*****
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while not so obvious on first glance, has great

implications for FNC participation.

Howard, age 66, is an original, founding member. He

served as chairperson for a number of years. My field

notes also indicate he has been very active, a talker,

and an initiator up to the present. Howard, however,

told me the following :

I was much more active the first six, seven years

than I am now because my health has changed each

year. And each year it gets to where it's more

difficult for me to spend hours up like I was when I

first came here. And it's more difficult for me to

talk and carry on a conversation.

I also recorded the following observation: "Howard

is now almost totally paralyzed except for some weak

movement in his left arm and hand." He also has been

short of breath with poor color, and more recently, he

survived a bout of pneumonia. His future seems ominous

for if he should need a tracheostomy like Bob, possible

with his weaker respiratory excursion, he likewise will

not be able to articulate.

Howard, more over, is well aware of the importance of

being able to speak. He told me:

The good things [sic] is when you find someone that

is capable of expressing an opinion. That's one of

i
*
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the big problems in a nursing home. So many of the

residents are not capable of either speaking or

knowing how to answer a question.

With Howard's insights in mind, the focus now turns to

the "knowing" or mental capability.

Mental Capability/Memory Loss

A number of members have memory loss and manifest

this disability in different ways. One original member,

for example, was unable to tell me how long he had been

in the group. When it came to a discussion about food,

however, I found his memory to be flawless :

He told me: "No reason for it, they can’t make meat

loaf worth a damn."

I replied: "Oh really?"

He continued: "You can go down to the store

and buy little packets all mixed up , and you just

add the hamburger, and you got it."

I may have missed how keen this portion of his long term

memory was if I hadn't recorded a conversation I had with

Kaye in the Fall of 1989. She told me about a meat loaf

disaster at an earlier FNC dinner. This member's memory

loss, the refore, looks to be selective.

Other manifestations of memory loss are forgetting

FNC meetings and/or frequently coming in late. One

i
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forgetful member was found waiting outside for a ride not

due to come until a week later.

Some times these for get ful members have to be

"rescued" by their fellows as another member made

evident :

Some of our members have to-- they have to be

reminded of the -- of the meetings and even at dinner

times we’ve had people on dinner night that have

gone into the dining room, and they have to go and

be rescued, so to speak.

Despite such alleged support , manifestations of

memory loss may be an embarrassment to the individual and

affect his or her participation in the FNC. One

forgetful FNC member disclosed : "Yeah I'm sleeping and

I'll wake up half way through the meeting and then I'll

walk down there and then I won’t go in because I'll get

embarrassed."

The mentally competent, more over, may not show much

patience for their forgetful fellows when they go to

"rescue" them as the following example illustrates:

[He] then went on to explain that [the forgetful

member J goes to the same special breakfast group

that he does and he asked where [the forget ful one |

was and found he was sitting in the dining room.

When asked, [the forgetful fellow ) replied that

i
º,:
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nobody told me, and [the mentally competent member J

told him that it is every Tuesday and I'm telling

you right now .

Perhaps, deterioration of mental capability is just too

threatening for the more competent to be tolerant.

Another member comes punctually to the meetings, but

forgets where he puts things:

Gilbert then told me how [this resident J had kept

his camera and wallet and then forgot he had it and

where he had put it, but eventually [with the help

of staff ) found it after a scare that they were lost

Or gone .

I later interviewed the above resident and asked him

how long he had been in the FNC, he admitted : "I don't

remember, my memory on things and dates, and so on , is

pretty shoddy." He also stated: "I can’t remember his

name" when he discussed another FNC resident. Toward the

end of the interview, he told me: "There's some reason

why [my wife J is supposed to be here today and I don't

remember why." All of the above indicate this particular

resident has difficulty remembering in three levels of

orientation: person, time, and purpose.

The following interaction demonstrates he likewise

has difficulty with recent memory:
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I asked him: "Do you have trouble remembering

things?"

He replied: "Oh yes."

I inquired further: "Has that been going on

for a while 2"

He answered: "Things that are in the fairly

recent -- in the last month, those are very hard for

me to remember, the things that are not hard for me

to remember, are things that happened fifteen,

twenty years ago."

Yet, this forgetful resident still contributes to

the club in spite of memory loss and where he scored on

an evaluation instrument. Carol explains: "He doesn’t

fit into their recreation therapy scale used by the

[institution ), but he can do well with structure despite

the fact that he has trouble remembering . "

However, those who lack mental capacity generally

are not seen as beneficial to the FNC as shown below:

I summarized: "In other words, to be a part of this

group you almost need to have your mental capacities

intact, is that what you're saying? Otherwise you

wouldn’t-- it wouldn't be a benefit to the group or

to the person, do you think?"

She answered: "It might be a benefit to the

person, but certainly not to the group."

:
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When I coded FNC member interviews, I found two

members, who showed signs of memory loss, previously

unknown and unrecognized. I had not noticed their

forgetfulness at the time.

Later, I went to see one of them to get consent for

a chart review. This resident had to ask the date twice

as she signed the forms. She then admitted she lost her

memory after she had the flu in December. Manifestations

of memory loss, however, had occurred earlier in her

interview.

When a member's memory loss eventually becomes too

debilitating, they withdraw from the FNC. Thus, memory

loss literally results in a brain drain for the FNC

community. The above discussion is based on data from

field observations and interviews.

Hearing and Visual Impairment

My field notes record: "I have had a hunch about

the importance hearing plays for some time . . . I also think

the member both has to be able to hear and to understand

[ mentally ) to benefit fully from being in the FNC." As I

gathered and analyzed data, hearing impairment cried out

unerringly to be heard. Hearing problems also were among

the most poignant findings.

My interview with Zem is one example. We started

out like this :

.º
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I asked: "Can you hear me, Zem?"

Zem replied: "What?"

I repeated more loudly: "Can you hear me?"

Zem answered : "Just barely. Enunciate

distinctly and maybe I can . "

Zem eventually told me some very profound things

about hearing : "Deafness definitely spoils your

relationships with people; blindness spoils your

relationship with things." She continued:

I don’t enjoy things as much as I do people . . . . I nod

my head the proper intervals, I try to read their

lips. . . . I have phone calls from Boston, once in a

while the mechanism is such that I can hear pretty

well, but the last two times Boston has called me, I

had to say I can talk to you and you can hear me ,

but I can't hear anything you say. And if there are

people you haven’t seen for two years and people

from your family, it really hurts to have somebody

on the line telling you things. I get things I know

they try to tell me, I had a letter this morning

from my great niece. [She] is going to have a baby

in July--well her grandmother probably tried to tell

me that on the phone . . . . It 's like cutting of f both

your arms.

:
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When I asked Zem about the FNC, she said it really

bo the red them when she would sit there and not say

anything. She did not say anything because she knew she

could not hear herself when she talked. When someone

would ask her what she thought , she would tell them and

tone down as much as she could , but she could see her

voice drove another resident "nuts." Zem claims her

hearing loss spoiled her own speech, and this was one

reason she dropped out of the FNC.

Hearing difficulties have been the primary reason

others also have withdrawn. Take Monty, for example:

That wasn’t my main reason for withdrawing. My main

reason for that was my hearing . . . . As it was , the

chairman who is elected by the group, and two nurses

who sat in there , conducted all the business and I

didn't hear a damn word. And they talked about

getting an audio system, the single speaker that

would make it loud enough so that everybody could

hear. As it was , only the elected chairman and

these two nurses who sat close together could hear

everything, and know what was going on . So I just

withdrew.

FNC minutes reveal Monty had been a very active

In ember. For example, he wrote a number of letters for a

Variety of nursing home problems. The time came ,

:
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however, when the minutes also record: "Monty–-left

hearing aid defective" and "Monty dropped out-- too much

prob hearing." Since he left the FNC, Monty, age 93,

continues to stand up for his rights, however, he now

lacks the support of a group.

The above accounts demonstrate the negative impact

hearing impairment has on both the hearing and non

hearing FNC members. The FNC lost these talented

residents while they desperately seek just such talent.

When my dissertation sponsor asked the members "what

is the least fun thing about belonging to the FNC2 , " one

of the things said was : "Lucy can’t hear and they have

to tell her after the meeting is over. Frank will agree

to anything, but it would be nice if he could hear."

These comments demonstrate both the FNC and its hearing

impaired members, who choose to remain in the club,

likewise experience negative repercussions from hearing

loss. Thus, it seems everybody loses when it comes to

hearing loss. Further examination of Lucy and Frank and

the effects of their hearing disability gives additional

insight into this hindrance to interaction.

Lucy’s speech, like Zem's , also has been affected by

ºº
:

her hearing loss. Lucy's voice is generally soft, with a

lilting accent, while Zem's is considered by some to be

to o loud. Lucy's speech problems lie in not hearing when
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to initiate conversation or to respond. For example, at

a dinner, I recorded : " During my conversation with Phil,

Lucy started talking at the same time (I was seated

between them ). Since she is hearing impaired, this is

not so surprising, but it was a bit awkward." In our

society, one does not in terrupt others, yet Lucy did not

realize she had done this and kept on talking over a

separate , ongoing conversation. In another instance,

Lucy did not recognize when to respond : "At this point,

Lucy gave Howard a drink of coffee and he asked for a

little bit more, but she didn't hear him so he touched

her hand and she gave more to him. "

In analyzing Lucy’s interview, I also noticed she

would catch a couple of the words I said and answer

slightly off the topic. For example, I asked her if the

club was similar to what it is now. She answered she

thought it was somewhat better, but as she talked it

became apparent she was talking about nursing care.

Frank demonstrates yet another speech difficulty.

Since he did not know the subject of the ongoing

discussion, he introduced an unrelated topic. The FNC,

in turn, ignored him and went on with their own agenda.

My field notes record the episode :

Zelma was collecting money for Christmas presents

for the "girls." Scott said that his attendant had

}
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his money. Frank asked Carol about a spade in the

middle of this, and Pete asked "Do I owe anything?"

Zelma told him $15.00."

Another hind rance to conversation occurs when the

hearing speaker has to repeat what was said for the

hearing impaired listener. Sometimes, when it is over,

all the effort was not worth what originally was

communicated. For example: "Earlier Howard teased Lucy

during the meeting about not liking rum cake and she had

to have it repeated twice and he also had to tell her

that he was giving her a hard time."

A final example of an obstacle to speech and

communication is the choice of silence. The following is

taken from my interview with Frank:

I asked: "Well Frank when you first joined were you

able to hear better?

He answered: "Yes."

I questioned him further: "So you could talk

up in the group more than you can now?"

Frank responded : "Yeah."

I continued my questioning : "When did you

start having trouble hearing 2"

Frank explained: "Oh, about four or five years

ago. That’s why I don’t say much . . . I can't hear

what they're talking about . "

*]
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Small wonder the hearing impaired members have been

identified as the "silent observers" for they begin to

live in a world of silence.

Lucy thinks her hearing loss is "progressive."

Evidence from the minutes and interviews with others

support to her supposition. For example, the 1986

minutes record: "Lucy sits with deaf and blind patients

and helps." The 1990 FNC minutes document: "Lucy

complained about noise in dining room, " and "Lucy having

problems with noise in dining room."

Confirmation also comes from another member, who

told me Lucy had been the one who approached him about

joining. Since the latter role is generally carried out

by the more active FNC members, I asked him :

"Was she more active at that time than she is now?"

He replied: "She was , her hearing was

much better. "

Another member also claims Lucy’s hearing disability has

increased : "Oh Lucy is getting worse now, she's -- she's

gone. I mean as far as hearing is concerned."

An interview with the same person indicates Frank's

hearing also had been better :

She states: "He never says anything."

I asked: "Did he before?"
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She answered: "Yes, he would join in , but

remember, now he's deaf. Do you see what I mean?"

I continued: "Okay. Was he deaf when he . "

She replied: "Not as bad as he is now."

She later comments: "And you have several there that

have that infliction [hearing impairment | that they're

in , and it's hard. So you got what? You got five that

run the [FNC ] . "

The above conversations again suggest hearing is

vital both to the individual and to the FNC's

continuation. In addition, communication continues to

link with resident functional ability.

The data also indicate normal hearing , like an

intact memory, may deteriorate fairly quickly. Gilbert,

for example, developed problems during data collection ,

and his experience will be described.

After Gilbert had said "huh?" a number of times in

our interview, I asked him :

"Gilbert, have you noticed any problem hearing

since 2"

He replied: "Lately."

I asked: "Lately? How long have you noticed

that?"

He said: "It’s been a couple of weeks now."
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I continued : "Just a couple of weeks only?

Yeah because when I've been in the group you didn't

have any trouble hearing. But I can tell you’re

having trouble hearing me today, aren't you?"

Gilbert answered : "Yeah."

Later Gilbert told me about how it was when Howard

and Zelma had visited him: "Howard was at the foot of

the bed here , and Zelma was right he re. I could barely

make Zelma out, Howard, I couldn't hear him at all. " Even

on a one to one, Gilbert had trouble hearing .

Gilbert relates how he first noticed he couldn't

hear :

The fact is a couple of weeks ago, Tillie [his

sister ) was over at the washbasin over there, she

kept talking to me and I said, I can't hear you .

What's the matter, you're not hearing 2 I said,

yeah. That's when I really noticed it. Keep

reminding them.

I interjected : "But this is new to you to have

to remind–– to have to deal with this right now,

yeah."

Gilbert philosophized: "So, I figured it

comes."

I said: "Yeah."

He continued: "What else could happen."
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Zelma also recognized Gilbert "can't hear at all any

more," and told me they were going to get Gilbert a

hearing aid. What about hearing aids? Have these helped

the hearing impaired member?

Lucy does not have a hearing aid, but she told me

she is getting one. She said she does not hear at all in

one ear, and they are going to put a hearing aid in her

good ear. She tried a hearing aid once, but gave it back

when it whistled in her ear.

When I asked Frank about hearing aids, he said: "I

got some but I can’t stand them . . . they don’t help me

any." Other FNC members and former members also wear

hearing aids with varying degrees of success.

One audiologist, for example, reported that Steve

"wears his hearing aid approximately two times per week.

He feels that ‘sometimes the hearing aid works great and

other times he can't hear out of it. '" Further

exploration revealed the hearing aid needed cleaning

along with instruction on proper insertion techniques,

battery removal, and hearing aid care.

Another member, who wears bilateral hearing aids,

has Parkinson's disease and his physical disabilities

have created problems related to hearing aid use. My

field notes explain: "I also noticed he had that kind of

pill roll movement/tremor people with Parkinson's get in
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their hands." Later, he told me he damaged the hearing

aid when he was inserting a new battery-- unintentionally

pulling it apart. This member's hand tremors apparently

made hearing aid maintenance especially difficult.

As I pursued the topic of hearing problems, I

learned a number of these hearing impaired members did

not know the medications they were taking. Lucy only said

she was on "too darn many." Therefore, they would not

know if any were ototoxic. A review of FNC member charts

revealed some were taking ototoxic medications. For

example, two were taking quinine, known to be ototoxic :

"Tinnitus is common. Permanent hearing impairment has

occurred with long term therapy. Quinine ototoxicity

appears to be the result of an idiosyncratic reaction"

(Knoben & Anderson, 1988). One of these has progressive

hearing loss, and observations indicate the other may be

developing impaired hearing .

Visual impairment also is important , but as Zem

explained, its impact lies more with the world of things

than people. Among the FNC members, visual impairment

had its greatest consequences for those with multiple

disabilities. There fore, description of one such member

follows to examine the impact of hearing and visual

impairment, memory loss, and physical disability on the

individual and his FNC function.
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This member told me that his hearing and sight are

"getting worse" and that "just reading this thing [the

consent l you have here today, I had a heck of a time

doing it." His memory for dates, both recent and past,

and his ability to calculate mathematically also are

lacking. He misplaces things, frequently forgets

meetings, and has begun to have physical problems:

I asked him: "Okay, and you’re not really limited

physically with it at this point, are you?"

He answered: "Yes I am."

I replied: "Are you?"

He responded: "It's getting so-- I fell down

yesterday."

This FNC member later told me he recently had

"trouble getting in and out of bed . . . [a] gradual loss of

powers, I get a little dizzy, my eyes and my lips,

they’re all getting a little bit more stiff. Standing up

isn’t easy." He also is losing some , but not all of the

professional skills he used to have .

As might be expected, such a combination of

disabilities is also a handicap to FNC participation.

Many members have been able to manage a single disability

like physical or even mental impairment, but multiple

impairment ultimately can be overwhelming.

!
* º
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Finally, I asked another FNC member, who also has

multiple disabilities, which of those disabilities had

the worst effect upon her participation in the FNC. She

contends hearing loss was the worst as she hears nothing

if they talk fast, but she still sees enough to recognize

who the others are . She admits her wheelchair with

elevated leg lift takes up a lot of room, but claims this

is not as great a problem. Findings were extracted from

field notes, chart reviews, and interviews.

Age and the FNC Community

I came to understand many things during the study :

A number were unexpected and even surprised me . Several

were perceived through analysis and observations over

time ; others became apparent during conversation. One

unanticipated finding was age and passivity as the

following interview reveals:

Hal and I were discussing activity status with in

groups, and I asked him :

"But do you think this has to do with personality

then?"

Hal answered: "I think it's personality."

I continued: "Or something in the person?"

Hal replied: "Or some of it has to do with

their health.

º
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Hal continued talking about Lucy and Jane , comparing

their FNC participation.

Hal described Lucy as follows: "But her age and her

personality I don't think gives her a-- she don't--just

don’t want to speak out , see , when you ask her a

question, well if that 's the group's opinion, then I go

along." Hal knew about Jane's past group experiences

because she had worked with his sister-in-law, and Jane's

granddaughter went to school with his daughters. He has

since come to know her himself in the nursing home and

states :

"Talking to her, she has that trouble with her

tracheotomy [sic], see , and she don't talk very

much , but knowing her, her active days are over .

She was involved in the church, and she was involved

in the same church and grade school that my two

girls went to , see ? So her activity was in those

days, see?"

. . . subsequently, I asked: "And she's not so

active now?"

Hal started to answer: "Because."

I interrupted : "Because of the trach and her

age?"

Hal replied: "Her tracheotomy [sic] and her

age, see?"
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I queried : "What does the age have to do with

it?"

Hal responded : "In my opinion, the age is–-

you're--how would you say it? You're just sitting

here keeping alive and you’re not over exerting

yourself to-- you know, this is for the younger

people."

Our conversation continued and I later asked: "It's

not the nursing home that makes people become less

active, there's something that happens with age 2"

Hal answered: "I think it's with the age." Later, Hal

affirmed : "The health and the age, " and added "And

they’re passive, " referring to the older people.

We continued our conversation and discussed Zelma,

who is a negative case for his "theory" about older

persons. Hal maintains that Zelma is older, but an

exception "because she still has good health." Hal

claims it is more common for those in their sixties to be

active , but not so common for those in their eighties and

nineties.

I tried to affirm what Hal was telling me:

"You're saying that this [ the FNC ] might not go if

there weren't some of these younger older age

groups?"

Hal interrupted : "Yeah."

.
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I continued: "actively doing this. But, in

other words what you're telling me is , if I came

back and interviewed you in twenty years you'd be a

different person than I'm interviewing."

Hal again interjected : "I might be an entirely

different person, see ?"

I persisted : "And you would be less active, by

your hunch. "

Hal responded : "That would be my hunch. That

would be my opinion."

Although I had not anticipated our conversation

would go this direction, Figures 3 and 5 on FNC members

and their activity status does lend support to Hal's

hunch. Therefore, further evidence was sought.

Among the FNC, I found a number, who attributed

their physical conditions to "getting old. " I asked one :

"And, you don’t have any physical limitations do you? He

answered : "Only old age . " I asked another, who had

developed visual impairment: "Do you think you’re

getting cataracts or something?" He answered : "No . I'm

just getting old."

While the above convictions may not be uncommon for

older persons, I listened to what they told me

differently than previously. Before, I would have

credited such complaints to the older person's not having

}
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a medical or nursing background and his or her not

knowing the effects of chronic disease. Now, I began to

think they , who have lived to experience older age, knew

something that I did not yet understand. These older

persons were really telling me some thing I had here to fore

missed : There is something different about old age, and

it is something more than the presence of disease . Hal

brought it to my attention when he said it was health d

age .

I reviewed the data and found Tom had told me he

stopped driving for a couple of reasons: He does not

drive often enough and he is becoming old. He said he

was "getting to be--well I'm 69, so that 's time to quit."

Another former FNC member, Gus, withdrew from the FNC

when he got into his 90's. Kaye explains:

He is presently 91 or 92 years old, and when he got

this age, he decided he was getting too old, and has

not participated much in the FNC lately even though

he was very active and very inventive and had

pursued some issues in the past.

Tom and Gus seem to manifest something that occurs with

older age : People begin to give up some activities.

My field notes record Zelma likewise mentioned this

tkind of "giving up," unsolicited on my part : "Zelma also

told me there are people who don't speak up-- they are
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just passive -- she said they have just given up." Zelma's

views have been further documented in both field notes

and on interview:

Zelma further stated that they needed fighters in

here [FNC ] . I asked her, 'Do you mean these men

never were fighters?” Zelma answered no , but they

have just become passive. She went on to state that

you ask them what they want for dessert and they

have no opinion . . . they just say whatever you want

and make no decisions even about dessert . . . . They

we ren’t always passive, but they have become passive

now and they can’t really participate in the FNC.

Zelma has described these passive FNC members rather

emphatically: "You see , they don’t have any push to 'em.

No push, no umpf, no g it." She claims these members also

sleep during the meetings.

Lest this "becoming passive/giving up" phenomenon is

thought to occur predominantly with older men, Zelma also

has observed it in female residents. She states:

Maybe I've gone down hill, I know . . . but my G_, kid,

the change--eight years ago I was over in [a related

facility J in the women's ward waiting to get in

here . . . . There were probably fifty of us there , all

women, and kid, they could carry on conversation,

they were interested in meetings, they were allowed
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to go to the [ resident store J. Now there they sit,

they've aged, instead of eight years, they've aged

eighteen years.

Zelma and I continue the above discussion :

But I was over there the other day I was going to

take them some books and I could see radical change

in all of them.

I asked: "How? Even more or less?"

Zelma replied: "Become, oh G_, kid, mentally

disturbed."

I inquired : "Can you tell me what you mean by

that? Can you describe that?"

Zelma said: "Well they can’t-- they can't carry

on a conversation."

I said: "Okay."

Zelma continued: "They sit there with a blank

look on their face . "

I asked: "Do they talk to anybody?"

Zelma answered: "Just sit there. They have

four tel-–three televisions that are on . "

I queried : "Are they watching them?"

Zelma replied: "They're watching them, all in

a big circle. I think that is terrible. What they

were when I knew them."

I affirmed : "Eight years ago."
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Zelma mourned : "and what they are today, I'll

tell you, it's unbelievable . "

Later, I directly asked Zelma if she thought this

thing of not fighting and becoming passive had to do with

aging, and she said yes. She also tied aging back to

health by attributing it to hearing impairment.

I similarly connected age, passivity, and hearing

when I critiqued my first interview transcripts and

recognized the older, hearing impaired individual was

generally harder for me to interview (Monty, however,

proved to be an exception since he is very articulate and

assertive despite his hearing problems and his age of

93. ) My field notes record this critique of my interview

experiences:

I do believe some of it has to do with the hearing

and age of the interviewee . I believe I had more

trouble with those who were older and hearing

impaired . I have interviewed people with such a

span of ages for 30 years is quite a span . . . I find

it is much harder for them [the older, hearing

impaired 1 with the questions I used. I don’t know

if they just didn’t hear part of the question or if

there are some other cognitive changes or what , but,

for whatever reason, I found it was much harder and

I tended to become more directive.
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The above findings suggest older age and passivity

have not been viewed as advantage ous to FNC

participation. If credible, then the likelihood of

active participation in other groups also may be limited

if made up of only the old old.

onclusion

Although the FNC have varying degrees and types of

disability that affect group participation, they are more

likely to have higher functional ability than non-FNC

residents. The latter lends further support to the

club's being an elite/status group within the home.

Figure 3 indicates hearing and visual impairment,

and loss of memory and communicative abilities tend to

occur after age 70 with these 20 FNC members. Although

hearing loss was particularly prevalent among the old

old, physical disability was found across all ages. The

young old were found to be the active members, and the

ability to communicate rather than physical ability was

found crucial to active participation. Memory loss

generally has a negative impact, and loss of hearing is

found to affect speech, communication, and understanding .

Impaired hearing may be progressive or it may have

an abrupt on set ; problems with hearing aids and ototoxic

medications also were discussed. Hearing loss is claimed

to affect FNC participation more than other disabilities,
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and visual impairment is a hinde rance when associated

with multiple disabilities.

Finally, older age, health (esp. hearing ), and

passivity are associated with "giving up" and no longer

"fighting." Such are said to just stay alive and to no

longer converse or interact.
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Chapter 9

Findings

The Maintenance or Loss of Self

In my first phase of data gathering, I wrote a poem

and included it into my field notes. The poem was about

self and some of the struggles with self to be discussed

in this chapter--efforts to maintain the "self" and

clothe it.

Evidence will be presented to show the FNC members

of ten attempt to clothe themselves with a "cloak of

competence" (Edgerton, 1967) to cover their growing

disability and the associated stigma. The FNC differ

from Edgerton's (1967) population, however, as FNC

members have known competence, where as his population try

to cover an innate absence. The FNC experience fear of

further loss since their status is often unstable and may

undergo rapid deterioration and/or death. This chapter

will describe both efforts to maintain the self and what

happens when these efforts fail.

Physical Disability Reexamined

I began to realize the significance of resident

capability to FNC participation and any "giving up" prior

to doing interviews. I wrote: "Continue to follow FNC

members' physical, sensory, and mental status to see how

these affect their motivation and/or ability to
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participate and how changes in status might relate to any

giving up. " I specifically asked the question: "Do

physical changes act as a catalyst to the giving up

process?" Thus, further examination of physical

disability follows.

When I previously stated physical disability, up to

the point of almost total paralysis, had little influence

on FNC member status and participation, I neglected to

mention physical disability does play a kind of precursor

role. Physical impairment may result in the resident

becoming bedridden and unable to attend meetings, and

that would affect participation. Gus is an example of

one such member. Another example is Charlie , who now

misses most meetings since he is up only four to five

hours a day and only gets up in the afternoon. Such a

regime is frequently followed when a resident with

paralysis develops a de cubitus.

Monty's situation adds further insight into the

effect of bed rest as well as the negative impact of

pain. He stated: "I'm confined pretty well, pretty well

limited to the bed most the time." He told me that he

stopped the group due to hearing loss, but now he would

not be able to go due to his physical deterioration and

pain.
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Another interviewee claims an increased incidence of

be dridden residents and insists the FNC has to hang onto

what members it has :

Maybe it's because we’re getting older, I don’t

know, because when I first came here there was a lot

of these fellows were up. G--, they're in bed all

the time now. They can’t get up . . . . And the people

that they’re bringing in are in worse shape than

they were when I first came here. Don't you see

what I mean? Right at the beginning they're bed

sick patients . . . so what we’ve got , we’ve got to hang

on to . And it's hard.

Yet, it may not be possible to hang onto them since

Figure 5 on FNC member activity status shows a number

became bed fast prior to their death.

The physical state of FNC members usually has

progressed toward greater deterioration, and my field

notes document such change. For example, I observed :

"Mike's face looks puffier and he is more slouched in his

wheel chair than I remember him being previously [one and

one half years ago J. " I later note: "Mike is having

more trouble wheeling himself [ in his wheel chair ] now

then when I first came . " Still further evidence was

recorded :
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Mike is not able to cut his meat and asks the nurse

who circulated in the dining room to day to do it for

him after she came to the table and asked if anyone

needed help. I later note he had difficulty pouring

his coffee from the coffee pot.

The above contrasts with my earlier observations of Mike .

Such physical deterioration ends eventually in bed

rest and/or death, and can be rather threatening even to

those who retain a fairly unimpaired, physical status.

For example, early in my field work, I record the

following assessment of Zelma : "Zelma's energy and

activity level would make some of those years younger

than her hard pressed to manage." When I resumed field

work in 1991, I noted: "Zelma looked like her old self

to night. She certainly doesn't look her age, and her

energy level is much higher than one would expect from a

lady in her early eighties."

During our interview, however, even relatively

healthy Zelma verbalized her fears about becoming more

debilitated and talked about her efforts not to :

Zelma said: "Now maybe I'm that way, but I’m trying

not to be , but I've -- today I got a card from a very

old friend of mine, her daughter sent it to me for

Christmas, and she told me about her mother, he r--

she's my age, and I knew she was going down hill but
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now she's an invalid now, a child, a baby, has to be

taken care of . . . . All her life she worked hard , she

was very active . "

I reflected back: "Now this is a person who

was once active?"

Zelma replied: "Yes. She was active like I

am. "

I said: "Um-hm."

Zelma continued : "And on the go constantly,

and all of a sudden she's changed. She's a child

now. So what is it? Am I getting like that ? I

thought, gees, I'm not going to get like that, you

know, to myself. I keep active, I keep going,

sometimes I have to put--I've slowed down, I will

admit that, but I -- I put that on my age . "

I interpreted: "In other words, you don't want

to get inactive so you keep pushing?"

Zelma answered: "Oh, no I don't--I want to

keep active . "

Zelma later told me about an incident when she was

"terribly tired . . . not long ago, after I got through doing

the cooking or whatever, " and someone asked her : "Zelma,

you look tired, what's the matter, don't you feel good?"

Zelma said "I'm just pooped. And I mentioned to Carol, I

says, you know kid, I don’t think I can do this much
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longer, like that . I said, I don’t know what's the

matter with me too."

I would categorize Zelma as an example of someone

who clothes herself with competence and is struggling to

keep herself garbed. She literally is fighting to hang

on to her self as competent in an environment where

others have lost their abilities. This fear of

developing incompetence along with its associated stigma

and the loss of one's previously perceived, able-bodied

self may provide the motivation to demonstrate capability

found particularly among the more active FNC members.

The FNC can be viewed as a setting in which members

cover their increasing disability. Here they demonstrate

their competency before fellow members, staff, and other

residents while they, at the same time, affirm their self

to themselves. Although they recognize "the reason we're

' and claimall here is all have problems of some kind, '

"people are in the age group that we're all in and the --

most of us have some -- the re's got to be something wrong

with us some place along the line, " they are careful not

to discuss their problems during the meetings. One

member expressed this explicitly:

Because even though people seem healthy here ,

they’re all here for a reason and some times those

health problems are not easily detected, and it's
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not discussed at our meetings. We don't discuss our

problems, our health problems, at our meeting while

we’re here . . . That's not the real purpose of this

grO up .

Occasionally, however, the covering of competence

slips off a FNC member :

Frank spilled his cake on to his motivator base and I

got up to wipe it up and offered him another piece.

However, he refused. As I recall, he later coughed

as he drank his coffee. Frank often has food stains

over the front of his shirt, which I have not

noticed on other FNC members.

At the FNC dinners, Frank also has to have his food

ground up because he chokes on it. This usually gets

discussed publicly, preventing his being able to present

a more "normal" face. In this case, Frank's disabilities

are plainly manifest.

Another member initially sought to cover it her

disability by fore going the FNC dinner. Her eventual

solution, in contrast to Frank's , was handled covertly :

Rose mentioned being unsure about attending the

dinner. I said I had been to a couple of them last

year and the food is lovely and it was very

enjoyable. I mentioned that I didn't know what her

decision will be , but if she doesn't go to this one ,
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she should go to subsequent ones as it is a niece

break from the usual food. She said, "Oh, yes, I'm

always complaining about the food here, but I don’t

like to eat in public because of how it looks" [The

way she eats ) . (C): Stigma--she eats alone in her

room. I'm not sure what her physical problems are,

but she does have limited use of her extremities.

Rose later decided to write Carol a note about how

to cut her food and what to give her. Carol prepared her

food just as Rose had requested and none of this was

discussed openly in front of the other members. At a

subsequent dinner, I record: "I cut up Rose's food, and

she felt comfortable enough now to tell me exactly how

she wanted it done in front of the others. Carol put

Frank's meat in the blender." Thus, by that time, both

of their eating disabilities had become overt.

Mere membership in the FNC is yet another way to

manage stigma. In this case, one's adequacy is gained by

association--by being a member of a group reputed to be

made up of competent persons. The above findings were

drawn from field notes and interviews.

Additional manifestations of overt and covert

disabilities/stigma and the strategies used to handle

these will be discussed after first considering the

meaning of the salient self. Understanding the latter
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sheds further insight into the motivation behind the FNC

members’ management of their increasing incapacities.

Wallace (1967, p. 65) defines identity as : "any

image, or set of images, conscious or unconscious, which

an individual has of himself." He continues:

The full set of images of self ( or total identity)

refers to many aspects of the person, on a number of

levels of generality: his appetites, his strengths

and capabilities, his vulnerabilities and

weaknesses, his past experience, his moral

qualities, his social status and role, his physical

appearance and so on.

Wallace also proposes a saliency of specific aspects of

the self, referring to those stable, generally present

attributes. Thus, all aspects of identity are not equal;

some are more salient.

Using his perspective as a basis, earlier aspects of

the FNC member's salient self, derived from discussion of

their previous life experiences/history, are related to

their current stigma management strategies. These

strategies are used to preserve and maintain the self

despite increasing disability until a final phase of the

giving up process, whose beginnings were discussed in
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chapter 8, locks in . The latter often occurs after some

further physical loss or event.

Examples of strategies used to maintain the self

a re : (a) actively participating to hanging on actively;

(b) dropping out and developing other strategies to

compensate; (c) trying to cover for losses and getting by

with what's the re; (d) hanging on passively; (e) giving

up/a slow death; (f) giving up/a rapid death; and (g)

taking control/dying to preserve the salient self. To

protect confidentiality, FNC members discussed will be

referred to by numbers sequential to the above

strategies.

Actively participating to hanging on actively.

FNC member 1-A claims earlier life experiences where

he participated in groups and was called an activist. He

has multiple sclerosis (as do six other FNC members), and

everyone asks how he "can be so upbeat and outgoing about

it." He explains:

I said, you got to take a positive attitude , and I

said, you got to keep busy. You just can't sit

around and lay around and feel sorry for yourself,

you got to get out and keep busy and keep your mind

off of your physical problem.

This member later explains the reas on he decided to

join the FNC : "And then after attending these meetings
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and seeing--and seeing what they were doing, I didn't

want to have a meeting just to go there and sit and

talk . . . I got into the group because they were trying to

do some thing, see ? And that is the reason for going to

the meetings." He continues: "But the reason I go and

participate is that I can see something is getting done.

See ? And it isn't just a social, you know, you don't go

and just talk."

Active group participation that accomplishes needful

things reaffirms the salient aspect of his self he

developed in earlier years. He maintains staff look up

to the FNC since they get things done, thus, he receives

self-affirmation as a member.

FNC member 1-B, once a capable businessman and

leader, gives his views on depression, a common

"disability" within the nursing home. He observes:

"Many are very depressed, depression is probably about

their main disability. When they are in an environment

such as this, depression sets in , and depression is very

hard to snap most of them out of . "

He later explains the strategy he uses to combat

depression :

Well I always feel good whenever I personally bring

up a problem that can be helpful to other people

other than myself. It makes me feel good when I can
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make other people in the nursing homes ' life a

little better. It makes me feel good. It helps me

from getting depressed. If , by helping someone

else, if I feel that I’m getting depressed, I feel

better if I can go out and talk and help someone

else. It helps me out of falling into the

depression myself.

Despite his hanging on actively , member 1-B

continues to experience increasing physical disability.

My field notes record: "[He] is now almost totally

"it was hard for him to let the nursesparalyzed, " and

comb his hair, brush his teeth, but he is getting used to

it after two months." Where as he used to go to the

dining room, he now is fed on the unit. Presently, he is

put to bed around 3:00 p.m. until 6:30 a.m. He further

informs me: "I am not able to communicate like I used to

be when I was in a little better health than I am now."

Despite the above, FNC member 1 - B continues to work

actively for the benefit his fellow residents, and uses a

number of strategies to hang on , including :

determination to hang on ; continuing to utilize his

remaining abilities ; arranging his environment to promote

independence and convenience; utilizing technological

developments; and relinquishing some tasks. Examples of

these follow.
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Determination to hang on is demonstrated by his

continuing to participate in the FNC even though he does

not feel well. For example, when I asked him if he felt

well enough to come to a meeting, he said no , but then

said he "may as well come because no matter where he was

he wouldn’t feel good."

He keeps utilizing his remaining abilities, for

example, having a good memory and the where withal to keep

well informed. He also maintains a high level of social

interaction as the following shows:

[He l had a number of other visitors while I was

visiting him : Tim, an employee, discussed in

earlier field notes, who has come by to visit [him]
when I have been there before, a [ short term care )

patient's wife and dog, and two or three other

residents who walked by his room with its open door.

Those latter residents either came in to chat or

spoke to him from the corridor.

At a later date, I similarly record: "Every time I come

to his room there are other people present."

Another strategy is to arrange his environment to

promote independence and convenience :

Tonight he was sitting in bed on his back, watching

TV with his over bed table in front of him. The

over bed table held bed and TV controls, and phone
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tilted just right for [him] to reach. He directs

you readily on how he wants things.

Member 1 - B likewise utilizes technological

developments to his advantage. My field notes state :

[He] showed me his new speaker phone which is one of

his current ways of coping with his increased

disability. With the touch of a button, he can talk

to the person and it is heard throughout the whole

room, but without having to lift a receiver. He is

also applying to AT&T for a special account so that

he can ask the operator to dial for him, but not be

charged for this service due to his disability.

Thus, [he] is using some strategies in order to keep

his ability to use his phone and to keep up his conn

ections with people.

Despite the assistance of such technology, however,

FNC member 1 - B has begun to give up some tasks. The

following excerpts from my field notes illustrate this

"giving up" strategy:

[He] informed the group that Lois [ the medical

social worker ) is calling the families and Gene's

will not make it now. He tried, but got wrong

numbers and no answers. (C) : (He ) is relinquishing

a responsibility that he has carried out for a long

time -- calling the families.

º

R
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Dropping out and developing other strategies to

Compensate .

FNC member two explains her hearing loss spoiled her

speech. She says "the re's several things I could do very

well . . . one was speak." She claims she overcame "a very

East accent, " and "I was in debate and it's hard for me

not to be able to (exert ) the same influence with my

voice that I used to . "

She was hurt when another member criticized her

voice and so she dropped out of the FNC. Thus, when this

aspect of her salient self was "spoiled, " member two

dropped out rather than suffer further insult to that

part of her self. Yet, she has managed to develop a

couple of other strategies that allow her to interact

with others without further damage to self. For example,

she attends the current event group. When I pointed out

that she couldn't hear, she replied: "Because I've

already read the newspaper by the time I go to current

events and all they have to do is say two or three words

and I know what they’re talking about . . . because I can put

things together and make -- I can put two and three

together and get eighteen out of it."

Another strategy has been to write what she wants to

say on the white board. Member two has made this

activity her self-appointed responsibility. She writes

-

*
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"happy comments, " "funny definitions, " and her opinions

"on a whole bunch of things." She told me that she wants

"people to be cheered. I didn't want them to be sorry

for me, about me, I mean." She admits, however, she is

of ten "misunderstood–– a valuable old lady who talks and

writes on the board."

She has done the latter "responsibility" for two or

three years, but physical deterioration recently has

prevented her using that strategy. She explained :

But I haven’t been able to do it [now] because my ri

ght hand is very bad. I have arthritis in it, and

it's hard for me to get my arms up because of my

heart, so I haven’t done it.

Trying to cover for losses.

Three FNC member situations will be described to

illustrate the strategy of trying to cover for one's loss

of ability. When member 3-A tried to refuse to hand out

some programs, the staff person insisted, and he

consented. When I later interviewed member 3-A, I

noticed he had difficulty separating the pages of the

consent forms, and I asked him specifically about his

ability to separate sheets of paper. He told me he had

difficulty because he has no feeling in his fingertips.

Therefore, I surmise his previous reluctance to hand out

*

-

* *
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programs may have been related to his inability to handle

that task and his not wanting this exposed.

Member 3-B attempts to cover his increasing

disability by not drawing attention to his need for

as sistance. However, in the example that follows, he was

not successful since a great deal of attention was

focused on his needing to be fed.

Prior to the meeting, he asked me if I was going to

feed him later at the meeting. I agreed and afterwards

the following transpired :

He did not want to be fed at the table, but he

wanted to be pulled back from where I had been

sitting at the table . . . In the end, it was Scott who

teased [FNC member 3-B ) about my feeding him and

gave him a bad time about it. Scott said things

like boy, how does he rate and that kind of thing .

The FNC members kind of made an issue of his getting

fed by me . . . . With the fuss they made about my

feeding him, it is no wonder that he rarely eats

anything while in the group.

FNC member 3-C likewise attempts to conceal his

growing disabilities, but his covering is often

transparent. When he first came in the group, one member

described him as "not very articulate as far as speaking

even though he is very intelligent. He is kind of slow

*.
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in speaking." Indeed, at that time, he had succeeded in

covering his multiple disabilities sufficiently to get

elected as FNC chairperson, partly due to his very

impressive past professional and community service

experiences.

The chairperson role, however, blew his cover, and

he later expresses his viewpoint on what happened :

People that are patients should be given the

opportunity when they come in early, to be brief ed

on what they figure they have to do. This was

totally lacking this time and I walked into very

many committees and things like this and didn't know

what I was doing because I hadn't any background in

terms of what they needed and so this was a problem.

I still haven't figured it out.

He continues to elaborate on his failure as follows:

"But unfortunately I was not informed about what I was

supposed to do , and I lacked the ability to produce very

much for them." The above suggests he lost a salient

aspect of his past self as he once produced a great deal,

demonstrated by the large, very impressive award for

professional and community service that hangs in his

I O O III ,

This FNC member views his present FNC status as

insecure : "Well at the present time they’re a . . . little

*

*
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critical because I don’t get to all the meetings on time,

so I'm not sure just where I stand at that point." He

also explains it embarrasses him when he gets to the FNC

meetings late because his usual custom had been to be the

first to arrive.

Member 3-C also tries to hide his growing physical

disability by not using a cane :

He states: "It's just hard. I have to get used to

being a little bit slower, that 's all.

I respond : "Yeah. You're not ready for that

cane, though?"

He replied: "No."

I continue to question him: "Why is that?"

He answers: "It’s just a label that I don't

want to put on myself."

He later admits that : "One of these days I'll just have

to have it and I'll get it," and that now he is "trying

to do as much as I can with what's there."

Some times, his strategy works--at least for a while .

His walking independently initially caused me to assess

incorrectly the true level of his physical ability.

Later, I came to realize the true progression of this

disability: "When [he] got up from here, I noticed that

he did it with difficulty. " I also observed that "He

seemed afraid to get up from the bench because he had sat

R
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for a while ; yet, when I offered him my arm, he refused

it." His chronic illness causes him to walk with a

characteristic gait so it is becoming more difficult to

hide his physical disability despite his not using a

C a n e :

Member 3-C also admits he has experienced

deterioration in other areas: hearing , vision, and

memory and claims these have worsened within the past six

months to a year. Despite these multiple disabilities,

he continues to try to present himself as active and in

positive terms: "I’ve been very active in everything

that goes on , as far as I could be , and have contributed

some things that are very definite assets for them to

use . "

Indeed, he capitalizes on a couple of talents he

still retains. Those two activities allow him to

maintain some of his former competence and to reaffirm

his now bygone self. In spite of his efforts, however,

the active members recognize his failing competence, and

one commented that member 3–C "is getting senile."

Hanging on passively.

Even though FNC member four has continued to hang on

passively, she has begun to think more and more about

dropping out because she can no longer contribute . Her

strategy is based on a salient aspect of her self, being

º

-
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able to perform in her professional career, and is

reflected in the following conversation :

I asked her : "What sort of responsibility do

residents want to take, do you think, in the nursing

home?"

She answered : "That’s a hard, difficult

question to answer. Being in--having been a nurse

all my life."

I commented: "Um-huh. Your perspective will

be very interesting."

She said: "It hurts not to be able to

do. . . what I used to do."

Later she further explained: "You see, I was the chief

nurse in three or four hospitals." After she related

more of her professional experience, she added: "It

hurts not to be able to do what I did then."

Being in the nursing profession has long been of

central importance to member four as shown below:

I. asked her: "So you've been a nurse all your

working life?"

She answered: "Yes. I've known since I was

seven , seven years old, that I was going to become a

nurse. My father was disgusted , but I think what

happened was that my mother took me along to a

hospital one day, my brother was very ill, and I
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think when I. . . I have a faint recollection of it,

and I thought that was wonderful."

The above conversation suggests member four is moving

from hanging on passively toward dropping out/ giving up

as she becomes less able to contribute and help others, a

practice very much a part of her salient self.

Giving up/a slow death.

The process of giving up now will be examined in its

final culmination, which ends in death. What follows is

a description of one example of this process that became

evident when the data were analyzed.

I became aware of FNC member five 's final "giving

up" after I entered the field for official data

collection. The FNC chairperson filled me in on the

group’s history, which included member five because he

had been an active member. Among the things he said was :

"[FNC member five J continued with the group until his

recent illness which he fought to recover from for about

a month." My notes continued: "Kaye interjected that

when FNC member five saw he was not getting better, he

just gave up."

I talked with member five some months before, and

recorded what I remembered from our conversation. At the

time, he had a surgery and returned from a stay in an

intensive care unit. He told me that "he had to give up
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the FNC-- that he could not do it any more. I recall

telling him to wait and see how he felt when he got

better." In retrospect, I now realize how seriously he

meant what he said about "giving up."

Zelma further confirmed this process. She said

"[ member five | didn't come down to the meetings because

he was doing so poorly for the last six months before he

died, but they discussed what went on with him in his

room." Another time she commented he "gave it up."

He "gave up" despite the fact that he once had been

capable and very comfortable in this environment. His

previous capability was further verified by Kaye, who

said: "the residents are coming in so much sicker now--

that they aren't coming in like [member five J anymore,

and they don't live that long." FNC member five 's giving

up process ended in a slow death in contrast to member

six's dying to be discussed next.

Giving up/a rapid death.

Member six was a "silent, " hearing impaired member,

who used to doze off during the FNC meetings. When I

returned to the field for the second phase of data

gathering, I made the following comment : "[FNC member

six J seemed more out of it mentally than I remember

before.' I also noted that he now pushed a manual

wheelchair in front of himself when he walked.

--

- - -
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About a month later, FNC member six had a stroke and

was expected to die. He chose to remain at the NHCU

rather than be transferred to an acute facility because

he wanted to stay where the staff knew him and his dying

process lasted less than a week.

Taking control/dying to preserve the salient self.

Kaye also told me member seven was "giving up." He

had been placed on bed rest due to pain and tests were to

be done. I decided to visit him, and wrote:

"Truthfully, I am not sure what it is I am trying to

capture" I or understand about the giving up process J .

Afterwards, I commented : "He seemed cheerful and talked

of wanting to get out of bed again. The latter hardly

seems like giving up to me. Or, was this a ‘whistling in

the dark’ kind of coping?"

Member seven later explained he had been transferred

to an acute facility for two weeks, and he improved until

about two days before he transferred back to the NHCU.

He then recounted the sudden onset of physical

disability:

I went to get up one morning. I couldn't move. I

couldn't get up off the bed, and the harder I tried,

the worse I got. That’s when I just lost

everything . . . they have to pick me up to move me .

He also said staff did not believe him at first .

º
*
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I usually visited member seven once or twice a week

during the two months prior to his death. On my first

visit, I found him to be very friendly and recall he

still liked to tease me . However, even then , he

experienced assault to the "self" he tried to preserve :

Here [FNC member seven was presenting a nice face

to me, and one of the nursing staff came in and said

that she "was going to change his diaper. " (C): At

this moment, [his] back stage was literally brought

to the front (a la Goffman).

Member seven kept making efforts to keep in contact

with the FNC as well as goals to get up in those early

weeks of bed rest. I since have wondered if part of the

giving up/taking control process involves setting now

impossible goals and coming to realize you no longer are

able to do them.

At the time, he seemed anxious for me to visit.

When he thought I forgot our interview appointment,

member seven told me a number of times to awaken him if I

ever came by and found him asleep. A number of FNC

members also visited him at that time.

During the next month, member seven was transferred

to an acute facility for a medical work-up. When I came

by to see him afterwards, he said he had a "horrible

time, " and had not heard what the test results were , but

■
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he assured me "there was no tumor." He then verbalized

his longing to go home for just one day and told me how

it used to be when he lived at home with his extended

family. He also reviewed how "something had told him to

sell his car" and how glad he was that he did it even

though he still missed it. At this point, he reminisced

back to happier times.

The following week I learned member seven would have

to stay on bed rest for two weeks due to degenerative

changes in his vertebrae . He now was difficult to work

with and complained a lot. The head nurse even had

special meetings with her staff to discuss his care, and

she kept encouraging them to give him lots of "TLC"

(tender loving care ).

When I went to visit, he complained about the

student he had and about his roommate. He also

complained about the food and said he had no appetite.

However, he still asked about the weather and the FNC

meeting, and he again expressed the hope to get up in two

weeks for a special FNC luncheon. I wrote: "The above

would indicate he is still interested in what is

happening around him, but he is also unhappy."

The next day I recorded : "[He] was lying in bed,

watching television and looking pretty miserable . It's

not that he is in so much pain, but I think he's got a
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severe case of cabin fever." These visits now were

difficult because he was so frustrated, and there was

nothing to say to comfort him.

The day before a holiday, member seven told me he

liked being alone . . . . In addition to television , he was

reading books and the newspaper, particularly the sports

section, and still expressed hope of getting up.

Early the next month, I noted FNC member seven had

bandages on his right thumb and left hand and stitches

above his left eyebrow. He said he was dropped off a

gurney on his way to the acute facility. He had not

gotten up yet although he was supposed to begin sitting

at the side of the bed, and he remained frustrated.

The following week, I talked with Zelma before I

visited member seven. She told me he could hardly talk

now. Zelma also said she had no sympathy since he will

not help himself. She informed me that when the nurses

get him up, he just wants to go back to bed. The above

discussion, however, hardly prepared me for the change I

found when I later visited member seven .

Member seven no longer was able to operate his radio

correctly, and he was fairly inept when he would handle

and reach for things. He also was confused about the

day, and he refused to drink when I offered him something

even though he had signs of dehydration. He said the

-
■
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nursing staff had gotten him up for two hours and he

complained about it. He said he wanted to go back to

bed, and they didn’t take him so he decided he isn't

going to do that again.

I visited member seven a couple of days later, and

when I came into the room, [he] picked up the sports page

and began to read it , covering his face. He again

refused my offer of something to drink. As he kept

himself buried in the newspaper, I said that I had come

by to wish him a happy holiday as I wouldn't be back for

a while. When I said that , [he] put his paper down and

told me his [ family ) visited . . . [later on 1 I picked up the

cover over his lunch plate and noted his tray was

untouched. He then asked me to get his jello out of the

refrigerator and a can of root beer. He drank only a few

sips and took a couple of bites of jello, dropping a bit .

Member seven also had trouble getting the cover back on

the jello container and asked me to put it away in the

refrigerator. Food service then came by and took his

untouched tray away. He told me he would see me the next

month and I said I might be back before that and left.

In retrospect , I wondered whether he had eaten those

few bites so that I would not perceive what he seemed to

be doing. His covering his face with his newspaper

seemed symbolic of hiding from me . As I transcribed my
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field notes, I wrote the following: "I wonder if [ FNC

member seven really expected to see me [again j . I think

I might have sensed some thing for I insisted that I would

be back before the [next month J. "

I really didn't know how much of the time he had not

been eating, so I later questioned a staff person about

it. She admitted he hadn't been eating and said she

would tell him he will eat or drink whatever, not making

it a choice. It was during this last visit I, too,

finally concluded FNC member seven had "given up."

Upon returning to the field, I learned member seven

had died rather unexpectedly. I have since speculated he

may not have given up, but rather took control when he

refused to eat and did not want to get up and sit in the

hallway. The latter was confirmed by his head nurse, who

related the following:

[FNC member seven l was up in a lomax [chair ] right

outside his room door the day before he died. She

also mentioned that when he first came to the NHCU,

he declared that he did not want to be put in the

hall like those others (who spend their days sitting

in the hallways). She commented that he said he

never wanted to be like them.

One plausible understanding of the above is member

seven 's conception of his salient self, as independent
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and physically active, did not tolerate his current

existence. The refore, he took control of his situation

to preserve his self in the way he understood it and

wanted his self presented to others. The above findings

came from field notes, respondent validation notes, and

interviews.

Conclusion

Findings include a re-examination of physical

disability, particularly when it confines the member to

bed. The latter confinement limits FNC participation and

often occurs prior to the member's demise.

Portions of Wallace's (1967) work on the salient

self were reviewed since it brings further understanding

to the motivation to maintain the "self" and manage

increasing disability. Examples of strategies used to

maintain the "self" also were presented: fighting to

keep one's self clothed with competence; actively

participating to hanging on actively; dropping out and

developing other strategies to compensate ; trying to

cover losses; and hanging on passively. Final phases of

the giving up process also were illustrated .
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Chapter 10

Findings

Summary of Finding:

Summaries already have been made at the end of

Chapters 5-9. Discussion of five levels of analysis and

how these interface with Mead's (1934) framework are

included here. These also reflect themes crucial to

group generation/community creation within an

institutional setting.

Five Levels of Analysis

The major findings, reflected in five levels of

analysis, interface with Mead's (1934) discussion of the

social environment and the self, and similarly begin with

the social environment. This nursing home 's environment,

not as controlling as some , allowed a community-like

group, the FNC, to emerge. As the environment and the

FNC continued to interact over time, each affected and

changed the other. Evidence of the latter is found in

fieldwork findings and some heighten MEAP scores (e.g. ,

resident control).

Furthermore, against this backdrop of nursing home

environment and FNC community, the influence of resident

characteristics on group participation became apparent.

In many nursing homes the environment so dominates, the

effect of these characteristics is not easily observed.

* *
* -
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It is as if the self is a kind of transparent object that

becomes more visible when placed against the kind of

environment found in this study. Another finding also is

apparent against the above four levels of analysis: the

self maintaining or self losing activities carried out by

FNC residents that moved into a giving up process for

some (see Figure 7 "Levels of Analysis").

The giving up process begins gradually as FNC

members (and other persons) age and can be seen to move

through time. Some giving up may occur earlier in life,

but this process tends to increase with age. During the

process, the person simultaneously attempts to maintain

the salient aspects of his or her self through

implementation of a number of strategies as discussed in

the chapter 9. Eventually, the final phase of that

process locks in , usually after some kind of physical

event as demonstrated in examples 5, 6, and 7. This

final giving up may range from a fairly passive

acceptance to an active taking control/dying to preserve

the self. The above reveal how dynamic the self and

environment really are: they continually are created and

recreated with in the social process of interaction.
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Chapter 11

Discussion

This final chapter focuses on discussion of the

findings. Topics include: findings in relation to

research questions, significance, limitations and/or

alternative explanations, implications for nursing, and

future research.

Findings in Relation to Research Questions

Discussion of findings related to research questions

is divided into two sub-sections. The first pertains to

questions of group generation/community creation

presented on pp. 74-76; the second concerns

maintenance/loss of self and giving up on p. 76.

Group generation/community creation.

Findings indicate the FNC began bottom/up from an

informal group that experienced a high degree of social

interaction. Yet, the environment, itself, fostered

resident/resident interaction, and the FNC also received

staff support from its beginnings.

Fragility and decreasing abilities are significant ,

however, physical status does not influence group status

or participation unless the individual suffers marked

discomfort (i.e., pain), is confined to bed, and/or

losses his or her communicative abilities. Communicative

abilities (speech, hearing, and the mental ability to
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understand ) were found to be significant to group

participation.

FNC members demonstrate the kinds of

responsibilities they, as residents, wanted to take :

they lend aid to fellow residents, identify and resolve

nursing home issues and problems, under take projects, and

establish social structure, ritual, and community-like

connections. These generally match their capabilities,

and when the time comes they no longer are able or desire

such responsibility, they withdraw and/or give up. The

active members, furthermore, view their impact on the

nursing home environment positively; the passive are more

positive about the social aspects of the club.

Findings indicate the staff co-leaders interact

collaboratively and share power and responsibility with

the FNC. Despite cutbacks, short staffing, and increases

in patient acuities, they have been willing to commit

themselves to the FNC, and their roles and participation

have been instrumental to group generation/community

creation. Indeed, the diversity of age , strength, roles,

and perspectives has been found to be critical to the

FNC's development.

Over time, the group addressed similar issues and

problems and the pattern of interaction observed in their

meetings, remained consistent. During the FNC's history,
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factions and struggles also developed. The latter may be

related to having a critical mass of active residents

since overt factions were not always present . The

literature reviewed, more over, views such factions among

older communities and group's positively.

Both quantitative and qualitative findings suggest

the FNC has influence and exerts control within this

nursing home environment. The result is heightened

morale and affirmation that the members’ self is still

capable and competent.

Turnover of administrative staff and staff co

leaders has not been an issue since these have remained

stable throughout the FNC's existence. Turnover of

resident members has affected the group, particularly

when the leaders and/or active members leave. Although

new members are care fully selected for their fit into

this status group, the findings also suggest a lack of

potential members. This lack is blamed on increased age ,

acuities, and the inability to communicate currently

found in newly admitted residents. Concern regarding how

the latter will affect the FNC and its survival has been

voiced by both FNC members and a staff co-leader.

The potential exists for such groups to develop in

other settings if such participation is encouraged more

than in name only. Time, trust, and an administrative
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commitment to a bottom/up philosophy with a community

like , group approach are essential factors. Community

like processes are not mandated hierarchically, thus,

they are not likely to evolve in a more controlled ,

nursing home environment. Findings also indicate such

groups have value in making the institution more home

like as well as acting to reaffirm the residents' self.

Maintenance/loss of self and giving up.

No evidence was found to indicate the process of

giving up was encouraged by the interactions present in

this nursing home as was found in Henry's (1963) work.

Rather, as the resident experienced further physical loss

and/or deterioration and/or aged, a time eventually came

when he or she no longer was able and/or willing to

participate. This occurred even when the resident

previously had been an active member. Although desire

for the social out lasted the problem solving functions of

the group, residents did reach a point when they finally

withdrew, even within this prop it ious environment.

Finally, the questions as to whether giving up of

self does occur and what connection it has to changes in

the person's life long perception of his or her self

were explored and the findings suggest these do take

place. However, it was the person, him or herself, who
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seemed to know, understand, and judge when that time had

The findings hold great significance when previously

cited regional, national, and international projections

are reviewed. These predict marked growth of the

elderly, particularly the very old (Crosbie, 1989;

Kerschner, 1987; Myers, 1985; Rice & Wick, 1985; Torrey,

Kinsella & Taeuber, 1987; Vladeck, 1989; ). Very old age,

more over, has been associated with other factors like

deteriorating health status, increased chronic illness,

and disability (Myers, Rice, 1988; Rice & Wick).

Finally, the above conditions are especially common in

the elderly, who reside in nursing homes (Pawlson, 1989;

Rice & Wick; Vladeck; Wingard, Jones & Kaplan, 1987).

When the above projections are interfaced with this

study's findings, for example, the effect of increased

age and disability on FNC participation and the increased

age , illness, and disability of newly admitted residents,

the significance looms and the implications grow. If

nursing homes are inhabited only by the extremely old and

debilitated, then the likelihood of active resident

participation in groups like the FNC would not seem very

promising. (The majority of Shield's (1988) sample were

residents 80 to 90 years of age, and she found limited
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resident solidarity, fraternizing and group allegiance.

Was resident age a factor?) The positive news is we now

better understand the situation be fore the above

projections are fully upon us, and we have time to plan

for needs in a more realistic way than just mandating a

resident council should exist in every nursing home.

Limitations and/or Alternate Explanations

Limitations of this study are the small numbers of

participants, particularly in the old old age category

(88–95). Findings suggest the older resident is more

passive and more likely to have hearing impairment, and

one wonders if these observations would hold in a larger

sample . Another example involves the 20 FNC members of

Figure 3, and the observation that hearing loss, visual

impairment , memory loss, and loss of verbal communicative

ability began to occur after age 70. Even though the

MEAP indicates FNC members are more likely to have higher

levels of function than their fellows, the sample size of

20 is still a limited one .

In view of these sampling limitations, one way to

1 end support to the findings is to compare these to the

common and distinctive themes found in the reviews of

qualitative studies. The FNC is found to manifest the

themes common to studies reviewed on community creation

among the elderly: formal and/or informal activities;
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community defined status; resident leaders;

factions/conflicts; election battles; mutual

aid/reciprocity; hostility or pity toward in firm elderly;

and , issues related to death and/or associated rituals.

In addition, the FNC reflects the following themes

commonly found in studies on institutionalization and/or

nursing homes : the total institution ; regular,

explicitly planned activity and/or routinization of work;

hostility toward the more in firm or debilitated residents

is observed ; positive recognition of an active resident

under life; the existence of social ties between some

staff and residents; and the existence of social ties

between some residents. The FNC also demonstrates the

distinctive theme of community described by Kayser-Jones

(1981). (One former member did experience physical abuse

by one of the nursing staff. Because he no longer was a

member, he did not have the protective covering afforded

from being a part of the group . )

In both literature reviews, researchers found

hostility and/or pity toward the more infirm elderly. My

findings also describe such feelings and/or rejection,

but also suggest the underlying motivation : fear of

one 's self becoming like them. Effort , then, is made to

keep separate from such persons and not to put one's self

in the position of those others, who are such a threat to
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self. This threat to self also may be why some of the

more capable and active members do not attend the

memorial services regularly.

Implications for Nursing

Discussion of implications is divided into further

sections. These include: staff's role and

collaboration ; groups and resident mix ; critique of

former researchers’ conclusions; hearing loss and visual

impairment ; memory loss; age ; and giving up.

Staff’s role and collaboration.

If nurses and nursing administrators want to

encourage the development of group or community, the

findings suggest certain staff roles and behaviors are

needed. First , nursing administration must be supportive

and able to relinquish some control to residents and

their staff co-leaders, not just in theory, but also in

practice. The head nurse role also is crucial since he

or she of ten carries out the group's recommendations.

The refore , if head nurses are not the staff co-leaders,

they must stay closely connected with the group.

Staff co-leaders must work collaboratively with one

another and the residents. They should realize the tasks

they must do : Those the residents no longer have the

capability to perform. Yet, they need to be flexible and

allow residents to cross over into their roles when this
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is contributory to the resident or group. Thus,

boundaries that of ten separate staff and residents

(Go ffman, 1961) are penetrated. These staff/resident

relationships are to be characterized by sharing,

interaction, and commitment and will take time to develop

as will the group's rituals and traditions.

Staff co-leaders have a sort of marginal role : They

act as liaisons between staff, residents, and

bureaucracy. Although they participate in the group,

they also have their usual professional responsibilities.

The residents have responsibility, too, for example, not

to take their staff co-leaders for granted and to

reciprocate in ways that show their appreciation.

Groups and resident mix.

The findings manifest the importance of residents'

perspective for nursing homes, a need purportedly filled

in nursing homes by resident councils. However, when

findings on resident disability/capability, age, and

group participation are reviewed, then additional factors

must be considered. Indeed, if resident councils are to

be more than name only, these findings suggest a mix of

resident ages and communicative abilities is needed to

ensure the residents’ perspective is realized. Perhaps,

even the nursing home 's admission criteria may needed to

be evaluated and changed.
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Critique of former researchers' conclusions:

It is communicative ability, not physical mobility.

Some researchers, who have not carried out research in

nursing homes and/or do not have a gerontological

background , have voiced their views about the

possibilities of community creation with in an

institutional setting. Hochschild (1973, p. 68), for

example, states: "But even among the fairly healthy and

ambulatory within institutions, the likes of Merrill

Court is rare."

The present findings, however, indicate mobility

status has little influence on group participation or

community creation unless physical disability causes

marked discomfort or confines the resident to bed.

Rather, it was residents' communicative abilities, based

on hearing , seeing , speaking , and understanding , that had

greatest impact on their group status, participation, and

the possibilities for community creation. Such

statements, the refore, actually encourages unfounded

prejudice. While community creation in institutional

settings admittedly is rare, it has little to do with

one 's ability to ambulate and depends on how one's health

is affected and an as sortment of other factors. Such

remarks are regrettable because they place erroneous

limits on nursing home possibilities.
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Hearing loss and visual impairment.

Hearing loss had negative impact on FNC leadership,
-

and was the reason some members left the group. One

person with multiple disabilities claimed hearing loss

was the most detrimental to FNC participation. The

latter is understandable when viewed from a Meadian

(1934) perspective : the self is created and recreated by

communicative processes and by placing one’s self in the

place of the other. When hearing is impaired, these

social interactions are hindered.

The findings also reveal sensory status is dynamic

so nurses need to ensure residents' sight and hearing are

tested at appropriate intervals, whether or not they wear

glasses and hearing aids. In addition, as nurse

practitioners begin to follow long term care patients,

they need to expand their history and physical exams,

based on the medical model, to include assessment of

residents’ communicative abilities: hearing, seeing,

speaking, and understanding from the viewpoint of

function .

While the elderly's physiologically increased

susceptibility to medications and ototoxicity of drugs y

are known, these need to be emphasized by nurse

educators. For example, nursing instructors need to

stress the physical status of elderly persons is dynamic
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and often moves toward a more compromised state. The

result may be drug toxicities in cases where persons

previously have been stable.

While we teach ototoxicity theoretically in our

pharmacological courses, we also need to move into the

practical realm of understanding through a variety of

teaching methods ; for example, hearing impaired guest

speakers, assigned readings that illustrate the ways

hearing loss affects communication and one's life, or

going through a portion of the day with one's ears

plugged and covered. Perhaps, those nurses would have

increased awareness and motivation to prevent and manage

problems related to hearing loss. Also, they might have

greater interest in issues of noise pollution and current

technological developments for the hearing impaired.

Finally, to be truly supportive of resident

councils, properly functioning PA systems must be

provided. In one comparison group, I observed the PA

system to be both difficult to use and of poor quality,

and any benefit was lost.

Among the implications for memory loss is that the

self cannot draw on the past to influence the environment

as normally is done (Mead, 1934). Thus, the person

becomes more vulnerable to his or her environment. The
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literature reviewed also suggests others do not respond

to those with memory loss in a normal communicative

fashion. Finally, in this process of memory loss, the

person begins to lose parts of him or her self. While

memory loss may not be reversible, nurses again need to

be sure memory loss is not caused by medications.

Age .

The findings suggest older members became more

passive and their commitment to FNC problem solving and

advocacy activities decreased. Yet, they appreciated the

social aspects of the group although one contemplated

dropping out . Such groups, then, need to keep some

social practices like food sharing to meet their needs.

Nurses also need to be aware of these differing

viewpoints and allow older persons to withdraw grace fully

when they so decide.

Giving up.

As the giving up process advances, it also has been

associated with becoming passive, having no opinion, no

longer carrying on conversations, and sleeping during

meetings. Specific functions are given up when they

become too difficult to carry out (e.g. , member 1-B and

member 2). Functions also are given up if they expose

one's disability (e.g. , member 3-A and 3–B) or cause the
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member to suffer loss to a salient aspect of the self

(e.g. , member 4).

These participants seemed to know when the time had

come to give up , whether it was giving up of functions or

giving up to die (e.g. , member 6 and member 7). Although

there was only a small number among the category of those

who gave up and died during data gathering, the process

was not associated with any one age group. However, each

did experience some kind of physical event prior to their

giving up/dying.

Giving up of ten carries a negative connotation in

our culture, the refore, I want to emphasize such meaning

was not intended in this particular usage. Letting go, a

more positive expression, might have been employed

instead, but because giving up was an in vivo expression

used both by staff and residents, it was chosen. I

consider giving up to be part of a natural process (if

not a universal process, then at least part of a larger,

socio-cultural process) which occurs at the end of a

human's course of existence. Therefore, I do not attach

either negative or positive value to the concept , and

view it neutrally as a social interactive process that

eventually happens and involves both the particular self

and others.

-

--

* * * *
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Of additional consideration is the fact this nursing

home environment is rather unusual in the amount of

control given to residents. Therefore, one is not sure

how the giving up phenomenon would appear in a more

controlled , institutional environment.

Future Research

Ideally, the FNC should be followed by yearly visits

over the next five years to see how the group continues

to evolve. During that time, certain structural changes

may occur that would shed additional insight into the

variables significant to group generation/community

creation. For example, VA residents pay nothing for

their long term care and retain their pre-admission

as sets. If , in the future, such were utilized to de fray

the cost of their care, as was predicted by one FNC

in formant, this loss of financial assets undoubtedly

would affect the FNC. Findings show members have used

their own funds to reciprocate and to finance many of

their projects. Thus, they would lose an important means

of reciprocity and control. Continued study also would

allow further evaluation of the effects of acclaimed

higher acuities, older age, and greater lack of

communicative abilities of the newly admitted.

Since the FNC predominantly is made up of men,

future research might involve groups of the opposite
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gender mix. Such findings would be worthwhile because

women outnumber men in non-VA nursing homes, and

contrasting differences would be of interest to staff

working with those populations. Another contrasting

feature to be considered for future research would be

studies of groups in different ethnic nursing homes,

located in a variety of urban and/or rural settings.

Further research is needed to study the old old age

group since only a small number participated in this

study. Do they really become generally more passive and

specifically less active in groups? Do their interests,

in fact, become more social and less focused on problem

solving and patient advocacy?

More research on the phenomenon of giving up also is

imperative. Are there times of depression and physical

decline that differ from true giving up and how can these

be differentiated ? How significant are social

environment and support to the process 2 Finally, is it

the person, him or herself, that truly knows when to give

up, and what is the professional's role and

responsibility in the process? That is , how does one

know when to intervene and when to let go?

My experience with this research project suggests

observation of social interaction in a resident council

or similar group reveals more about a home's social
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environment than do formally typed and edited minutes.

The literature reviewed likewise would indicate social

interaction mirrors the social environment. The refore,

future research recommendations include the development

of an assessment tool for group interaction to be used by

staff and/or state evaluators in their evaluation of

nursing home environments.

A final example of future research recommendations

includes development of methodological tools to be used

in the study of small groups. For example, the use of

flow sheets, where groups may be viewed as a whole and ,

at the same time, compared and contrasted with their

fellows, might begin to address some of the criticisms

previously cited in the group literature review. If the

field is fragmented ( Levine & Moreland, 1990) and lacks

theoretical perspective (McGrath & Kravitz, 1982), then

perhaps this is the place to begin laying some common

ground . Use of similar group flow sheets certainly would

enhance meta-ethnographic comparisons.

The above are a few examples of future research

recommendations. Mainly , they suggest there is still

much research and work to be done in this substantive

a re a .
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Table 1

Common and Distinctive Themes Found in the Seven

Studies on Institutionalization and/or Nursing Homes

A. Common Themes of Institutionalization

1. The Total Institution: "a place of
residence and work where a large number of like
situated individuals . . . together lead an enclosed,
formally administered round of life" (Goffman,
1961, p. xiii).
Goffman

Henry's Rosemont
Henry's Muni San
Henry's Tower Nursing Home
Gubrium's Murray Manor
Kayser-Jones’ Scottsdale
Kayser-Jones' Pacific Manor
Vesperi's Martindale
Diamond

Shield's Franklin Nursing Home

2. Regular, Explicitly Planned Activity and/or
Routinization of Work:

Goffman

Henry's Rosemont
Henry's Muni San
Henry's Tower Nursing Home
Gubrium's Murray Manor
Kayser-Jones' Scottsdale
Kayser-Jones' Pacific Manor
Vesperi's Martindale
Diamond

Shield's Franklin Nursing Home

3. Social Detachment , Characterized by the
Formation of Separate . Non-penetrating Worlds:
Goffman

Henry's Rosemont
Henry's Muni San
Gubrium's Murray Manor (Particularly the Top

Administrative Staff)
Kayser-Jones’ Pacific Manor
Vesperi's Martindale
Diamond

Shield's Franklin Nursing Home

~ *
*
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4. Authoritarian and/or Controlling Patterns of
Staff to Resident Communication:
Goffman

Henry's Rosemont
Henry's Muni San
Gubrium's Murray Manor
Kayser-Jones' Pacific Manor
Shield's Franklin Nursing Home

Henry's Rosemont
Kayser-Jones' Pacific Manor
Vesperi’s Martindale

a. Actual Verbal and/or Physical Abuse:

b. Minimal or Ignored Staff to Resident
Communication:
Henry’s Muni San
Kayser-Jones' Pacific Manor
Diamond

Shield's Franklin Nursing Home

5. Other Methods of Control Utilized by Staff:

a. Sedation:
Gubrium's Murray Manor
Vesperi's Martindale
Shield's Franklin Nursing Home

b. Rest raints :

Gubrium's Murray Manor
Vesperi's Martindale
Shield's Franklin Nursing Home

6. Residents Lose the Ability to be Self
determining Adults and/or Experience
Infantil ization :
Goffman

Henry's Rosemont
Henry's Muni San
Gubrium's Murray Manor (especially the patient

group )
Kayser-Jones' Pacific Manor
Vesperi's Martindale
Shield's Franklin Nursing Home
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7. Limited Resident Solidarity, Fraternizing and
Group Allegiance--Minimal Social Life:
Goffman

Henry's Rosemont
Henry's Muni San
Henry's Tower Nursing Home
Gubrium's Murray Manor (especially the patient

group)
Kayser-Jones’ Pacific Manor
Vesperi's Martindale
Diamond

Shield's Franklin Nursing Home

a. Specifically Mentions Residents do not
Know One Another’s Name:
Vesperi's Martindale
Diamond

b. Residents’ Behavior is Reflective of
Isolation--They do not Interact and Talk
Together:
Henry's Rosemont
Henry's Muni San
Kayser-Jones’ Pacific Manor
Vesperi's Martindale
Diamond

Shield's Franklin Nursing Home

c. Residents’ Behavior toward Other

Residents is Competitive, Conflictive and/or
Hostile :
Henry's Rosemont
Henry's Tower Nursing Home
Kayser-Jones’ Pacific Manor
Vesperi's Martindale
Shield's Franklin Nursing Home

d. Hostility toward the More Infirm or
Debilitated Residents is Observed :
Henry's Tower Nursing Home
Gubrium's Murray Manor
Vesperi's Martindale
Shield's Franklin Nursing Home
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8. Positive Recognition of an Active Resident

Goffman
Diamo rid

Shield's Franklin Nursing Home

9. The Existence of Social Ties between Some

Staff and Residents:
Goffman

Gubrium's Murray Manor (Floor Staff)
Kayser-Jones's Scottsdale
Vesperi's Martindale
Shield's Franklin Nursing Home (most especially
in the physical therapy room)

10. The Existence of Social Ties between

Some Residents:
Goffman

Gubrium's Murray Manor (Resident Group)
Kayser-Jones' Scottsdale
Shield's Franklin Nursing Home (most especially in

the physical therapy room)

A Distinctive Theme of Community

Kayser-Jones' Scottsdale--a synopsis follows:
More home-like and non-restrictive with "community
and camaraderie" (p. 67) between staff and
residents; everyone works together ; more over,
social interaction is encouraged between residents
and all levels of staff. Finally, resident to
resident relationships likewise show considerable
social interaction, acquaintance ship , friendship ,
and a sense of community.
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Table 2

The Nursing Homes Studied are Placed along Two Continua

A. The Continuum of the Most Institutionalized to the
Most Community-like

"Total Institution" Community-like

x * a - -

Goffman Tower Nursing Home Scottsdale
Muni San

Pacific Manor

Martindale
Diamond

Murray Manor
Franklin Nursing Home

+Henry's Rosemont – a hell
beyond Goffman

B. The Continuum of the Most Inhumane Living
Conditions to the Most Humane Living Situation

Inhumane Humane

Rosemont Muni San Murray Manor Scottsdale
Pacific Manor Tower Nursing
Martindale Home

Diamond

Franklin

Nursing
HOIne
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Table 3

Common Themes Found in the Five Studies on Community

Creation among the Elderly:

1. Formal and/or Informal Activities: 2. Community
Defined Status:

Keith-Ross Keith-Ross
Hochschild Hochschild
Smithers Johnson
Becker
Johnson

3. Resident Leaders: 4. Factions/Conflicts:

Keith-Ross Keith-Ross
Hochschild Hochschild

Smithers Smithers
Johnson Becker

Johnson

5. Election Battles : 6. Mutual Aid/Reciprocity:

Keith-Ross Keith-Ross
Johnson Hochschild

Smithers
Becker
Johnson

7. Hostility or Pity 8. Issues Related to Death
toward Infirm Elderly: and/or Associated Rituals:

Keith-Ross Keith-Ross
Hochschild Hochschild

Smithers
Becker

9. Researcher Expresses a Negative View of
Institutionality and/or its Effect on Community:

Keith-Ross
Hochschild
Smithers

Johnson
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Sequential Analysis Table :

Volunteered Directed by Total
the observer

To observer

alone 3 4 (directly)
7 (indirectly) 14

Statements
- -

To others in

everyday
conversations

or in the FNC

meetings 48 3 (directly)
2 ( indirectly) 53

To the public 1 O 1

Individual 0 0 O

Activities Group 4 0 4

Public 4 0 4

Total 60 16 76
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Table 5

Comparison of FNC Members Deemed "Active"

Candidates Deemed Ready for "Honorary"

with

Status or

Withdrawal:

Activity/Disability: FNC Pressure FNC Deem
to Cull: "Active":

Pete Steve Lucy Gene

Number of meetings
attended for past
fifteen meetings
(9/27/89 – 1/31/91) 5 9 7 12

FNC dinner attendance Yes Yes No Yes

(1 1/26/89) (late)

Psychiatric diagnosis Yes
Memory loss Yes Reputed Yes Yes

Paralysis of hand Yes

Ambulates/with or
without cane Yes Uses Yes

walker

Uses a wheelchair Yes

Visual impairment Yes Yes

Hearing impairment Yes Yes Yes

-

~ Cº .
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Table 6

Incorporation of the Friendly Neighborhood Club (FNC)

into Spradley's (1979) Framework:

(A) The FNC as a Kind of Nursing Home Resident Group

Cover Term — — — — — — — — — — — — } FNC

Semantic Relationship- } ( is a kind of )

Included Terms — — — — — — — — } Nursing home resident group, a
category that includes a current
event group, a resident senate
group , breakfast groups, a
women's group, and the "care"
grO up .

Outside Boundary---------------------------------------

(B) The Kinds of Members that Make up the FNC

Cover term — — — — — — — — — — — — — } FNC

Semantic relationship-- } ( is a kind of )

Included terms — — — — — — — — — } group made up of 14 nursing
home residents.

-- previous occupations: variable from someone who
polished cars to a school
administrator

--educational levels: variable from the 8th grade to
an Ed.D.

-- previous military
service : eight in the army, five in the

navy, one in the marines

-- previous military
rank: variable from a private to a

Lieutenant Colonel

-- ethnicity: all Caucasians

-- birth place: eight in the Mid-west, four in
California, one in the West ,
and one foreign born
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-- religion : eight Protestants, four
Catholics, one who "believes
in God," and one uncommitted

--gender : eleven males and three females

-- major diagnoses: five with multiple sclerosis,
three with cardiac conditions,
one with Parkinson's , one with
a tracheostomy, one with a
psychiatric diagnosis, one
with brain damage secondary to
head trauma, and one with
quadriplegia (C-6)

--multiple, unrelated
diagnoses: eight

-- group roles and types: four active (the talkers
and initiators), six less
active (the supporters and
responders when pressed ), and
four passive (the silent
observers)

--unit of residence: Unit A: Howard, Charlie,
Tom , Dave , Scott ; Unit B :
Zelma, Lucy, Mike , Helen,
Hal; Unit C: Frank, Pete ,
Phil, Gilbert

Included Terms — — — — — — — — — }Two staff co-leaders

--professions: registered nurse &
recreational the rapist

--gender : female

-- group role : secretary and staff liaisons

Inside Boundary----------------------------------------

2

s
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Table 7

Domain Analysis Work sheet

1. Semantic Relationship : Attribution

2. Form: X is an attribute ( characteristic ) of Y

3. Example: A role model for what can be done in other
places ( is an attribute [characteristic ) of ) the FNC.

Semantic Cover

Included Terms Relationship Term

I. Descriptions of a
Status/Elite Group or
Group's Enhancement
of One's self:

Role Model Not Pressured is an FNC

Howard's Project Resident council attribute or
Elite group
Brave

Group of strong
people

Staff as "the"
leaders

Group with good
ideas,
successful,
reinforced ,
try again

A working group
of fighters

Must be vocal

Must be active

Must be fighters
Challenge to

routines

Advocates for
their needs

"The" group characteristic
The board of

Powerful, backing
of a group

Strong personalities:
all have their say

Very strong FNC
member leadership

Patient advocates

Limit group to 15
Membership – open or

closed at 15

Increase up to 17
(Must ) take interest

in the group
Powerful and threatening

to some staff

Maturity of group
Advocates for

problems

*
*

º
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Included Terms Semantic Cover

Relationship Term

II. Descriptions of Social
Bonding/Belongingness:

Resident support Us is an FNC

group Trust : can say attribute or
"We" anything in characteristic
People who want the group of

to come

III. Descriptions of an Evolving ,
Dynamic Group:

Naturally evolving entity is an FNC
Changing as the membership changes

IV. Phrases Indicative of

Negative/Critical
Descriptions of the Group :

A lot of people are not quite sure
about the group

Friendly gripe group
Frail elderly
Senior Citizens

attribute or
characteristic

of

is an FNC

attribute or
characteristic
Of

* r
*
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Categories
ofIssues

(1985
–
1986) Frequency

&■
(1985)

Frequency
&■
(1986

i

FNC
Money/Waste IssuesRelated

to

Residents KeepingConnected
via

Mail/Stamps/Phone
DiningRoomandFood

Issues OutsideEnvironmental Issues InsideEnvironmental Issues SocialActivities: FNC&
Others

(Dataderivedfromanalysis
of

17(16%) 5
(5%)

7
(6%)

29(26%) 7
(6%)

30(27%) 14(13%)
FNCminutes)

41 17 16 52 33 59 25

(17%) (7%) (6%) (2%)

I

H.



MEAPAssessment

OtherResidents

FNCResidents
.

Carefor
Appearance
2167; EatTheirMeals4073; DressThemselves

22273 Walk2433; Getin/outofBed3040; TakeBath/Shower
67. To

Bathroom
onTime2547: MakeNeedsUnderstood

67100; HandleTheirMoney2440" UsetheTelephone
3080 GO

Shopping
1327 Oct.1991CO

<*,*.--
"--
--
rs

—
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Pseudonym
AgeHOHVIMLLVCAPDMSU BOb60trach

XMotW/c
ä Hal64XManw/c

ö
Karl65

Amb/w/c
12

Howard
66XMotw/o

=22
Mike67XManw/c&# Tom69XManw/c# Pete70XX

Amb&# Steve70XparparX
Walker
*E

SCOtt70parXMotw/c## Phil71XX

Motivator
Es

Charlie
74parparXManw/c

**

Gilbert
76XX

Motivator/oxy Dave79XparXparAmb Gene81X?

Amb/cane Zelma81?X
Motivator Jane88trachAmb/cane Lucy88XparXXManw/c Frank92XparAmb/w/c Gus94XsobMan%%98y Mac95Xpar?

Amb/?cane (n=2O)
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AbbreviationDefinition
HOHHardness

of
Hearing

VIVisualImpairment
MLMemoryLoss LVCALossofVerbalCommunicative

Ability

PD
PhysicalDisability parpartial trachtracheostomy

sobshortness
of

breath
MSUMobilitySupportUsed Motw/cMotorizedwheelchair Manw/cManualwheelchair AmbAmbulatory w/cwheelchair oxyoxygen

i
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Pseudonym
AgeActiveLessAct.Passive Bob Hal Karl Howard Mike Tom Pete Steve SCOtt Phil Charlie Gilbert Dave Gene Zelma Jane Lucy Frank Gus Mac

60 64 65 66 67 69 70 70 70 71 74 76 79 81 81 88 88 92 94 95

&:

X X

CS WD/Died
Died

X X WD BR/Died Died
X X BR/Died BR/Died

-----------
---

----
-•*

---*

**-- -- -------
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CS

ChangedStatus(deterioration) WDwithdrew BRbedrest
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Appendix A

Comments Regarding Institutional and/or

Nursing Home Literature Review

Gu brium.

J. F. Gubrium (personal communication, January,

1992) edited and/or changed some words in my original

review. These were incorporated into the present one .

Kayser-Jones.

J. S. Kayser-Jones (personal communication, January,

1992) made a few editorial changes, also included in the

above review. She commented: "Looks good but I suggest

you include a short paragraph on the exchange theory

section-- the major theoretical finding. Otherwise, it

looks fine . " Since my purpose was not to synthesize

theoretical perspectives, but to identify common and

distinctive themes related to the issues discussed, these

were not included.

Diamond.

Regarding my review, T. Diamond (personal

communication, June 24, 1992) comments:

". . . substantively you seem to be completely correct in

what I had found . . . . Again, I thought your 'Common Themes'

were well-expressed . . . "

■

-, *
* *
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Shield.

Where feasible, R. R. Shield's (personal

communication, March, 1992) critique was integrated into

the present text. Her overall response was : "While it

generally conveys the traits in my book quite well, it is

difficult to evaluate your selection and comparison of

traits out of context."

She likewise wanted her theoretical perspective, the

notion of liminality, the lack of communitas, and the

curtailment of reciprocity, to be discussed. She

explains: ". . . lack of resident control has most to do

with the curtailment on reciprocity. You quote me saying

it, but I do not know if you describe elsewhere how

important I feel this idea is in conjunction with liminal

status." She also suggested I add more context and the

distinctive characteristics of each book to the narrative

sections to have better understanding of Table 1.

Finally, she advises: "Regarding Table 1, I think

Shield's Franklin Nursing Home should be added to #4, and

5. For #9 and 10, you should add most especially' in

the physical therapy room to be more faithful to my

text." Again, I did not plan synthesis of theoretical

viewpoints, and for the sake of brevity, I chose not to

include additional contextual data.
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Appendix B ... ■ º

Comments Regarding Community Creation * Tº

Literature Review

Hochschild.

A. R. Hochschild (personal communication, February *

1, 1992) comments:

. . . I've had the chance to look over your materials

and think you have very much used my data in ways

that make sense and are plausible and not far from

my own understanding of the data.

I have only one reservation. I say, and you

say I say that homogeneity is an important

prerequisite for community formation. The

implication of this would seem to be that we need S. |

racially separated communities or class separated

communities and that is certainly not what I

intended to imply. I think what would need to be &

added to the discussion is what the prerequisites

are for feeling comfortable with diversity and add

those into the mix of characteristics that

predispose a group of people to become a community. * - - -

But all in all this looks very good . . .

I concur with her above ment ioned reservation.
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Smithers.

J. A. Smithers' (personal communication, February

11, 1992) response follows:

As the numbers of aged increase in our society, age

segregated living arrangements will proliferate .

This brings into focus the importance of processes

of community creation. Understanding the natural

processes that occur in age homogeneous surroundings

inevitably assists planners in the creation of

housing alternatives that are conducive to

meaning ful interaction. I have also done research

in nursing homes and have discovered evidence of a

sense of community--although such bonds are often

elusive and more subtly indicated compared with

settings housing the independent elderly.

I have little to add in the literature review

of my work except several comments. In the first

paragraph where you describe the characteristics of

the population, you may want to add that the Housing

Authority only allowed one person per unit. This

makes the fact of community creation under these

circumstances even more surprising. In the second

paragraph, last sentence I would suggest inserting

additional information as follows: "faced the

reality or the possibility of decreasing functional
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abilities" . . . . Numbers were still in relatively good

health although instances of f railty became

increasingly evident during my stay in the setting .

Otherwise, I would support your interpretation of my

data.

Per her suggestion, I added the above to my review.

Becker.

G. Becker (personal communication, January, 1992)

states: "This looks fine to me. Your work sounds very

promising."

J ohnson.
-

S. K. Johnson (personal communication, January 19,

1992) comments:

I have read your summary of my study and your table

of common themes . . . and I can certainly find nothing

to complain about . The only thing that slightly

mystifies me is that you say I "deny evidence of

institutionalized patterns of social control" and

that I express a negative view of institutionality

and/or its effect on community.

On the subject of social control, it seems to

me I talk quite a bit about recognized forms of

behavior that would get one tossed out of the park--

public drunkenness, loud parties, having teenagers

or other children resident for any length of time
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(even, say, if your daughter were going through a

difficult divorce and temporarily housed her

children with her parents), not keeping up the

outside of your mobile home , etc. etc. It was this

list of publicly recognized no-no's that caused some

people in the park to be fearful that some thing like

a suicide of a spouse might also be grounds for

eviction.

On the subject of institutionality and its

effect on community life, I believe that both Arlie

Hochschild and I found that in the absence of a

"social director" people will take a good deal of

initiative in planning their own activities. But as

people age levels of initiative and energy decline,

and I'm certainly not hostile to congregate settings

that provide jitneys for trips to the shopping

center or doctor, or that organize group out ings for

their residents. I think in many high-rise, middle

class retirement residences there is some sort of

tactful combination of a paid-for social director

(who schedules activities, rents films, brings in

speakers, and so on) and residents who become the

"presidents" of various groups. I’m sure that in a

nursing home setting this balance between a social

director and the residents is (and should be ) even

*

- 1.

~ *
* * *
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more heavily tilted in the direction of the formal

planner. But I think toward the end of this

continuum-- in nursing homes where nearly everyone is

physically or mentally impaired, or in Alzheimer’s

day-care centers-- you come to the social structure

described in Erving Goffman's Asylums . . .

I again reviewed Johnson's (1971) work to determine

why I concluded she denied evidence of institutionalized

patterns of social control and had a negative view of

institutionality and/or its effect on community. One

such comment was made during discussion of reciprocity:

It goes without saying , of course, that were mobile

home parks to be filled exclusively with extremely

aged, indigent, and otherwise socially incapable

individuals, all social relationships would have to

be based on norms such as those of service and the

result would be a care taker institution rather than

a community (Johnson, 1971, p. 99).

Later, Johnson (1971, citing Kleemeier, 1961 &

Rosow, 1967, p. 143) considers three characteristics of

settings for the elderly and states: "The degree to

which they are institutions with social control over

their residents -- has an inverse relationship to social

activity: The more institutional the setting the less

spontaneous social activity there is likely to be . " She
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º,

later applies these characteristics to Idle Haven and
* * *

concludes: "Idle Haven clearly constitutes a setting

that is segregate and congregate but not institutional"

(Johnson, 1971, p. 143).
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Appendix C

Interview Questionnaire Guide

1. What do you think of resident participation in

the operation of an nursing home 2 What do you see as the

pros and cons?

2. What sort of responsibility do residents want to

take 2 Do these match their capabilities?

3. What did you know and how did you feel about the

FNC prior to becoming a member?

4. How were you approached to join'?

5. Do you recall your first impressions of the

group?

6. What does the FNC mean to you? How would you

describe it?

7. Would you explain the FNC's evolvement and what

its significant accomplishments have been 2

8. What influence does the FNC have within this

nursing home?

9. What would you like to see the FNC become in the

future ?

10. How does the frequent turn over of members

affect the group's evolvement?

11. Is there anything you would share that would

help other residents/staff to encourage such groups?
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Appendix D

Face Sheet

Name: (pseudonym ) Age :

Sex: Marital status:

Admission date to any nursing home & location :

Admission date to this NHCU:

Military service :

Branch :

Years :

Title/rank and job :

Educational level/experience (s):

Previous occupation (s):

Diagnoses:

Physical limitations:

Mode of ambulation/transportation:

Membership in the FNC : (month/year)

Activities in NHCU:

Other group (s) in NHCU:

Frequency of visits of family/friends/Outings/pass :

Family and ethnic background :

Religion:

Place of birth :

Place where early years were spent :

Previous groups experiences :

-

*.
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Appendix E

Chart Information Sheet

Date of admission :

Diagnoses:

Medications :

Any documented hearing evaluation :

º * * *
- *
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Appendix F

Discussion of the MEAP Findings

The PAF, POLIF, and RESIF results are addressed

separately. The discussion includes: definitions of

respective subscale dimensions; Figures F-1, F-2, and F-3

that compare the research site with mean normative values

for nursing homes (n=127) and VA nursing home units

(n=36) (Moos & Lemke, 1984); and review of where the

setting lies in relation to established standard

deviations.

PAF Results

The PAF subscale dimensions are defined as :

Community Accessibility--measures the extent to

which the community and its services are convenient

and accessible to the facility . . .

Physical Amenities -- measures the presence of

physical features that add convenience,

attractiveness, and special comfort . . .

Social-Recreational Aids--assesses the presence of

features that foster social behavior and

recreational activities . . .

Prosthetic Aids--assesses the extent to which the

facility provides a barrier-free environment as well

as aids to physical independence and mobility . . .

> r

- -

* * * *
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Orientational Aids--measures the extent to which the

setting provides visual cues to orient the

resident . . .

S afety Features--assesses the extent to which the

facility provides for monitoring of communal areas

and features for preventing accidents . . .

Staff Facilities -- assesses the presence of

facilities that aid the staff and make it pleasant

to maintain and manage the setting . . .

Space Availability--measures the number and size of

communal are as in relation to the number of

residents, as well as size allowances for personal

space . . . (Moos & Lemke, 1984, p. 14)

The research location lies within one standard

deviation of the normative means for community

accessibility, social-recreational aids, prosthetic aids,

orientational aids, staff facilities and space

availability. For the dimension physical amenities, the

study site lies two standard deviations above the mean

for nursing homes and within two standard deviations for

VA nursing home units (NHU). The research facility falls

with in two standard deviations below the mean for nursing

homes, but within one standard deviation of the mean for

VA NHU for safety features.

*

-
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Because six of the eight subscale dimensions lie

within one standard deviation of the normative means, the

research facility is viewed as fairly normal. Findings

on the other two dimensions indicate the site ranks below

on safety features and above on physical amenities. The

former may be related to a less controlling atmosphere ;

the latter suggests more features that enhance comfort ,

convenience, and attractiveness.

POLIF Results

The POLIF subscale dimensions include:

Expectations for Functioning--measures the minimum

capacity to perform daily living functions that is

acceptable in the facility . . .

Tolerance for Deviance--measures the extent to which

aggressive, defiant, destructive, or eccentric

behavior is tolerated . . .

Policy Choice -- reflects the extent to which the

facility provides options from which residents can

select individual patterns of daily living . . .

Resident Control -- assesses the extent of formal

institutional structures that provide residents with

a voice in running the facility and the influence

that residents have over policy . . .

Policy Clarity--measures the extent of formal

institutional mechanisms that contribute to clear
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definition of expected behavior and open

communication of ideas . . .

rovision for Privacy--measures the amount of

privacy given to residents . . .

Availability of Health Services--measures the

availability of health services in the facility . . .

Availability of Daily Living Assistance--measures

the availability of services provided by the

facility that assist residents in tasks of daily

living . . .

Availability of Social - Recreational Activities--

assesses the availability of organized activities

within the facility . . . (Moos & Lemke, 1984, p. 26).

The study site lies within one standard deviation of

the normative means for the following six dimensions:

expectations for functioning, tolerance for deviance,

policy choice, provision for privacy, availability of

daily living assistance, and availability of social

recreational activities. With resident control and

policy clarity, the site lies with in two standard

deviations above the normative means. For availability

of health services, it falls two standard deviations

above the mean for nursing homes, but within one standard

deviation for VA NHU .

:
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Of particular interest is the comparatively high

results found with resident control and policy clarity.

These two dimensions, when combined with qualitative

data, suggest the FNC has been instrumental in the

achievement of those high scores.

RESIF Results

RESIF dimensions are distinguished as :

Staff Richness -- reflects the resources that are

available from the staff in terms of experience,

training , and variety of backgrounds . . .

Resident Social Resources--assesses the current

status of residents with respect to demographic

variables that facilitate social competence . . .

Resident Heterogeneity-- measures the extent to which

residents are a diverse group of individuals . . .

Resident Functional Abilities—-measures residents'

independence in performing daily functions and the

extent of handicaps in functioning . . .

Resident Activity Level -- measures the extent to

which residents are involved in activities that they

initiate themselves . . .

Resident Integration in the Community--measures the

rate of residents' participation in activities that

take them outside the facility . . .
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Utilization of Health Services -- reflects the extent

to which residents utilize the health services that

are provided by the facility . . .

Utilization of Daily Living Assistance--measures

residents' use of daily living services available

with in the facility . . .

Utilization of Social-Recreational Activities--

assesses resident participation in activities

offered within the facility. . . (Moos & Lemke, 1984,

p. 36).

The research setting lies with in one standard

deviation for resident functional abilities, resident

activity level, and utilization of health services. The

site was found to lie within two standard deviations

above the mean for the dimensions of staff richness and

resident he terogeneity and within two standard deviations

below the mean for utilization of daily living assistance

and utilization of social-recreational activities. For

the dimension, resident integration in the community, the

site falls within one standard deviation for nursing

homes and with in two standard deviations below the mean

of VA NHU. Finally, for the dimension, resident social

resources, the setting lies within one standard deviation

above the mean for VA NHU and more than two standard

deviations above the mean for nursing homes.
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The above suggests residents at this facility are

fairly normal as far as functional abilities, activity

levels, and utilization of health services. Thus, they

are not an unusually able, active, or healthy resident

population.

Conclusion

After completing the MEAP, I came to realize the

background environmental/institutional factors are not

easily separated from the FNC's influence. What seemed

clear was the FNC and their institutional environment had

interacted and changed one another over the past eight

years.
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Figure F-2- MEAP POLIF.
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